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ABSTRACT
Tropospheric NO2, a key air pollﬀtant particﬀlarly in cities, has beenmeasﬀred from space since the mid-1990s by the GOME, SCIAMACHY,
OMI, and GOME-2 instrﬀments. ese data proﬁide a ﬀniqﬀe global
long-term dataset of tropospheric pollﬀtion. e focﬀs of this thesis is
tﬂofold:
When these satellite measﬀrements are to be ﬀsed for assessing tro-
pospheric emissions and pollﬀtion, it is necessary to separate the strato-
spheric from the tropospheric signal.is thesis deﬁelops a neﬂ ﬀniqﬀe
techniqﬀe for this separation by ﬀsing the measﬀrements performed by
SCIAMACHY in limb geometry.e stratospheric NO2 measﬀrementsfrom SCIAMACHY are shoﬂn to be in ﬁery good agreement ﬂith NO2੗eldsmodeled by the Oslo CTM2. Hoﬂeﬁer, both stratospheric datasets
need to be adjﬀsted to the leﬁel of the nadir measﬀrements, becaﬀse a
time- and latitﬀde-dependent bias to the measﬀred nadir colﬀmns can
be obserﬁed oﬁer clean regions. By combining measﬀrements of total
and stratospheric air masses taken by the same instrﬀment, the ﬀncer-
tainties commonly introdﬀced by ﬀnjﬀsti੗ed assﬀmptions and spatial
aﬁeraging and smoothing can be signi੗cantly redﬀced, leading to the
best dataset of tropospheric NO2 slant colﬀmns cﬀrrently aﬁailable.e tropospheric colﬀmns can then be ﬀsed to assess the leﬁel of air
pollﬀtion on a regional and eﬁen local scale. Hoﬂeﬁer, the obserﬁations
of the foﬀr instrﬀments di੖er in spatial resolﬀtion, local time of mea-
sﬀrement, ﬁieﬂing geometry, and other details, and all these factors
can seﬁerely impact the retrieﬁed NO
2
colﬀmns. erefore, the anal-
ysis of temporal changes in troposheric NO2 abﬀndances ﬀsing thesemeasﬀrements is challenging and not straightforﬂard. In the second
part of this thesis, seﬁeral methods to accoﬀnt for these instrﬀmental
di੖erences are deﬁeloped and applied to the analysis of trends in tropo-
sphericNO2 colﬀmns oﬁermegacities.e ੗rst method is based on spa-tial aﬁeraging of themeasﬀred SCIAMACHY earthshine spectra and eﬃ-
ﬁ
traction of a spatial paern of the resolﬀtion e੖ect. Fﬀrthermore, tﬂo
empirical corrections, ﬂhich sﬀmmarize all instrﬀmental di੖erences
by inclﬀding instrﬀment-dependent o੖sets in a ੗ed trend fﬀnction,
are deﬁeloped. ese methods are applied to data from GOME and
SCIAMACHY separately, to the combined time series, and to an eﬃ-
tended dataset comprising also OMI and GOME-2 measﬀrements. All
approaches shoﬂ consistent trends of tropospheric NO2 for a selec-tion of areas on both regional and city scales, for the ੗rst time alloﬂ-
ing consistent trend analysis of the fﬀll time series at high spatial res-
olﬀtion. Measﬀred tropospheric NO2 colﬀmns haﬁe been strongly in-creasing oﬁer China, the Middle East, and India, ﬂith ﬁalﬀes oﬁer east-
central China tripling from 1996 to 2011. All parts of the deﬁeloped
ﬂorld, inclﬀding Western Eﬀrope, the United States, and Japan, shoﬂ
signi੗cantly decreasing NO2 amoﬀnts in the same time period. On amegacity leﬁel, indiﬁidﬀal trends can be as large as +27.2  3.9 % yr−1
and +20.7  1.9 % yr−1 in Dhaka and Baghdad, respectiﬁely, ﬂhile Los
Angeles shoﬂs a ﬁery strong decrease of −6.00  0.72 % yr−1. Most
megacities in China, India, and the Middle East shoﬂ NO2 colﬀmnsincreasing by +5 to 10 % yr−1, ﬂhich leads to a doﬀbling to tripling
ﬂithin the stﬀdy period.
ZUSAMMENFASSUNG
Sticksto੖dioﬃid (NO2) ist eine der Haﬀptkomponenten troposphäri-scher Lﬀﬁerschmﬀtzﬀng, insbesondere in Städten. Die Bestimmﬀng
troposphärischer NO2 Säﬀlen miels Satelliten-Instrﬀmenten ﬂie z.B.GOME, SCIAMACHY, OMI ﬀnd GOME-2 ist seit Mie der 1990er Jahre
möglich. Diese Messﬀngen ergeben einen einmaligen, globalen Lang-
zeit-Datensatz troposphärischer Lﬀﬁerschmﬀtzﬀng. Die ﬁorliegende
Arbeit gliedert sich in zﬂei Teile:
Um aﬀs Satelliten-Messﬀngen den Grad troposphärischer Lﬀﬁer-
schmﬀtzﬀng zﬀ bestimmen, mﬀss zﬀnächst das stratosphärische ﬁom
troposphärischen Signal getrennt ﬂerden. Im Rahmen dieser Disserta-
tion ﬂird eine neﬀeMethode ür die sogenannte Stratosphären-Korrek-
ﬁi
tﬀr entﬂickelt, indem die Messﬀngen, ﬂelche das SCIAMACHY-Instrﬀ-
ment in Limb-Geometrie dﬀrchührt, ür die Bestimmﬀng des NO2-Ge-halts der Stratosphäre genﬀtzt ﬂerden. Die ﬁon SCIAMACHY gemesse-
nen stratosphärischen NO2-Säﬀlen stimmen zﬀ einem hohenGrad mit den ﬁom Oslo CTM2 Modell ﬁorhergesagten NO2 überein.Allerdings müssen beide Datensätze an die Nadir-Messﬀngen über saﬀ-
beren Ozean-Gebieten angeglichen ﬂerden, da ein Zeit- ﬀnd Breiten-
abhängiger Unterschied zﬂischen den Datensätzen beobachtet ﬂerden
kann. Die Kombination ﬁon NO2-Messﬀngen gesamt-atmosphärischerﬀnd stratosphärischer Lﬀmassen des gleichen Instrﬀments kann die
Probleme, ﬀnter denen troposphärische NO2-Datensätze aﬀfgrﬀnd ﬀn-gerechtfertigter Annahmen ﬀnd räﬀmlicher Interpolations- ﬀnd Glät-
tﬀngs-Prozesse normalerﬂeise zﬀ leiden haben, zﬀ einem großen Teil
ﬁermeiden helfen. Am Ende dieses Prozesses steht der derzeit beste
ﬁerügbare Datensatz troposphärischer NO2-Säﬀlen.Diese troposphärischen Daten können im Folgenden genﬀtzt ﬂer-
den, ﬀm den Grad troposphärischer Lﬀﬁerschmﬀtzﬀng aﬀf regionalen
ﬀnd lokalen Skalen zﬀ ﬀntersﬀchen. Die ﬁier ﬁerügbaren Instrﬀmente
ﬀnterscheiden sich jedoch ﬀnter anderem in räﬀmlicher Aﬀ੘ösﬀng, Lo-
kalzeit der Messﬀng ﬀnd Beobachtﬀngsgeometrie, ﬀnd all diese Fak-
toren können die Messﬂerte stark beein੘ﬀssen. Daher ist eine Ana-
lyse ﬁon zeitlichen Änderﬀngen des troposphärischen NO2s ﬀnter Be-rücksichtigﬀng aller Instrﬀmente nicht-triﬁial. Im zﬂeiten Teil dieser
Dissertation ﬂerden Methoden entﬂickelt, die eine konsistente Ana-
lyse zeitlicher Änderﬀngen ﬁonNO2-Säﬀlen überGroßstädten erlaﬀben.Die erste Methode basiert aﬀf der räﬀmlichen Mielﬀng der gemesse-
nen Erdschein-Spektren ﬀnd der Eﬃtraktion der räﬀmlichen Verteilﬀng
des E੖ektes der instrﬀmentalen räﬀmlichen Aﬀ੘ösﬀng. Weiterhin ﬂer-
den zﬂei empirische Korrektﬀren eingeührt, ﬂelche sämtliche instrﬀ-
mentalen Unterschiede zﬀsammenfassen, indem Instrﬀmenten-abhän-
gige Parameter in dem benﬀtzten Trend-Modell berücksichtigt ﬂer-
den. Diese Methode ﬂird aﬀf GOME- ﬀnd SCIAMACHY-Messﬀngen
separat, aﬀf die kombinierte GOME/SCIAMACHY-Zeitreihe, ﬀnd letzt-
endlich aﬀch aﬀf einen ﬁollständigen Datensatz ﬁon Messﬀngen aller
ﬁier Instrﬀmente angeﬂandt. Alle Herangehensﬂeisen resﬀltieren in
ﬁii
konsistenten Zeitreihen troposphärischen NO2s ür eine Reihe ﬁon re-gionalen ﬀnd lokalenGebieten; erstmaligﬂird so die konsistente Trend-
Analyse troposphärischen NO2s bei hoher räﬀmlicher Aﬀ੘ösﬀng mög-lich. Die gemessenen NO2-Säﬀlen zeigen sehr starke Wachstﬀmsratenüber China, Indien ﬀnd im Mileren Osten; die NO2-Belastﬀng überdem Osten Chinas hat sich zﬂischen 1996 ﬀnd 2011 ﬁerdreifacht. Über
der ﬂestlichenWelt, insbesondere imWesten Eﬀropas, den Vereinigten
Staaten ﬁon Amerika ﬀnd Japan, kommt es im gleichen Zeitraﬀm zﬀ
stark sinkenden NO2-Werten. Einzelne Ballﬀngszentren stechen her-ﬁor, ﬂie z.B. Dhaka, Bagdad ﬀnd Los Angeles, ﬂo Änderﬀngsraten ﬁon
+27.2  3.9 % a−1, +20.7  1.9 % a−1 ﬀnd −6.00  0.72 % a−1 gemessen
ﬂﬀrden. Die meisten Ballﬀngszentren in China, Indien ﬀnd dem Mit-
tleren Osten erleben einen starken Anstieg der NO2-Belastﬀng ﬁon +5–10 % a−1, ﬂas zﬀ einer Verdoppelﬀng bis Verdreifachﬀng innerhalb des
Beobachtﬀngszeitraﬀms ührt.
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1IN TRODUCT ION
Man has considerably changed the face of the Earth, especially since
the onset of the indﬀstrial reﬁolﬀtion in the second half of the 18th
centﬀry. Intensi੗ed indﬀstrial actiﬁities and the accompanying large
energy need haﬁe lead to an immense bﬀrning of fossil fﬀels, caﬀsing
signi੗cant emissions of trace gases to the Earth’s atmosphere, promot-
ing air pollﬀtion from a ﬁery local to a global problem. Anthropogenic
actiﬁities haﬁe an enormoﬀs impact on the deﬁelopment of the Earth
system, ﬂhich has lead Crﬀtzen and Stoermer to propose ﬀsing the
term ‘anthropocene’ for the cﬀrrent geological epoch (2000). Strato-
spheric ozone loss leading to enhanced ﬀltraﬁiolet radiation penetrat-
ing the atmosphere to reach the Earth’s sﬀrface, intensi੗cation of the
greenhoﬀse e੖ect throﬀgh the continﬀoﬀs combﬀstion of fossil fﬀels
caﬀsing the emission of carbon dioﬃide, nitrogen oﬃides, and ﬁolatile or-
ganic compoﬀnds leading to photochemical smog close to the sﬀrface,
and acid rain, caﬀsing forest degeneration and ocean acidi੗cation, are
only three eﬃamples ﬂhere anthropogenic actiﬁities caﬀse sﬀstained
changes to the Earth system.
While the hﬀman popﬀlation changes the Earth system by its actiﬁi-
ties, it also in itself ﬀndergoes considerable changes. e entire Earth’s
popﬀlation has increased from 100 million at the onset of the 18th cen-
tﬀry to approﬃimately 7 billion (Encyclopædia Britannica), a groﬂing
proportion of ﬂhich is liﬁing in cities (see Sect. 2.6). Especially the so-
called megacities, ﬀrban agglomerations of more than 10 million inhab-
itants, are emerging in many places in Soﬀth America, Africa, and Asia.
Oﬁer the past 20 years, they haﬁe seen incredible groﬂth rates, as large
nﬀmbers of people formerly liﬁing in rﬀral areas mainly from agricﬀl-
tﬀre abandon their homes and migrate toﬂards the large megacities in
search for ﬂork and beer liﬁing conditions (Saﬀnders, 2010).
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Dﬀe to the ﬁery high popﬀlation densities in megacities, they are
hot-spots in terms of air pollﬀtion, i. e., the release of compoﬀnds to
the atmosphere ﬂhich are harmfﬀl for hﬀmans and/or other parts of
the Earth system (Molina and Molina, 2004). e most important fac-
tors are road traਖ਼c, electricity generation, and residential heating and
bﬀrning. As many megacities are located in deﬁeloping coﬀntries, and
as they are inhabited to large eﬃtent by poor people, these oen do
not haﬁe access to modern heating and cooking facilities, ﬂhich leads
to ineਖ਼cient and thﬀs pollﬀtion-rich combﬀstion. Hoﬂeﬁer, megacities
are not only air pollﬀtion hot-spots; dﬀe to the ﬁery high popﬀlation
density the air qﬀality in megacities a੖ects a large nﬀmber of people,
making megacity air qﬀality an important sﬀbject for stﬀdy.
e combﬀstion of fossil fﬀels leads to the emission of nﬀmeroﬀs air
pollﬀtant compoﬀnds. Apart from the greenhoﬀse gases carbon dioﬃ-
ide (CO2) and methane (CH4), the nitrogen oﬃides (NOx, the ﬀmbrellaterm for nitrogen oﬃide, NO, and nitrogen dioﬃide, NO2) play an im-portant role. ey are prodﬀced eﬁeryﬂhere in the atmosphere at high
temperatﬀres and play seﬁeral important parts in tropospheric chem-
istry inclﬀding (1) NOx is a precﬀrsor for the prodﬀction of ozone (O3)ﬂhich, in addition to being a strong greenhoﬀse gas, caﬀses respiratory
illness in hﬀmans and impacts the oﬃidizing capacity of the atmosphere,
and (2) enhanced NOx concentrations can lead to ﬂet deposition inthe form of nitric acid, caﬀsing acid rain and thﬀs leading to degenera-
tion of forests and fﬀrther ocean acidi੗cation (Finlayson-Pis and Pis,
1999; Doney et al., 2007).
e Earth’s atmosphere has been probed by in-sitﬀ and remote sens-
ing techniqﬀes ੗rst from the groﬀnd and later from airborne platforms
(balloons, airplanes) since the 18th centﬀry, alloﬂing ﬁalﬀable insight
into its dynamical and chemical processes. e adﬁance of space tech-
nology and the laﬀnch of satellite-borne remote-sensing instrﬀmenta-
tion haﬁe added an important complement to these atmospheric soﬀnd-
ing methods. Satellites are not constrained by topographical and polit-
ical boﬀndaries, and thﬀs enable for the ੗rst time the inﬁestigation of
the Earth’s sﬀrface and atmosphere ﬂith consistent measﬀrement con-
ditions regardless of geolocation.
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Satellite-based atmospheric soﬀnding instrﬀments are based on the
analysis of electromagnetic radiation ﬂhich has passed throﬀgh the
atmosphere. As all gaseoﬀs atmospheric constitﬀents absorb radiation
at characteristic energies, re੘ected in the so-called absorption cross-
section, the electromagnetic radiation obserﬁed at the top of the atmo-
sphere holds the signatﬀre of those parts of the atmosphere throﬀgh
ﬂhich it has passed. e oldest heritage lies ﬂith those instrﬀments
analyzing solar radiation ﬂhich is back-scaered and re੘ected in the
Earth’s atmosphere and at its sﬀrface, respectiﬁely; they can be ﬀsed
to infer the concentrations of species ﬂhich absorb in the ﬀltraﬁiolet,
ﬁisible, and infrared ranges of the electromagnetic spectrﬀm by com-
paring the back-scaered to the direct solar measﬀrements. More re-
cent instrﬀments ﬀse the emission of atmospheric constitﬀents in the
infrared and microﬂaﬁe spectral regions, or actiﬁely send oﬀt radiation
ﬂhose re੘ected signal they then ﬀse to infer atmospheric properties.
Argﬀably the ੗rst fﬀndamental contribﬀtion of satellite sensors to
the ﬀnderstanding of atmospheric chemistry ﬂas the ﬁeri੗cation of the
Antarctic ozone hole in the 1980s, ﬂhen measﬀrements by the TOMS
and SBUV instrﬀmentsﬂere analyzed to yield eﬁidence of stratospheric
ozone depletion oﬁer the Antarctic dﬀring spring (Stolarski et al., 1986).
Since then, the aﬁailable instrﬀmentation has improﬁed in many as-
pects, most notably in accﬀracy and precision, the recorded spectral
ranges, the spectral resolﬀtion, the spatial resolﬀtion of the measﬀre-
ments, and the sﬀrface coﬁerage. With the laﬀnch of the Global Ozone
Monitoring Instrﬀment (GOME) in 1995, the ੗rst instrﬀment enabling
the retrieﬁal of tropospheric NO2 abﬀndances became aﬁailable (Bﬀr-roﬂs et al., 1999). e analysis is performed ﬂith the Di੖erential Op-
tical Absorption Spectroscopy (DOAS) techniqﬀe, ﬂhich is based on a
least-sqﬀares ੗t of the di੖erential absorption signal in a giﬁen ﬂaﬁe-
length range. Aer GOME, the SCIAMACHY, OMI, and GOME-2 in-
strﬀments haﬁe been ﬀtilized to infer tropospheric NO2 colﬀmns, pro-ﬁiding a long-term, high-qﬀality dataset. Using these measﬀrements,
the temporal eﬁolﬀtion of tropospheric NO2 abﬀndances coﬀld be es-tablished on a global scale. Richter et al. (2005) coﬀld shoﬂ that NO2colﬀmns oﬁer Eastern China haﬁe been ﬁastly increasing since 1995,
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ﬂhile NO2 colﬀmns oﬁer all deﬁeloped coﬀntries like, e. g., the UnitedStates, Western Eﬀrope, and Japan, haﬁe been strongly decreasing. Re-
cent stﬀdies haﬁe eﬃtended the analysis of tropospheric NO2 trends tomegacities, deriﬁing strong rates of groﬂth and decline for emerging
and deﬁeloped megacities, respectiﬁely (ﬁan der A et al., 2008).
e aim of this thesis is to improﬁe the retrieﬁal of troposphericNO2from satellites and to inﬁestigate its temporal eﬁolﬀtion, especially oﬁer
megacities. As one important technical aspect aboﬀt the retrieﬁal of tro-
pospheric NO2 abﬀndances is the determination of the stratosphericbackgroﬀnd signal, this ‘stratospheric correction’ ﬂill be improﬁed by
ﬀsing SCIAMACHY’s ﬀniqﬀe limb-geometry measﬀrements to accoﬀnt
for the contribﬀtion of stratospheric NO2 to the obserﬁed total NO2signal. e resﬀlts from this limb/nadir matching techniqﬀe ﬂill be ﬁal-
idated ﬀsing resﬀlts from chemistry and transport models (CTMs). e
analysis of long time series spanning mﬀltiple satellite instrﬀments is
complicated by the ﬁarioﬀs di੖erences betﬂeen measﬀrements by the
GOME, SCIAMACHY, OMI, and GOME-2 instrﬀments, ﬂhich make
direct comparison of the retrieﬁed NO2 colﬀmns diਖ਼cﬀlt. As the in-strﬀments’ spatial resolﬀtion contribﬀtes most strongly to these di੖er-
ences, the main focﬀs lies on the treatment of these di੖erences to al-
loﬂ consistent analysis of all instrﬀments’ measﬀrements. One sﬀch
method is based on the re-distribﬀtion of the coarse measﬀrements by
the GOME instrﬀment ﬀsing the spatial strﬀctﬀre of the ੗ner resolﬁed
SCIAMACHY measﬀrements, captﬀred in a resolﬀtion correction fac-
tor Γ. e other tﬂo methods folloﬂ an empirical approach and are
based on an idea by Mierﬀch et al. (2008), ﬂho sﬀggested accoﬀnting
for (additiﬁe) o੖sets betﬂeen tﬂo di੖erent instrﬀments’ time series by
ﬀsing so-called leﬁelshi parameters in the ੗t fﬀnction. As this original
‘resolﬀtion correction’ method can only be directly applied to measﬀre-
ments by two instrﬀments (in this case, GOME and SCIAMACHY), it
ﬂill be generalized to alloﬂ for an arbitrary nﬀmber of di੖erent instrﬀ-
ments in the regression. ese di੖erent approaches are then tested on
time series of tropospheric NO2 both on continental scale and oﬁerindiﬁidﬀal megacities.
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is thesis is strﬀctﬀred as folloﬂs: Important backgroﬀnd informa-
tion aboﬀt the Earth’s atmosphere, atmospheric chemistry, nitrogen
oﬃides, megacities, climate change, and satellite remote sensing of at-
mospheric trace gases is presented in Chapter 2. e SCIAMACHY
limb/nadirmatching techniqﬀeﬂill be deﬁeloped and ﬁalidated in Chap-
ter 3. Chapter 4 forms the main part of this thesis, namely the treat-
ment of the di੖erences in groﬀnd piﬃel size betﬂeen the foﬀr analyzed
satellite instrﬀments and the inﬁestigation of the temporal changes of
tropospheric NO2 colﬀmns oﬁer megacities. Chapter 5, ੗nally, sﬀmma-rizes the most important ੗ndings of this thesis; it fﬀrther proﬁides an
oﬀtlook on hoﬂ the analysis of changes of tropospheric NO2 can befﬀrther improﬁed and makes sﬀggestions for fﬀtﬀre stﬀdies.

2SC I EN T I F IC BACKGROUND
2.1 ॺ८५ ५१ॸॺ८’ॹ १ॺॳॵॹॶ८५ॸ५
Today’s atmosphere is composed of a ﬁariety of di੖erent gases. Hoﬂ-
eﬁer, onlymolecﬀlar nitrogen (N2), molecﬀlar oﬃygen (O2), Argon (Ar),and ﬂater ﬁapor (H2O) appear in larger qﬀantities (see Tab. 2.1); allother gaseoﬀs constitﬀents of the atmosphere occﬀr in trace amoﬀnts
only (hence the name trace gas). While the miﬃing ratios of the major
Table 2.1: Major gaseoﬀs constitﬀents of the Earth’s atmosphere, ﬂith respect
to dry air, integrated from the sﬀrface to 105 km (from Wallace,
2006, p. 8).
Constitﬀent
Molecﬀlar
ﬂeight
Fractional
concentration by
ﬁolﬀme
Nitrogen (N2) 28.013 78.08 %Oﬃygen (O2) 32.000 20.95 %Argon (Ar) 39.95 0.93 %
Water ﬁapor (H2O) 18.02 0–5%Carbon dioﬃide (CO2) 44.01 380 ppmNeon (Ne) 20.18 18 ppm
Heliﬀm (He) 4.00 5 ppm
Methane (CH4) 16.04 1.75 ppmKrypton (Kr) 83.80 1 ppm
Hydrogen (H2) 2.02 0.5 ppmNitroﬀs oﬃide (N2O) 56.03 0.3 ppmOzone (O3) 48.00 0–0.1 ppm
atmospheric componentsN2,O2, andAr, as ﬂell as those of other long-
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liﬁed species, do not change signi੗cantly ﬂith altitﬀde (ﬁertically, the
atmosphere is stable in most sitﬀations), most trace gases shoﬂ ﬁery
distinct ﬁertical pro੗les dﬀe to the chemical reactions they ﬀndergo.
Argﬀably one of the most important ones is ozone (O3), as the absorp-tion of UV radiation by the ozone layer is a necessary condition for
life on Earth; it fﬀrther leads to stratospheric heating and is responsi-
ble for the temperatﬀre maﬃimﬀm at∼50 km, de੗ning the stratopaﬀse
(Wallace, 2006, p. 11).
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Figﬀre 2.1: Vertical strﬀctﬀre of the atmosphere (data taken from the U.S. Stan-
dard Atmosphere 1976, see U.S. Goﬁernment Printing Oਖ਼ce, 1976).
e atmosphere is commonly split into layers, namely the tropo-
sphere, stratosphere, mesosphere, thermosphere, and eﬃosphere.ese
layers are de੗ned by the ﬁertical change rate of temperatﬀre; ﬀsﬀally,
temperatﬀre decreases ﬂith altitﬀde. Hoﬂeﬁer, the stratosphere and
thermosphere see a temperatﬀre inﬁersion, i. e., an increase in tem-
peratﬀre ﬂith altitﬀde. In the stratosphere, this is caﬀsed by the ab-
sorption of ﬀltraﬁiolet radiation (and thﬀs energy) by ozone molecﬀles;
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the temperatﬀre inﬁersion in the thermosphere is caﬀsed by the eﬃ-
tremely loﬂ density of air molecﬀles. e eﬃosphere, ੗nally, is almost
at ﬁacﬀﬀm, so that the notion of temperatﬀre loses its signi੗cance there.
Fig. 2.1 shoﬂs the ﬁertical temperatﬀre strﬀctﬀre of the atmosphere, to-
gether ﬂith ozone and nitrogen dioﬃide concentrations, ﬀp to the ther-
mosphere. Dﬀe to the eﬃponential decrease of pressﬀre ﬂith altitﬀde,
the bﬀlk of the atmosphere’s molecﬀles are located in the troposphere.
With the eﬃception of the ozone layer in the stratosphere, ﬂhich pre-
ﬁents UV radiation to penetrate to the Earth’s sﬀrface, only the tropo-
sphere has direct impact on life on Earth.
2.2 १ॺॳॵॹॶ८५ॸ९३ ॶॵॲॲॻॺ९ॵॴ
Air pollﬀtion is de੗ned to be
e presence of contaminants or pollﬀtant sﬀbstances in
the air that interfere ﬂith hﬀman health or ﬂelfare, or pro-
dﬀce other harmfﬀl enﬁironmental e੖ects. (U.S. Enﬁiron-
mental Protection Agency, 2009)
e pollﬀting sﬀbstances can be emied both from anthropogenic and
from natﬀral soﬀrces. ey can ﬀndergo seﬁeral types of physical and
chemical transformations, and contribﬀte to a ﬂide ﬁariety of enﬁiron-
mental impacts (Gﬀrjar et al., 2010). ese inclﬀde, among others, cli-
mate change, stratospheric ozone depletion, photooﬃidant formation
(smog), eﬀtrophication, acidi੗cation, toﬃicological stress on the health
of hﬀmans and ecosystems, the depletion of resoﬀrces, and noise (Pen-
nington et al., 2004).
Contrary to common belief, air pollﬀtion is by no means a neﬂ phe-
nomenon. e Roman philospher Seneca already ﬂrote in 61 १.४.:
As soon as I escaped from the oppressiﬁe atmosphere of
the city, and from that aﬂfﬀl odoﬀr of reeking kitchens
ﬂhich, ﬂhen in ﬀse, poﬀr forth a rﬀinoﬀs mess of steam
and soot, I perceiﬁed at once that my health ﬂas mending.
— (Seneca, 1917)
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Hoﬂeﬁer, it ﬂas not ﬀntil the second half of the tﬂentieth centﬀry that
air qﬀality standards (i. e., ﬀpper boﬀnds on air pollﬀtion) ﬂere deﬁel-
oped and pﬀt into legislation (Vallero, 2007). At least since then, there
haﬁe been large scienti੗c e੖orts to assess and ﬀnderstand air pollﬀtion
and its impact on the enﬁironment. For eﬃample, the concept of total
exposure has been introdﬀced as a measﬀre for the integrated hﬀman
eﬃposﬀre to air pollﬀtants (see Smith, 1993, and references therein).
Undoﬀbtedly, the pollﬀtant ﬂith the largest direct impact on hﬀman
health is particﬀlate maer, or aerosols. Originating mostly from com-
bﬀstion processes, desert dﬀst, and sea salt, they are harmfﬀl to the
respiratory system of hﬀmans and responsible for nﬀmeroﬀs deaths.
Cﬀrrent estimates for the nﬀmber of deaths annﬀally caﬀsed in Eﬀrope
alone range ﬀp to 100 000 (World Health Organization, 2003, p. 14).
Other air pollﬀtants caﬀse more indirect e੖ects to hﬀmans and the
enﬁironment. e class of greenhoﬀse gases (most notably CO2, CH4,and nitroﬀs oﬃide, N2O) are knoﬂn to caﬀse global ﬂarming, threat-ening ecosystem balances globally (see Sect. 2.5). Chloro੘ﬀorocarbons
(CFCs), as a fﬀrther eﬃample, are knoﬂn to be the main caﬀse of strato-
spheric ozone depletion (WorldMeteorological Organization, 2007), caﬀs-
ing a dangeroﬀs increase of ﬀltraﬁiolet solar radiation at the Earth’s sﬀr-
face. In the troposphere, on the other hand, ozone proﬁes to be harmfﬀl
to hﬀman health (World Health Organization, 2003, p. 30).
Ozone is formed in the troposphere in a catalytic cycle inﬁolﬁing ni-
trogen oﬃides and photodissociation (see Sect. 2.4.2). Nﬀmeroﬀs stﬀdies
haﬁe shoﬂn adﬁerse health e੖ects of NO2 pollﬀtion, eﬁen thoﬀgh it ishard to distingﬀish betﬂeen direct e੖ects of NO2 and health impactsof its reaction prodﬀcts (World Health Organization, 2003, p. 46).ere-
fore, detailed knoﬂledge of NO2 in the troposphere, its soﬀrces, andits temporal eﬁolﬀtion, is important to the ﬀnderstanding of the e੖ects
of air pollﬀtion.
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2.3.1 Sources of tropospheric nitrogen dioxide
At high temperatﬀres of more than ∼760℃, molecﬀlar nitrogen and
oﬃygen ﬀndergo an endothermic reaction prodﬀcingNO (U.S. Enﬁiron-
mental Protection Agency, 1999, p. 3). is process leading to so-called
‘thermal NOx’ is called the Zeldovich mechanism, and is described bythe folloﬂing reactions:
N2 + O . NO + N (R 2.1)
N + O2 . NO + O (R 2.2)
N + OH . NO + H (R 2.3)
While thermal NOx is by far the most important release mechanism inthe troposphere, fﬀrther NOx emission pathﬂays eﬃist. ‘Fﬀel NOx’ isemied by the combﬀstion of fﬀels ﬂhich contain nitrogen throﬀgh the
oﬃidation of already-ionized nitrogen (U.S. Enﬁironmental Protection
Agency, 1999, p. 5), ﬂhile ‘prompt NOx’ is created by the relatiﬁelyfast reaction (hence, the name prompt NOx) of nitrogen molecﬀles inthe combﬀstion air ﬂith hydrocarbon radicals from the fﬀel (Oਖ਼ce Of
Air ality Planning And Standards and Oਖ਼ce Of Air And Radiation,
1995, p. 1.4-2).
In the troposphere, nitrogen oﬃides are emied into the atmosphere
mainly by the combﬀstion of fossil fﬀels ﬁia these three pathﬂays. Bio-
mass bﬀrning and emissions from the biosphere also contribﬀte to tro-
pospheric NOx soﬀrces, as does lightning. e estimates for the global
NOx emission bﬀdget are someﬂhat ﬀncertain; Fig. 2.2a compiles anoﬁerﬁieﬂ of the ﬁarioﬀs anthropogenic and natﬀralNOx emission soﬀr-ces.
e spatial distribﬀtion of global NOx emissions is shoﬂn in Fig. 2.3.Most NOx emissions are closely located to anthropogenic actiﬁities,sﬀch as ﬀrban agglomerations, transport pathﬂays (roads, shipping
tracks, motorﬂays), poﬂer generating stations, and indﬀstrial prodﬀc-
tion centers.
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(a) Total NOx emissions (b) Anthropogenic NOx emissions
Figﬀre 2.2: Soﬀrces of NOx emissions to the troposphere, in Tg N yr−1. To-tal NOx emissions are taken from (Solomon et al., 2007, p. 546);anthropogenic NOx emissions are from the MACCity inﬁentory(Granier et al., 2011).
Anthropogenic and industrial combustion
More than half of the troposphericNOx bﬀdget originates from anthro-pogenic and indﬀstrial combﬀstion processes. Granier et al. (2011) com-
pare seﬁeral anthropogenic NOx emission inﬁentories. ey report allconsidered inﬁentories to shoﬂ a slight increase since 1990, and they
all agree to ﬂithin 8 % in 2010. e MACCity inﬁentory, e. g., states
global anthropogenic NOx emissions of∼32.9 Tg N yr−1 for the year2010 (Granier et al., 2011). Figﬀre 2.2b shoﬂs the distribﬀtion among
the di੖erent sectors.
Biomass burning
Biomass bﬀrning caﬀses approﬃ. 20 % of global NOx emissions. Esti-mates di੖er by 50–80 % according to a recent intercomparison (Granier
et al., 2011), depending on the year and season. e MACCity inﬁen-
tory, e. g., states global NOx emissions from grassland/saﬁanna andfrom forest ੗res of 3.4 and 1.5 Tg N yr−1 for the year 2010, respec-
tiﬁely (Granier et al., 2011).
Emissions from the biosphere
A signi੗cant part of natﬀral NOx emissions originates from microbialprocesses in soils by nﬀmeroﬀs chemical pathﬂays (Williams et al.,
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Figﬀre 2.3: Gridded NOx emissions for the year 2008 from the EDGARdatabase, ﬁersion 4.2 (Eﬀropean Commission, Joint Research Cen-
tre and Netherlands Enﬁironmental Assessment Agency, 2011).
1992, and references therein). While these processes are basically natﬀ-
ral processes, it has been shoﬂn that aer the inﬁention of the Haber-
Bosch process, the application of fertilizer, i. e., agricﬀltﬀral actiﬁities,
haﬁe signi੗cantly increased bacterial NOx prodﬀction (Bertram et al.,2005). In total, estimates for microbial NOx emissions from natﬀraland agricﬀltﬀral soﬀrces shoﬂ a large ﬀncertainty and ﬁary ﬂidely, be-
tﬂeen 6 and 21 Tg N yr−1 (Ganzeﬁeld et al., 2002); they estimate the
total biogenic NOx emissions from soils to be 12 and 3.8 Tg N yr−1,respectiﬁely.
Lightning
In the free troposphere, lightning can lead to signi੗cant prodﬀction of
NOx, especially in the tropics. As is the case for biogenic emissions (seeaboﬁe), the estimation of lightning NOx emission is highly ﬀncertain;recent stﬀdies di੖er by more than one order of magnitﬀde. Lee et al.
(1997), e. g., giﬁe a range of 2–20 Tg N yr−1. Recently, satellite mea-
sﬀrements haﬁe been ﬀsed to infer the global lightning NOx bﬀdget;Beirle et al. (2004b), e. g., ﬀse satellite measﬀrements from the GOME
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instrﬀment (see Sect. 2.10.1) and yield an emission estimate of ∼2.8
Tg N yr−1.
2.3.2 Sources of nitrogen dioxide in the middle and upper atmosphere
e lifetime of tropospheric NO2 is too short to alloﬂ for its transportinto the stratosphere. Hoﬂeﬁer N2O, ﬂhich is emied at the sﬀrfaceby both anthropogenic and natﬀral processes, does not haﬁe signi੗cant
sinks in the troposphere, leading to a ﬁery long lifetime of∼ 120 years
(Hoﬀghton et al., 2001). While anthropogenic emissions of N2O origi-nate mainly from agricﬀltﬀral soil management, animal manﬀre man-
agement, and seﬂage treatment (Hoﬀghton et al., 2001), natﬀral soﬀrces
inclﬀde a ﬂide ﬁariety of biological processes in soil and ﬂater, partic-
ﬀlarly microbial action in ﬂet tropical forests (Anderson et al., 2010).
e ﬁery long tropospheric lifetime of N2O molecﬀles alloﬂs for theirtransport to the stratosphere, ﬂhere the largest part of them is broken
doﬂn to N2 and O( 1D) atoms by ﬀltraﬁiolet radiation (Brasseﬀr et al.,1999). Hoﬂeﬁer, a fraction becomes the major soﬀrce of stratospheric
NO2, ﬁia the reaction (see Seinfeld and Pandis, 2006, p. 151)
N2O + O(
1D) . 2 NO (R 2.4)
Since higher NOx concentrations in the stratosphere lead to a netdestrﬀction of ozone (see Section 2.4.4), N2O has recently started to beseen as an ozone depleting sﬀbstance (Reﬁell et al., 2012; Raﬁishankara
et al., 2009). Conseqﬀently, there are e੖orts to haﬁe N2O regﬀlated ﬀn-der the Montreal Protocol (Kanter et al., 2013).
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NO2 appears as broﬂnish, odorless gas and is hazardoﬀs to hﬀmanhealth, caﬀsing irritations of the respiratory tract (Samet and Utell,
1990; Chaﬀhan et al., 1998); typical sﬀrface concentrations are hoﬂeﬁer
too loﬂ to shoﬂ signi੗cant direct e੖ect on hﬀman health. Neﬁerthe-
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Figﬀre 2.4: Vertical NO2 pro੗les from the sﬀrface ﬀp to 70 km, both as ﬁol-ﬀme miﬃing ratio (le) and as nﬀmber concentration (right), from
the Oslo CTM2, for 15 Jﬀn 2005. e plots shoﬂ cases of eﬃtremely
pollﬀted (32.1° N / 120.9° E, close to Shanghai, red) and backgroﬀnd
(32.1° N / 168.8° E, open Paci੗c Ocean, green) regions, each at
10:00 LT.
less, NO2 plays a major role in atmospheric ozone chemistry, leadingto ozone formation (destrﬀction) in the troposphere (stratosphere).
Ozone is knoﬂn to be damaging to hﬀman health; short-term ef-
fects inclﬀde e੖ects onmortality and respiratorymorbidity, ﬂhile long-
term e੖ects inclﬀde lﬀng damage and in੘ammatory responses (World
HealthOrganization, 2003, and references therein).erefore, enhanced
NO2 concentrations in in the loﬂer troposphere can indirectly, i. e., ﬁiaozone prodﬀction, seﬁerely impact hﬀman ﬂell-being.
2.4.1 Distribution of NO2 in the atmosphere
In ﬀnpollﬀted regions, the bﬀlk of the atmospheric NO2 content canbe foﬀnd in the stratosphere, betﬂeen 25 and 35 km altitﬀde, ﬂhere
NOx is formed by reaction R 2.4. In regions ﬂith high emissions of
NO2 to the troposphere, hoﬂeﬁer, the maﬃimﬀm of atmospheric NO2concentrations is located close to the sﬀrface. Figﬀre 2.4 shoﬂs typi-
cal atmospheric NO2 pro੗les for both pollﬀted and pristine regions,
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deriﬁed from model calcﬀlations. It becomes obﬁioﬀs that, in order to
correctly assess the tropospheric NO2 content from satellite measﬀre-ments, it is indispensable to accﬀrately estimate the stratospheric NO2load.
2.4.2 NO2 in the troposphere
Tropospheric NO2 originates from a ﬁariety of soﬀrces, as oﬀtlined inSection 2.3. In the remote troposphere, i. e., in the absence of pollﬀtion,
the nitrogen oﬃides NO and NO2 constantly interchange by the set ofreactions
NO2 +
λ≤420 nm
hν . NO + O (R 2.5)
O + O2 + M . O3 + M (R 2.6)
NO + O3 . NO2 + O2 (R 2.7)
ese three reactions e੖ectiﬁely form a nﬀll cycle, as both NOx and O3concentrations are conserﬁed. Dﬀe to the photolysis reaction R 2.5, they
are strongly dependent on the aﬁailable sﬀnlight, leading to a clear day-
night contrast in NO2 concentrations, ﬂith high (loﬂ) ﬁalﬀes dﬀringnight (day), and dependencies on sﬀrface spectral re੘ectance and solar
zenith angle.
When, hoﬂeﬁer, hydroﬃyl radicals (OH) are aﬁailable, a ﬁariety of
oﬃidizable fﬀels can lead to ozone prodﬀction. In the remote tropo-
sphere, both carbon monoﬃide (CO) and CH4 are aﬁailable as fﬀel, andcan lead to photolytic prodﬀction of O3 molecﬀles; in these cases, in-termediate prodﬀcts in the CO and CH4 oﬃidation cycles react ﬂith
NO, riﬁaling reaction 2.7, ﬂhich leads to net prodﬀction of ozone. e
maﬃimﬀm ozone yield of these cycles is giﬁen by the net reactions (see
Seinfeld and Pandis, 2006, pp. 219 and 222)
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CO + 2 O2 +
λ≤420 nm
hν . CO2 + O3 (R 2.8)
CH4 + 4 O2 +
λ≤420 nm
2 hν . HCHO + H2O + 2 O3 (R 2.9)
Dﬀring nighime, ﬂhen it cannot be photolyzed, NO2 can, ﬁia thecombination ﬂith the nitrate radical (NO3, seeWayne et al., 1991), leadto the formation of dinitrogen pentoﬃide (N2O5), ﬂhich acts as reser-ﬁoir (Seinfeld and Pandis, 2006, p. 225):
NO2 + O3 . NO3 + O2 (R 2.10)
NO2 + NO3 + M . N2O5 + M (R 2.11)
is can only happen at night, becaﬀse NO3 is qﬀickly photolyzed dﬀr-ing daytime. Another reserﬁoir species is nitric acid (HNO3), ﬂhichis the major tropospheric sink for NO2, ﬁia the reaction (Seinfeld andPandis, 2006, p. 224)
OH + NO2 + M . HNO3 + M (R 2.12)
e tropospheric lifetime of NO2 thﬀs depends on the OH concen-tration and the [NO]/[NO2] ratio. At the sﬀrface, ﬂhere OH concen-trations can be high and the [NO]/[NO2] ratio is loﬂ, this leads to
NO2 lifetimes of less than a day. In the free and ﬀpper troposphere,the ﬀsﬀally loﬂer OH concentrations and higher [NO]/[NO2] ratiosyield longer lifetimes of 4-7 days (Brasseﬀr et al., 1999, p. 255).
In the pollﬀted continental troposphere, many reactions haﬁe con-
siderably increased yields, dﬀe to the higher concentrations of aﬁail-
able reactants. Varioﬀs non-methane hydrocarbons (NMHC, also called
ﬁolatile organic compoﬀnds, VOC) are aﬁailable as additional oﬃidiz-
able fﬀel, leading to increased O3 prodﬀction ﬁia the folloﬂing gener-alized oﬃidation cycle (Brasseﬀr et al., 1999, p. 273):
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OH + RH . R + H2O (R 2.13)
R + O2 + M . RO2 + M (R 2.14)
RO2 + NO . RO + NO2 (R 2.15)
RO + O2 . HO2 + R′CHO (R 2.16)
HO2 + NO . OH + NO2 (R 2.17)
2 (NO2 +
λ≤420 nm
hν . NO + O) (R 2.18)
2 (O + O2 + M . O3 + M) (R 2.19)
e net reaction cycle can be sﬀmmarized as
RH + 4 O2 + 2 hν . R′CHO + H2O + 2 O3 (R 2.20)
Here, RH stands for a NMHC, and carbonyl prodﬀcts are denoted
R′CHO, ﬂhere R′ is an organic fragment haﬁing one feﬂer carbon
atom than R. e cycle is completely analogoﬀs to reaction R 2.9 and
can lead to considerably increased ozone prodﬀction, caﬀsing photo-
chemical smog. Also, HNO3 concentrations can become so large thatit becomes an important constitﬀent of acidic precipitation.
2.4.3 Troposphere-stratosphere exchange of NO2
Eﬃchange ofNO2 containing airmasses betﬂeen troposphere and strato-sphere can occﬀr in both directions. Stratospheric intrﬀsions, for eﬃam-
ple, can introdﬀceNO2 enriched air masses into the ﬀpper troposphere,especially in polar conditions (Elbern et al., 1998; Sprenger and Wernli,
2003). While these air masses can shoﬂ considerably enhanced NO2concentrations of 75–110 pptﬁ (Liang et al., 2011), these nﬀmbers are
still ﬁery loﬂ compared to the NO2 rich layers close to the sﬀrface andin the middle stratosphere, and do not lead to signi੗cant changes in the
tropospheric colﬀmns. On the other hand, deep conﬁection has been re-
ported to be able to introdﬀce signi੗cant amoﬀnts of trace gases into
the loﬂermost stratosphere, eﬁen at mid-latitﬀdes (Hegglin et al., 2004).
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Hoﬂeﬁer, as NO2 concentrations in the ﬀpper troposphere and loﬂerstratosphere are generally ﬁery loﬂ (see Fig. 2.4), these transport pro-
cesses generally do not signi੗cantly in੘ﬀence atmospheric chemistry
in these altitﬀde regions.
2.4.4 NO2 in the stratosphere
emain NO−NO2 cycle (reactions R 2.5–R 2.7) is also taking place inthe stratosphere. When, hoﬂeﬁer, the concentration [O] of single oﬃy-
gen atoms becomes high enoﬀgh (as is the case in the middle and ﬀpper
stratosphere, ﬂhere O2 and O3 can get photolyzed at ﬂaﬁelengths lessthan 242.4 nm and 310 nm, respectiﬁely; see Finlayson-Pis and Pis,
1999, pp. 89–95), the photodissociation ofNO2 (reaction R 2.5) becomesriﬁaled by the reaction
NO2 + O . NO + O2 (R 2.21)
leading to a net destrﬀction of ozone (Crﬀtzen, 1970; Hendrick et al.,
2012):
O3 + O . 2 O2 (R 2.22)
Hoﬂeﬁer, nitrogen oﬃides can also sﬀppress ozone destrﬀction by con-
ﬁersion of reactiﬁe hydrogen and chlorine species into reserﬁoir spe-
cies, e. g., chlorine nitrate (ClONO2) and HNO3 (Mﬀrphy et al., 1993).At nighime, the reaction of NO2 ﬂith ozone becomes more im-portant, leading to a bﬀild ﬀp of N2O5, ﬂhich acts as NOx reserﬁoir(Wayne et al., 1991):
NO2 + O3 . NO3 + O2 (R 2.10)
NO2 + NO3 + M . N2O5 + M (R 2.11)
OtherNOx reserﬁoirs inclﬀde nitric acid (see reaction R 2.12),ClONO2and peroﬃynitric acid (HO2NO2). All three reserﬁoir mechanisms leadto a tﬂo-fold sloﬂing-doﬂn of ozone destrﬀction throﬀgh both the re-
dﬀction of aﬁailable NO2 molecﬀles and the seqﬀestration of ClOx and
HOx radicals.
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Figﬀre 2.5: Diﬀrnal ﬁariation of stratospheric NO2 colﬀmns oﬁer Scoresby(70.5°N, 22°W) and Jﬀngfraﬀjoch (46.5°N, 8°E), measﬀred by the
OMI instrﬀment, as a fﬀnction of local time of obserﬁation (adapted
from Dirksen et al., 2011, Fig. 11).
Dﬀring daytime, the photochemical destrﬀction of the reserﬁoir spe-
cies N2O5 leads to an increasing NO2 concentration (Solomon andKeys, 1992; Brasseﬀr and Solomon, 2005, p. 258). Both diﬀrnal and sea-
sonal cycles of stratospheric NO2 are driﬁen by this mechanism, lead-ing to an almost linear increase in NO2 concentrations dﬀring daytime,and to a clear seasonal cycle ﬂhich gets more andmore pronoﬀnced go-
ing poleﬂards (see Fig. 2.5, Dirksen et al., 2011, and references therein).
When considering the lifetime of stratospheric NO2, it makes mostsense to talk of NOx lifetime, dﬀe to the close coﬀpling of the tﬂomolecﬀles and their reserﬁoir species. Depending on the altitﬀde, the
NOx lifetime τNOx ﬁaries betﬂeen seﬁeral days and seﬁeral months(Brasseﬀr and Solomon, 2005, p. 256).
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At least since the third assessment report of the Intergoﬁernmental
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC, Hoﬀghton et al., 2001), the anthro-
pogenic in੘ﬀence on cﬀrrent climate throﬀgh the emission of green-
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Figﬀre 2.6: Global annﬀal mean energy bﬀdget of the Earth, for the March
2000–May 2004 period (from Trenberth et al., 2009).
hoﬀse gases like carbon dioﬃide, methane, nitroﬀs oﬃide, and ozone, is
scienti੗cally ﬀndispﬀted. ese greenhoﬀse gases absorb part of the
oﬀtgoing long-ﬂaﬁe radiation and thﬀs keep energy ﬂithin the Earth
system ﬂhich ﬂoﬀld otherﬂise be radiated into space (see Fig. 2.6).
e total net anthropogenic radiatiﬁe forcing is estimated to be 1.6±
0.8 W m−2 (Solomon et al., 2007). While the in੘ﬀence of the long-liﬁed
greenhoﬀse gases CO2, CH4, N2O, and of ﬁarioﬀs halocarbons is qﬀiteaccﬀrately estimated, the indiﬁidﬀal ﬀncertainties on the other com-
poﬀnds can be large (see Fig. 2.7). roﬀgh the mechanisms described
in Sect. 2.4.2, tropospheric NO2 directly in੘ﬀences ozone concentra-tions, shoﬂing that also in the light of climate change, accﬀrate knoﬂl-
edge of NO2 abﬀndances and their temporal eﬁolﬀtion are needed.
2.5.1 Interactions between air quality and climate change
An area ﬂhich has receiﬁed a lot of aention in cﬀrrent atmospheric
research is the interactions betﬂeen climate and air qﬀality (Isaksen
et al., 2009; Raes et al., 2010). A more thoroﬀgh ﬀnderstanding of at-
mospheric oﬃidation processes, as ﬂell as eﬁer increasing compﬀta-
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Figﬀre 2.7: Radiatiﬁe forcing of di੖erent climate-actiﬁe compoﬀnds and their
indiﬁidﬀal ﬀncertainties (from Solomon et al., 2007).
tional poﬂer, haﬁe lead to groﬂing interest in the feedback processes
inﬁolﬁing both atmospheric chemistry and the Earth’s radiation bal-
ance. Chemically actiﬁe atmospheric constitﬀents like CH4, O3, sﬀlfateand organic aerosols, are knoﬂn to be driﬁing factors in climate change.
Atmospheric pollﬀtion by these compoﬀnds and their precﬀrsors thﬀs
change the atmospheric composition, contribﬀting to climate change.
Reciprocally, climate change directly in੘ﬀences atmospheric composi-
tion and oﬃidation processes throﬀgh changes in temperatﬀre, dynam-
ics, hydrological cycle, atmospheric stability, and biosphere-atmosphere
interactions (Isaksen et al., 2009). Some eﬃamples for these interaction
processes are enhanced stratosphere-tropo-sphere eﬃchange of O3, in-creased biogenic emissions dﬀe to enhanced temperatﬀre, release of
CH4 from thaﬂing permafrost, and decreasing carbon sinks dﬀe to re-dﬀced biospheric ﬀptake (see Isaksen et al., 2009, and references therein).
As integrated modeling systems of atmospheric chemistry and climate
are being deﬁeloped (Raes et al., 2010), detailed ﬀnderstanding of at-
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Figﬀre 2.8: Coﬀntries and territories ﬂith ﬀrban popﬀlations eﬃceeding
100,000. Circles are scaled in proportion to ﬀrban popﬀlation size.
Where space alloﬂs, nﬀmbers ﬂithin circles shoﬂ ﬀrban popﬀla-
tion (in millions) and ﬀrban percentage of the coﬀntry’s total pop-
ﬀlation (from United Nations Children’s Fﬀnd, 2012).
mospheric oﬃidation processes becomes eﬁer more important, shoﬂing
the need for ongoing obserﬁations of atmospheric pollﬀtants like NO2.
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A large proportion of the hﬀman popﬀlation liﬁes in ﬀrban agglomera-
tions (see Fig. 2.8). is proportion has been increasing for a long time
and eﬃceeded 50% in 2008 (United Nations, Department of Economic
and Social A੖airs, Popﬀlation Diﬁision, 2012). Figﬀre 2.9 shoﬂs that,
ﬂhile the groﬂth rate of ﬀrbanization has sloﬂed doﬂn in Eﬀrope and
the Americas, Asia and Africa still shoﬂ strongly increasing ﬀrbaniza-
tion. e ﬁery high popﬀlation densities inherent to sﬀch agglomera-
tions proﬁide a challenging enﬁironment to its inhabitants. e high
traਖ਼c, energy ﬀse, and pollﬀtion lead to a strongly enhanced total eﬃ-
posﬀre to harmfﬀl pollﬀtants for the megacity popﬀlation (Gﬀrjar et al.,
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Figﬀre 2.9: Percentage of ﬀrban popﬀlation per continent, as of 2010 (data
from United Nations, Department of Economic and Social A੖airs,
Popﬀlation Diﬁision, 2012).
2008; Molina and Molina, 2004; Mage et al., 1996; Lelieﬁeld et al., 2013).
On the other hand, shorter distances leading to less transport, redﬀced
land ﬀse, and generally beer aﬁailability of technology are indicators
that in a global sense, the enﬁironmental impact of megacities might
not be as ﬀnfaﬁorable as it may seem. Finally, one has to remember that
the high rate of ﬀrbanization is rooted in the eﬃtremely hard liﬁing con-
ditions in the deﬁeloping ﬂorld’s rﬀral areas, ﬂhich generally leads to
a signi੗cant increase in qﬀality of life for the recently migrated megac-
ity popﬀlation, in spite of the hardships they haﬁe to endﬀre (Saﬀnders,
2010).
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Electromagnetic radiation is energy propagating throﬀgh space in the
form of coﬀpled electric and magnetic ੗elds. At the same time, it eﬃ-
hibits particle-like behaﬁior; these particles are called photons. e
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photon’s energy depends on the ﬂaﬁelength of the electromagnetic
੗eld; the tﬂo qﬀantities are coﬀpled ﬁia the eqﬀation
E = hν
ﬂhere h ≈ 6.626× 10−34 Js is the Planck constant and ν is the fre-
qﬀency of the electromagnetic ੗eld (the ﬁalﬀe for the Planck constant
is taken from Mohr et al., 2012).
2.7.1 Emission of photons
All maer emits electromagnetic radiation in the form of photons.is
emission is driﬁen by amolecﬀle’s transition from a higher energy state
to a loﬂer energy state; the emied photon’s energy is determined by
the energy di੖erence betﬂeen the tﬂo states (Haken andWolf, 2001, p.
60). For atoms, the energy states are determined by its electronic con-
੗gﬀration; in the case of molecﬀles, the con੗gﬀration also inclﬀdes ro-
tational and ﬁibrational oscillations of its nﬀclei (Haken andWolf, 2006,
pp. 179 ੖.). At eqﬀilibriﬀm (of radiation and maer), the photon ﬂaﬁe-
lengths are distribﬀted according to the Planck distribution (Bohren and
Clothiaﬀﬃ, 2006, p. 9):
Pe (λ) =
2pihc2
λ5
1
exp
(
hc
λkBT
)
− 1
(E 2.1)
Here, λ denotes the ﬂaﬁelength, T the temperatﬀre, and h is the Planck
constant, c ≈ 2.998× 108 ms−1 is the speed of light, kb ≈ 1.381×
10−23 JK−1 is the Boltzmann constant (all physical constants are taken
from Mohr et al., 2012).
2.7.2 Absorption of photons
Inﬁersely, a photon can be absorbed by a molecﬀle if the former’s en-
ergy eqﬀals the energy di੖erence betﬂeen a higher and a loﬂer energy
state of the molecﬀle. Conseqﬀently, any giﬁen molecﬀle can absorb
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radiation of speci੗c ﬂaﬁelengths only, ﬂhich are determined by the
molecﬀle’s con੗gﬀration.
e absorption at ﬂaﬁelength λ by amolecﬀle can be described by its
absorption cross-section σa(λ), ﬂhich has the ﬀnit of length sqﬀared
(i. e., area) and can be ﬁieﬂed as the e੖ectiﬁe area of the molecﬀle for
remoﬁing energy from incident radiation; it depends on temperatﬀre
and pressﬀre, as both haﬁe in੘ﬀence on the molecﬀle’s con੗gﬀration
(Bohren and Clothiaﬀﬃ, 2006, p. 61).
2.7.3 Scaering of photons
When photons are forced to deﬁiate from their path by localized inho-
mogeneities in the mediﬀm throﬀgh ﬂhich they traﬁel, one commonly
speaks of scaering. In the case of photons traﬁeling throﬀgh a gaseoﬀs
miﬃtﬀre, scaering can occﬀr on single gas molecﬀles and small parti-
cles. Depending on the ratio of the particle’s circﬀmference and the
photon’s ﬂaﬁelength, i. e., the dimensionless size parameter α = pi·Dpλ ,one speaks of Rayleigh (α ≪ 1), Mie (α ≈ 1), and geometric (α ≫ 1)
scaering.
e scaering of ﬀltraﬁiolet and ﬁisible solar radiation on the gaseoﬀs
molecﬀles of the Earth’s atmosphere happens in the Rayleigh regime.
According to the ੗rst scaering laﬂ deriﬁed by Rayleigh in 1871, the
scaering eਖ਼ciency is proportional to the inﬁerse foﬀrth poﬂer of
the ﬂaﬁelength, ﬂhich is the reason ﬂhy clear sky appears blﬀe: the
blﬀe part of the ﬁisible spectrﬀm has shorter ﬂaﬁelength and is there-
fore mﬀch more likely to be scaered toﬂards the sﬀrface; the redder
parts of solar radiation are more likely to pass throﬀgh the atmosphere
ﬂithoﬀt being scaered (Bohren and Clothiaﬀﬃ, 2006, p. 128). Scaer-
ing of sﬀnlight on atmospheric particles, or aerosols, happens in the
Mie regime. Here, the scaering eਖ਼ciency strongly depends on the
shape of the scaering particle, the ﬂaﬁelength, and also on the direc-
tion of the incident photon. Dﬀe to these compleﬃities, accoﬀnting for
the in੘ﬀence of atmospheric aerosols in radiatiﬁe transfer simﬀlations
is eﬃtremely challenging, becaﬀse the scaering characteristics of the
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Figﬀre 2.10: (le) Solar irradiance cﬀrﬁe at the top of the atmosphere
and at the sﬀrface for a solar zenith angle of 60° in
an atmosphere ﬂithoﬀt aerosols or cloﬀds. Absorption
and scaering regions are indicated (aer Lioﬀ, 2002).
(right) Fraﬀnhofer lines in the solar spectrﬀm (from
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Fraunhofer_lines.svg).
aerosols need to be knoﬂn precisely. Geometric scaering, ੗nally, can
be obserﬁed as rainboﬂs ﬂhich are caﬀsed by rain drops and ice crys-
tals. In clear-sky conditions, it is irreleﬁant to atmospheric radiatiﬁe
transfer, as the scaering molecﬀles and particles in the atmosphere
are rather small.
2.7.4 e solar spectrum
e ﬂaﬁelength-dependence of emission, absorption, and scaering
processes can be shoﬂn ﬀsing the eﬃample of the spectral character-
istics of solar radiation. Figﬀre 2.10 shoﬂs the solar irradiance at the
Earth’s sﬀrface and at the top of the atmosphere. e shape of the solar
irradiance spectrﬀm at the top of the atmosphere is approﬃimately the
energy distribﬀtion of a black body (i. e., an idealized physical body ab-
sorbing all incident electromagnetic radiation) of temperatﬀre 5800 K,
as determined by Eq. E 2.1. In reality, the solar spectrﬀm prominently
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shoﬂs a nﬀmber of so-called Fraunhofer lines, ﬂhich are caﬀsed by
molecﬀlar absorption ﬂithin the sﬀn’s atmosphere (see Fig. 2.10).
e aenﬀation of the sﬀn’s radiation in the Earth’s atmosphere can
be seen in the gray-shaded di੖erence betﬂeen the top of atmosphere
and sﬀrface spectra. In the ﬁisible ﬂaﬁelength range, the largest part of
aenﬀation is dﬀe to Rayleigh scaering; in the UV and IR ranges, the
obserﬁed aenﬀation can be mostly aribﬀted to absorption processes
dﬀe to ozone, ﬂater ﬁapor, and carbon dioﬃide.
2.7.5 e Beer-Lambert law
e combined aenﬀation e੖ect of absorption and scaering is oen
called eﬃtinction. When traﬁeling throﬀgh any mediﬀm, the transmis-
sion of radiation decreases eﬃponentially ﬂith the mediﬀm’s eﬃtinction
cross-section and the path length. is fact has become knoﬂn as the
Beer-Lambert-Boﬀgﬀer laﬂ and can be ﬂrien as
I(λ) = I0(λ) · exp(−ρsσe(λ)), (E 2.2)
ﬂhere I0(λ) is the ﬀnaenﬀated intensity, ρ is the absorber/scaerer
density, s is the path length, and σe(λ) is the eﬃtinction cross-section
(Bohren and Clothiaﬀﬃ, 2006, p. 53).
2.7.6 e radiative transfer model SCIATRAN
e e੖ectiﬁe simﬀlation of radiatiﬁe transfer, i. e., the passage of pho-
tons throﬀgh the Earth’s atmosphere, is indispensable for the analysis
of hyperspectral measﬀrements and the sﬀbseqﬀent retrieﬁal of mean-
ingfﬀl qﬀantities. At the Institﬀt ür Umﬂeltphysik of the Uniﬁersität
Bremen, the radiatiﬁe transfer model SCIATRAN has been deﬁeloped
(Rozanoﬁ et al., 2013). SCIATRAN is a modﬀlar system ﬂhich can be
employed in mﬀltiple tasks, e. g., the simﬀlation of radiances at giﬁen
atmospheric conditions, the calcﬀlation of air mass factors (see Sect.
2.9.2), or the retrieﬁal of absorber pro੗les from hyperspectral measﬀre-
ments (see 3.2.1).
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As stated in Sect. 2.7.5, the e੖ect of absorption of radiation is sﬀm-
marized by the Beer-Lambert laﬂ (Eq. E 2.2). For solar radiation pass-
ing throﬀgh the Earth’s atmosphere, ﬀsﬀally J di੖erent absorbers haﬁe
to be considered, and the indiﬁidﬀal absorption cross-sections σj(λ)
depend on temperatﬀre and pressﬀre. In the case of clear-sky mea-
sﬀrements and optically thin absorbers, the atmospheric aenﬀation
is dominated by scaering processes, ﬂhich sloﬂly ﬁary ﬂith ﬂaﬁe-
length (see Sect. 2.7.3); it is thﬀs possible to separate the optical thick-
ness spectrﬀm ln I(λ)
I0(λ)
into a loﬂ-freqﬀency and a high-freqﬀency part.
e loﬂ-freqﬀency ﬁariations can then be approﬃimated by a loﬂ-order
(ﬀsﬀally 3–6) polynomial. In the case of space-borne instrﬀments, the
Beer-Lambert laﬂ thﬀs leads to the folloﬂing eqﬀation, called theDOAS
eqﬀation:
ln
I0(λ)
I(λ)
=
J
∑
j=1
σ′j (λ) · SCDj +
P
∑
p=0
ap · λp (E 2.3)
Here, I0(λ) and I(λ) are the measﬀred solar and Earthshine spectra,
respectiﬁely;
σ′j = σj −
P
∑
p=0
bp · λp
are the high-freqﬀency parts of the absorption spectrﬀm of absorber
j, ﬂhile SCDj is the integrated concentration of absorber j along the
light path,
SCDj =
∫
ρj(s)ds.
ap are the coeਖ਼cients of the polynomial coﬁering the loﬂ-freqﬀency
featﬀres in the measﬀred spectra (Pla and Stﬀtz, 2008).
In practice, Eq. E 2.3 needs to be eﬃtended to accoﬀnt for ﬁarioﬀs at-
mospheric processes, e. g., the ੗lling-in of Fraﬀnhofer and molecﬀlar
is cannot be done ﬂith the intensities themselﬁes, becaﬀse the solar spectrﬀm
is dominated by high-freqﬀency Fraﬀnhofer lines.
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absorption lines called Ring eञect (Voﬀntas et al., 1998), ﬂhich is in-
clﬀded as a pseﬀdo-absorber. Eqﬀation E 2.3 can then be solﬁed for the
integrated absorber concentrations SCDj, ﬂhich can sﬀbseqﬀently be
fﬀrther analyzed to yield meaningfﬀl atmospheric qﬀantities. Within
this stﬀdy, the DOAS analysis has been carried oﬀt ﬀsing the soﬂare
package NLIN_D (Richter, 1997).
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eDOASmethod yields atmospheric slant colﬀmns, i. e., the integrated
nﬀmber of molecﬀles along the aﬁerage light path reaching the detec-
tor. In order to ﬀse themeasﬀrements to assess troposphericNO2 loads,these total slant colﬀmns haﬁe to be corrected for the in੘ﬀence of the
stratospheric NO2 ੗eld. Fﬀrthermore, the resﬀlting tropospheric slantcolﬀmn densities (SCD) mﬀst be conﬁerted to ﬁertical colﬀmn densities
(VCD), i. e., the integrated nﬀmber of molecﬀles aboﬁe a giﬁen groﬀnd
location.
2.9.1 Separation of stratospheric and tropospheric signals
e determination of the stratospheric backgroﬀnd signal to the mea-
sﬀred NO2 slant colﬀmns oen relies on the assﬀmption of longitﬀ-dinal homogeneity. As NO2 in the stratosphere is mainly driﬁen bythe solar radiation aﬁailable for photolysis, and is dependent on ozone
concentrations and temperatﬀre only to a lesser eﬃtent, this assﬀmp-
tion is more or less satis੗ed, at least in loﬂ and mid-latitﬀdes. Usﬀ-
ally, a meridional band oﬁer the Paci੗c Ocean is then assﬀmed to be
clean of tropospheric NO2, and the instrﬀment’s measﬀrements oﬁerthis region are then assﬀmed to be representatiﬁe of the stratospheric
contribﬀtion to the measﬀred signal; this is approﬃimately trﬀe becaﬀse
the satellite’s sﬀn-sﬀnchronoﬀs orbit leads to identical photochemical
states ﬂithin a zonal band aroﬀnd the globe. While this second assﬀmp-
tion is generally correct (see, e. g., Schﬀltz et al., 1999, and references
therein), the lifetime of tropospheric NO2 in boreal ﬂinter can be long
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enoﬀgh for signi੗cant amoﬀnts of pollﬀtion from East Asia and North
America to be transported oﬁer the open Paci੗c Ocean. As part of this
thesis, an alternatiﬁe method to correct for the stratospheric in੘ﬀence
on measﬀred slant colﬀmns ﬂill be deﬁeloped (see Chapter 3).
2.9.2 Air mass factors
e slant colﬀmn density is strongly in੘ﬀenced by the measﬀrement
geometry and the sﬀn’s eleﬁation aboﬁe the horizon. To yield a qﬀan-
tity ﬂhich is independent of the measﬀrement geometry and to relate
this qﬀantity to geographic location, the SCD needs to be conﬁerted to
ﬁertical colﬀmn densities.
Under the assﬀmption that slant and ﬁertical colﬀmns are propor-
tional to each other for eqﬀiﬁalent measﬀrement conditions, this con-
ﬁersion is performed ﬂith the so-called ‘air mass factor’ (AMF), ﬂhich
relates the measﬀred and desired qﬀantities ﬁia
AMF =
SCD
VCD
.
e AMF depends on measﬀrement geometry (solar zenith, ﬁieﬂing
azimﬀth, and relatiﬁe azimﬀth angles), ﬂaﬁelength, sﬀrface spectral re-
੘ectance (albedo), sﬀrface pressﬀre, and the ﬁertical distribﬀtions of
aerosols, cloﬀds, and absorbing trace gases. It is calcﬀlated ﬀsing radia-
tiﬁe transfer simﬀlations (see Sect. 2.7.6).
Since the dependence of the AMF on these qﬀantities is relatiﬁely
smooth, it is possible to pre-calcﬀlate lookﬀp-tables so that the com-
pﬀtationally eﬃpensiﬁe radiatiﬁe transfer simﬀlations do not haﬁe to
be performed for each indiﬁidﬀal measﬀrement (Nüß, 2005). Hoﬂeﬁer,
the radiatiﬁe transfer heaﬁily depends on the measﬀrement conditions,
especially albedo and aerosol pro੗les (Leitão et al., 2010). As indepen-
dent measﬀrements of ﬁertical absorber and aerosol pro੗les and sﬀr-
face spectral re੘ectance are non-eﬃistent for most satellite measﬀre-
ments, these data haﬁe to be assﬀmed a-priori or taken from climato-
logical datasets. is introdﬀces the largest contribﬀtion to the total
is ﬂill be shoﬂn ﬀsing model simﬀlations in Chapter 3.3.5.
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ﬀncertainty of the retrieﬁal of ﬁertical absorber colﬀmns; it can reach
ﬁalﬀes of 50% and more (Boersma et al., 2004). To minimize the ﬀncer-
tainty introdﬀced by cloﬀds, oen cloﬀdy scenes are eﬃclﬀded from the
analysis.
e formﬀlation of the air mass factor can be generalized to the
altitﬀde-dependent block air mass factor (BAMF) concept. e BAMF
is de੗ned as the ratio of slant and ﬁertical partial colﬀmns ﬂithin indi-
ﬁidﬀal atmospheric layers,
BAMFi =
SCDi
VCDi
,
and yields the total AMF byﬂeightingﬂith the absorber pro੗le (Palmer
et al., 2001):
AMF =
∑ BAMFi ×VCDi
∑ VCDi
.
is formﬀlation has the adﬁantage that the calcﬀlated AMFs no longer
depend on the ﬁertical absorber pro੗le; they can rather be applied to
ﬁarioﬀs di੖erent a-priori pro੗les, e. g., from atmospheric chemistry
models.
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Satellites proﬁide the ﬀniqﬀe possibility to obserﬁe the ﬂhole globe
ﬀnder consistent measﬀrement conditions. While their spatial resolﬀ-
tion is seﬁeral orders of magnitﬀde loﬂer than that of groﬀnd-based
or airborne instrﬀmentation, they proﬁide the adﬁantage of alloﬂing
for global measﬀrements, especially oﬁer regions ﬂhere groﬀnd-based
measﬀrements are not possible dﬀe to their remoteness (e. g., remote
ocean areas) or political constraints.
Using the DOAS method to retrieﬁe atmospheric trace gas concen-
trations necessitates hyper-spectral measﬀrements of both direct and
scaered solar radiation. Appropriate satellite instrﬀments haﬁe been
aﬁailable since the mid-1990s. Table 2.2 giﬁes an oﬁerﬁieﬂ of the past,
present, and fﬀtﬀre loﬂ-Earth orbit satellite instrﬀments alloﬂing the
retrieﬁal of atmospheric NO2 abﬀndances from nadir geometry. A
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Table 2.2: Characteristics of selected past, present, and fﬀtﬀre satellite plat-
forms ﬀsed to stﬀdy tropospheric NO2.
Instrﬀment GOME SCIAMACHY OMI GOME-2 TROPOMI
Eqﬀator crossing 10:30 LT 10:00 LT 13:45 LT 09:30 LT 13:45 LT
Global coﬁerage 3 days 6 days 1 day ~1 day 1 day
Aﬁailability period 1995/10–2003/06 2002/08–2012/04 2004/10– 2007/01– (2015–)
Piﬃel size at nadir [km2] 40×320 30×60∗ 13×24∗ 40×80 7×7
∗e spatial resolﬀtion depends on ﬂaﬁelength and measﬀrement scene.
timeline ﬁisﬀalizing the aﬁailability of the indiﬁidﬀal instrﬀments’ datasets
is giﬁen in Fig. 2.11.
Figﬀre 2.11: Timeline of past, present, and fﬀtﬀre space-borne spectrometers
measﬀring tropospheric NO2 colﬀmns.
2.10.1 GOME
e Global Ozone Monitoring Eﬃperiment (GOME) on board the Eﬀro-
pean research satellite ERS-2 ﬂas laﬀnched on April 21, 1995. It ﬂas
a nadir-looking grating spectrometer performing hyperspectral mea-
sﬀrements of the Earth’s atmosphere in the 240–790 nm ﬂaﬁelength
region, at a spectral resolﬀtion of betﬂeen 0.2 nm and 0.4 nm. e spa-
tial resolﬀtion of a standard GOME groﬀnd piﬃel ﬂas 40×320 km2 and
alloﬂed global coﬁerage at the eqﬀator ﬂithin 3 days. ERS-2 circled the
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Earth in a near-polar sﬀn-synchronoﬀs orbit ﬂith a descending-node
eqﬀator crossing local time of 10:30 (Bﬀrroﬂs et al., 1999).
Aer Jﬀne 1997, the GOME instrﬀment ﬂas operated in a narroﬂ-
sﬂath mode three days per month. In this mode, the instrﬀment’s scan
angle ﬂas redﬀced from±31.0° to±8.7°, leading to an increased spatial
resolﬀtion of 40×80 km2 at the eﬃpense of redﬀced coﬁerage (Beirle
et al., 2004a).
Folloﬂing a failﬀre of the ERS-2 satellite’s on-board tape recorder in
Jﬀne 2003, the instrﬀment ﬂas sﬂitched to an ‘online-only’ mode, i. e.,
measﬀrement data ﬂere directly transferred to a satellite groﬀnd sta-
tion.is lead to data gaps oﬁer the Paci੗c Ocean dﬀe to lacking groﬀnd
stations in that area (ESA Earthnet Online, 2003). Unfortﬀnately, this
meant that from then onﬂards, retrieﬁing tropospheric NO2 colﬀmnsfrom GOME measﬀrements ﬂas impossible, as measﬀrements oﬁer the
remote Paci੗c Ocean are needed in the process of stratospheric correc-
tion (see Sects. 2.9.1 and 3.3.4).e ERS-2 satellite ﬂas decommissioned
on 5 Sep 2011 (ESA Earthnet Online, 2011).
2.10.2 SCIAMACHY
e SCanning Imaging Absorption spectroMeter for Atmospheric Car-
tograpHY (SCIAMACHY, Bﬀrroﬂs et al., 1995) ﬂas one of ten instrﬀ-
ments on board the Eﬀropean research satellite ENVISAT. Its name
stems from the greek ﬂord σκια´µα´χη, meaning “੗ghting shadoﬂs”.
SCIAMACHY proﬁided measﬀrements starting Aﬀgﬀst 2002, seﬁeral
months aer ENVISAT’s laﬀnch on 1 Mar 2002. Commﬀnication ﬂith
the satellite ﬂas lost on 8 Apr 2012, aer the satellite’s estimated life
span had been eﬃceeded by ੗ﬁe years.
ENVISAT circled the Earth in a near-polar sﬀn-synchronoﬀs orbit
ﬂith an eqﬀator crossing local time of 10:00; the satellite’s altitﬀde ﬂas
799.8 km, the inclination angle 98.6°, and it had a repeat cycle of 35
days (501 orbits per cycle). In late October 2010, the orbit ﬂas loﬂered
by 17.4 km, leading to a repeat cycle of 30 days (431 orbits per cycle;
ESA Earthnet Online, 2010) .
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espectrometer coﬁered theﬂaﬁelength range fromﬀltraﬁiolet (214
nm) to near-infrared (2384 nm) in eight channels. e spectral resolﬀ-
tion depended on the channel and ranged betﬂeen 0.21 nm and 1.56
nm; the resolﬀtion in channel 3, ﬂhich is ﬀsed for retrieﬁing NO2 ﬁiathe DOAS techniqﬀe (see Chapter 2.8), ﬂas 0.47 nm.
SCIAMACHY ﬂas ﬀniqﬀe amongst the ﬁarioﬀs space-borne Earth
obserﬁation spectrometers in that it o੖ered measﬀrements in three dif-
ferent ﬁieﬂing geometries: nadir, limb, and occﬀltation. In nadir geom-
etry, the instrﬀment operated in a ﬂhisk broom fashion; it ﬂas directed
toﬂards the Earth’s sﬀrface, coﬁering a sﬂath ﬂidth of 960 km. While
the forﬂard scan (le-to-right) ﬂas performed in 4 s, the backﬂard
scan took only 1 s. Combined ﬂith the instrﬀment’s integration time
of 0.25 s, this lead to across-track eﬃtents of 60 km and 240 km for the
forﬂard and backﬂard scan piﬃels, respectiﬁely (Goﬂald and Boﬁens-
mann, 2011), ﬂhile the along-track eﬃtents of the measﬀred piﬃel ﬂere
constant at 30 km.
In limb geometry, the instrﬀment operated forﬂard-looking, scan-
ning the atmosphere from the sﬀrface to a tangent height of 92 km
(Goﬂald and Boﬁensmann, 2011), thereby alloﬂing the retrieﬁal of
ﬁertical absorber pro੗les, ﬀsing scaered light only. e groﬀnd scene
of a limb scan is de੗ned by the geolocation of the line of sight tan-
gent point at the start and end of the state; the measﬀrement cycles in
synchronized sﬀch that both nadir and limb measﬀrements coﬁer ap-
proﬃimately the same area ﬂith a time gap of 7 minﬀtes (Heckel, 2007).
In eﬁery limb state, foﬀr distinct ﬁertical pro੗les ﬂere recorded, each
coﬁering a groﬀnd area 240 km ﬂide. Dﬀe to the eleﬁation steps eﬃe-
cﬀted by the instrﬀment, the tangent point of the line of sight moﬁed
toﬂards the spacecra as the platform proceeded along the orbit. e
satellite’s moﬁement aroﬀnd the Earth thﬀs lead to a rather narroﬂ ap-
pearance of the along-track eﬃtent of the limb piﬃels (Goﬂald and
Boﬁensmann, 2011).
In occﬀltation mode, ੗nally, SCIAMACHY directly measﬀred the ra-
diation of the rising sﬀn and moon, and its aenﬀation by the Earth’s
atmosphere at the line-of-sight tangent point. ese measﬀrements al-
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loﬂ for the retrieﬁal of absorber ﬁertical pro੗les (Goﬂald and Boﬁens-
mann, 2011).
2.10.3 OMI
eOzoneMonitoring Instrﬀment (OMI) is a UV/ﬁis imaging spectrom-
eter ੘ying on NASAs EOS AURA satellite, ﬂhich ﬂas laﬀnched in Jﬀly
2004. It proﬁides nearly global coﬁerage ﬂithin one day, at a spatial
resolﬀtion of 13×24 km2 at the nadir point. e spatial resolﬀtion be-
comes coarser toﬂards the edges of the sﬂath dﬀe to its large ﬂidth;
this e੖ect is eﬁen increased by the Earth’s cﬀrﬁatﬀre. e AURA satel-
lite circles the Earth in an ascending node near-polar sﬀn-synchronoﬀs
orbit ﬂith an eqﬀator crossing local time of 13:45 (Leﬁelt et al., 2006).
Oﬁer the years, instrﬀmental problems haﬁe contribﬀted to ﬂhat
has become knoﬂn as ‘roﬂ anomaly’ of the OMI instrﬀment. e roﬂ
anomaly is a temporally ﬁarying malfﬀnction caﬀsed by something
blocking the ੗eld-of-ﬁieﬂ; it a੖ects single roﬂs on the CCD detector,
leading to erroneoﬀs measﬀred spectra in single ﬁieﬂing directions. Es-
pecially aer Janﬀary 2009, this has lead to a signi੗cant decrease in the
groﬀnd coﬁerage of the OMI instrﬀment (Koninklijk Nederlands Mete-
orologisch Institﬀﬀt, 2012). While originally, the Aﬀra mission ﬂas sﬀp-
posed to last for only ੗ﬁe years, a mission eﬃtension ﬀntil 2017 is likely
to be implemented (Ritchie et al., 2013, and Anne R. Doﬀglass, NASA,
pers. comm.).
2.10.4 GOME-2
e GOME-2 instrﬀments on board the Metop satellite series are nadir
looking UV/ﬁis spectrometers (240–790 nm) ﬂith a spectral resolﬀtion
of betﬂeen 0.24–0.53 nm, depending on channel (Callies et al., 2000).
e instrﬀments’ footprint is 40×80 km2. Metop is a series of identi-
cally eqﬀipped Eﬀropean operational meteorological satellites; the ੗rst
tﬂo satellites ﬂere laﬀnched on 19 Oct 2006 and 17 Sep 2012, respec-
tiﬁely. e instrﬀments’ sﬂath ﬂidth of 1920 km leads to nearly global
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coﬁerage dﬀring one day, and the satellites’ near-polar , sﬀn-synchro-
noﬀs orbit crosses the eqﬀator descending-node at 09:30 local time (EU-
METSAT, 2012). On 15 Jﬀl 2013, operations of the GOME-2 instrﬀment
on board Metop-A ﬂere sﬂitched to a ‘narroﬂ sﬂath’ mode, enabling a
sﬂathﬂidth of 960 km, yielding a horizontal resolﬀtion of 40×40 km2
(O3M SAF - EUMETSAT Satellite Application Facility on Ozone and At-
mospheric Chemistry Monitoring, 2013). Each satellite has a projected
mission lifetime of siﬃ years; the Metop-A mission has hoﬂeﬁer been
eﬃtended ﬀntil mid-2018. Metop-C is schedﬀled to laﬀnch in Aﬀgﬀst
2018 (Eﬀmetsat, pers. comm.).
2.10.5 TROPOMI
e TROPOspheric Monitoring Instrﬀment (TROPOMI) ﬂill be the sin-
gle payload of the Sentinel-5 Precﬀrsor satellite, ﬂhich is to be laﬀnched
in March 2015. It ﬂill be an imaging spectrometer measﬀring the the
ﬀltraﬁiolet, ﬁisible, near-infrared, and shortﬂaﬁe infrared spectral re-
gions (Veeind et al., 2012). Compared to the spectrometers aﬁailable
today, TROPOMI ﬂill featﬀre a considerably improﬁed spatial resolﬀ-
tion of 7 × 7 km2, ﬂhile the spectral resolﬀtion in the ﬁisible range
ﬂill be 0.2 nm. e satellite ﬂill ੘y in an early aernoon orbit, compa-
rable to that of OMI; the projected mission lifetime is 7 yrs (Veeind
et al., 2012).
2.10.6 Sentinel-4
e near-polar, sﬀn-synchronoﬀs orbits of the GOME, SCIAMACHY,
OMI, GOME-2, and TROPOMI instrﬀments does not alloﬂ for the inﬁes-
tigation of diﬀrnal ﬁariations of the obserﬁed trace gases, eﬃcept in po-
lar regions. A geostationary UV/ﬁis mission has been proposed to close
this measﬀrement gap aboﬀt a decade ago (Boﬁensmann et al., 2002;
Bﬀrroﬂs et al., 2004; Boﬁensmann et al., 2004). is proposal ﬂill be
realized in the ﬀpcoming Sentinel-4 instrﬀment on the Meteosat ird
Generation (MTG)-Soﬀnder satellite, ﬂhich is to be laﬀnched in 2019
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(Eﬀropean Space Agency, 2013b). e instrﬀment ﬂill featﬀre the UV,
ﬁisible, and near-infrared spectral bands and alloﬂ the retrieﬁal of at-
mospheric trace gases at a spatial and temporal resolﬀtion of 8 km and
60 min, respectiﬁely. e satellite’s ﬁieﬂ ﬂill coﬁer Eﬀrope and North
Africa, and operations are sﬀpposed to rﬀn for 8.5 yrs (Eﬀropean Space
Agency, 2013a).
2.10.7 Sentinel-5
e Metop Second Generation satellite platform, ﬂhose ੗rst satellite
is to be laﬀnched in 2020, ﬂill carry the Sentinel-5 instrﬀment, a spec-
trometer coﬁering the UV, ﬁisible, near-infrared, and shortﬂaﬁe-infra-
red spectral regions (Eﬀropean Space Agency, 2013b). e satellite’s
projected mission lifetime is 8.5 yrs (Eﬀropean Space Agency, 2011),
enabling Sentinel-5 measﬀrements of tropospheric composition ﬂell
into the 2020s.
3IMPROV ING THE STRATOSPHER IC CORRECT ION
IN THE RETR I EVAL OF TROPOSPHER IC NO2
3.1 ९ॴॺॸॵ४ॻ३ॺ९ॵॴ
As oﬀtlined in Sect. 2.9.1, the NO2 slant colﬀmn as retrieﬁed ﬀsing theDOAS techniqﬀe still contains information from the stratosphere. In
regions not a੖ected by tropospheric pollﬀtion, the stratospheric NO2colﬀmn is actﬀally considerably larger than the tropospheric one (see
Fig. 2.4). As the main interest in NO2 lies in the troposphere, the strato-spheric contribﬀtion to the retrieﬁed slant colﬀmns has to be accoﬀnted
for.
3.1.1 Stratospheric NO2
e global distribﬀtion of stratospheric NO2 depends mainly on lati-tﬀde (or rather the amoﬀnt of sﬀnlight dﬀring one day, see Sect. 2.4.4).
Stratospheric NO2 colﬀmns deriﬁed from SCIAMACHY limb measﬀre-ments for Jﬀne 2010 are shoﬂn in Fig. 3.1.
On regional to local scales, ﬁariations in the stratospheric NO2 con-tent are determinedmainly by transport processes. Hoﬂeﬁer, Cook and
Roscoe (2009) shoﬂ that the NOﬃ partitioning and thﬀs the NO2 con-centration also depends on temperatﬀre; they report a linear increase
of the modeled NO2 ﬁertical colﬀmn ﬂith temperatﬀre of 0.5%/K.e stratospheric N2O bﬀrden has been reported to increase by ap-proﬃ. 2.5% per decade (WorldMeteorological Organization, 2007). Giﬁen
that N2O is the main soﬀrce of stratospheric NO2 (see Sect. 2.3.2), oneshoﬀld eﬃpect an according increase in VCDstrat NO2. Hoﬂeﬁer, Hen-drick et al. (2012) foﬀnd decreasing stratospheric NO2 colﬀmns ﬀsinggroﬀnd-based measﬀrements from 1990–2009 oﬁer the NDACC station
at Jﬀngfraﬀjoch (located in the German Alps, i. e., in northern mid-
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Figﬀre 3.1: Monthly aﬁerages of VCD limbstrat from SCIAMACHY limb measﬀre-ments for Jﬀne 2010, interpolated to the locations of the SCIAMA-
CHY nadir measﬀrements, and binned to 0.125° (from Hilboll et al.,
2013c).
latitﬀdes). Aer accoﬀnting for ‘eﬃternal’ e੖ects, i. e., QBO, the solar cy-
cle, and stratospheric aerosols (mainly folloﬂing the erﬀption ofMoﬀnt
Pinatﬀbo in 1991), they deriﬁe a statistically signi੗cant decline of strato-
spheric NO2 colﬀmns of ∼3.5% per decade. Hendrick et al. (2012) at-tribﬀte this redﬀction to a change in the NO/NO2 partitioning, driﬁenby stratospheric cooling. For the soﬀthern hemisphere, Liley et al. (2000)
and Dirksen et al. (2011) eﬁalﬀated measﬀrements of stratospheric NO2colﬀmns oﬁer Laﬀder (Neﬂ Zealand, i. e., in the soﬀthern mid-latitﬀdes)
ﬀsing groﬀnd-based andOMI obserﬁations, respectiﬁely.ere, the stra-
tospheric NO2 load has been reported to be moderately increasing, by5% per decade (Liley et al., 2000, statistically signi੗cant, for 1981–1999)
and a moderate 0.5% per decade (Dirksen et al., 2011, not statistically
signi੗cant, for 2004–2010), ﬂhich is more in line ﬂith the eﬃpectations.
In high latitﬀdes, the stratospheric NO2 content can also be in੘ﬀencedby changes in transport paerns, e. g., the Breﬂer-Dobson circﬀlation.
For Antarctica, Cook and Roscoe (2009) eﬁalﬀated 18 years of data
(1990–2007) from a zenith-sky spectrometer. Hoﬂeﬁer, they do not ob-
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serﬁe a signi੗cant trend bﬀt report large inter-annﬀal ﬁariability, ﬂith
a maﬃimﬀm in 2000.
3.1.2 e reference sector method
Originally, the separation of the stratospheric signal has been done ﬀs-
ing the so-called reference sector method, ﬂhere measﬀrements oﬁer a
meridional band oﬁer the remote Paci੗c Ocean (the reference sector)
are sﬀbtracted from all measﬀrements globally (Bﬀrroﬂs et al., 1999;
Richter and Bﬀrroﬂs, 2002; Martin et al., 2002).is is done for each lat-
itﬀdinal band separately, and is made feasible by the sﬀn-synchronoﬀs
orbit of the satellites, as this ensﬀres that the measﬀrements at a giﬁen
latitﬀde are representatiﬁe of the same local time (and thﬀs, photochem-
ical state) throﬀghoﬀt the globe.
Preﬁioﬀsly, this has already been applied to ozone measﬀrements
from the TOMS instrﬀment (Hﬀdson and ompson, 1998; Kim et al.,
1996); hoﬂeﬁer, the method ﬂorks beer on NO2 dﬀe to its shorterlifetime and thﬀs lesser dependency on transport processes.
e reference sector method relies on tﬂo assﬀmption: that the refer-
ence sector does not contain signi੗cant amoﬀnts of tropospheric NO2,and that the stratospheric NO2 ੗eld is zonally homogeneoﬀs. Whilepreﬁioﬀs stﬀdies haﬁe achieﬁed reasonable resﬀlts ﬀsing this approach,
both assﬀmptions are knoﬂn not to be correct.
Zonal homogeneity
For NO2, the assﬀmption of zonally constant stratospheric colﬀmnscan be jﬀsti੗ed ﬂith the characteristic shape of the ﬁertical pro੗le,
ﬂhich shoﬂs the maﬃimﬀm concentrations at altitﬀdes of aroﬀnd 30km
(Rozanoﬁ et al., 2005a; Gordley et al., 1996, see Fig. 2.4). At these alti-
tﬀdes, zonal ﬁariability in transport processes is ﬁery loﬂ compared to
the loﬂer stratosphere (Brasseﬀr and Solomon, 2005, p. 38); likeﬂise,
tropopaﬀse dynamics do not interfere ﬂith the layers of eleﬁated NO2concentrations. Hoﬂeﬁer, the limb-mode obserﬁations of stratospheric
NO2 by the SCIAMACHY instrﬀment haﬁe shoﬂn that there is some
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meridional ﬁariability in stratospheric NO2 (see Fig. 3.1), so the assﬀmp-tion of zonally homogeneoﬀs VCDstrat NO2 is not fﬀl੗lled. is is par-ticﬀlarly the case in high latitﬀdes dﬀring ﬂinter, ﬂhen the polar ﬁorteﬃ
introdﬀces air masses ﬂhich are oen depleted fromNO2 and reserﬁoirspecies like N2O5 to loﬂer latitﬀdes.
Tropospheric NO2 content over the remote Paciटc Ocean
Under faﬁorable meteorological conditions and ﬂhen the tropospheric
lifetime of the NO2 molecﬀle is long enoﬀgh, NO2 plﬀmes originatingfrom the large indﬀstrial areas of east Asia can reach the remote Paci੗c
Ocean. is is especially the case in ﬂinter months, ﬂhen the NO/NO2ratio is shied more toﬂards NO2 dﬀe to the shortage of sﬀnlight aﬁail-able for photodissociation. Unfortﬀnately, measﬀrements of the tropo-
spheric NO2 load in the reference sector are eﬃtremely sparse. Whileeﬃisting stﬀdies sﬀggest NO2 miﬃing ratios in the free troposphere ofless than 100ppt (see, e. g., Noﬃon, 1981 for ੗rst direct-sﬀn measﬀre-
ments, Schﬀltz et al., 1999 for resﬀlts from the PEM-Tropics aircra
campaign, and Peters et al., 2012 for a recent ship-borne MAXDOAS
stﬀdy), one has to keep in mind that these stﬀdies do not represent the
ﬂhole seasonal cycle; no measﬀrements eﬃist in northern hemisphere
ﬂinter mid-latitﬀdes. Hoﬂeﬁer, global chemistry and transport model
(CTM) simﬀlations can be ﬀsed to estimate tropospheric NO2 concen-trations. As shoﬂn in Fig. 3.2, modeled tropospheric NO2 colﬀmns oﬁerthe reference sector are beloﬂ 3× 1014 molec cm−2 in the climatolog-
ical mean, eﬃcept in northern mid-latitﬀdes, ﬂhere ﬁalﬀes can reach ﬀp
to 9× 1014 molec cm−2 on aﬁerage in ﬂinter.
3.1.3 Overview of existing methods to account for stratospheric NO2
Seﬁeral retrieﬁals of tropospheric NO2 colﬀmns from satellite measﬀre-ments tried to improﬁe the reference sector method by de੗ning remote
ocean areas as reference region globally and not only oﬁer the remote
Paci੗c.
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Figﬀre 3.2: Climatology of VCDtrop oﬁer the Paci੗c Ocean (180°W–150°W)for the years 1998–2007, compﬀted from Oslo CTM2 simﬀlations
(from Hilboll et al., 2013c).
Velders et al. (2001), e. g., de੗ned eﬁery oceanic region more than ap-
proﬃ. 200km aﬂay from the coast as ﬀnpollﬀted and applied an image
processing techniqﬀe to yield the global stratospheric NO2 ੗eld. Hoﬂ-eﬁer, as it becomes clear from Plate 1b in the stﬀdy by Velders et al., this
method fails in instances of ﬀneﬃpected tropospheric NO2 amoﬀnts, as,e. g., in the case of long-range transport from the North-American east
coast across the north Atlantic, and oﬁer the highly pollﬀted regions of
eastern China.
is image processing techniqﬀeﬂas sﬀbseqﬀently improﬁed by Leﬀe
et al. (2001), ﬂho additionally applied a cloﬀd criterion; they only se-
lected GOME piﬃels ﬂith a measﬀred cloﬀd fraction of more than 50%
for estimating the stratospheric NO2 colﬀmns, assﬀming that any NO2beloﬂ cloﬀds is e੖ectiﬁely shielded from being detected by the instrﬀ-
ment.
e reference sector method ﬂas ੗rst ﬀsed by Richter and Bﬀrroﬂs
(2002). Martin et al. (2002) also ﬀsed the reference sector method, bﬀt
ﬀse almost all of the open Paci੗c Ocean as reference region; they ﬀse
the GEOS-CHEM model to ensﬀre their selected area is not in੘ﬀenced
by pollﬀtion from nearby land masses. Additionally, Martin et al. ac-
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coﬀnted for the presence of tropospheric NO2 oﬁer the reference sectorﬀsing the samemodel simﬀlations. For Jﬀly 1996, they ੗nd latitﬀdinally
ﬁarying tropospheric slant colﬀmns (SCDtrop) of betﬂeen 7 × 1014
molec cm−2 and 3 × 1014 molec cm−2, ﬂith minima in the tropics
and soﬀthern mid-latitﬀdes, and maﬃima aroﬀnd 30°S and betﬂeen 25°
and 40°N.
Later, Richter et al. (2005) ﬀsed CTM simﬀlations ﬂith the SLIMCAT
model to accoﬀnt for the stratospheric NO2 ੗eld. While in principle,one coﬀld eﬃpect modeled stratospheric NO2 ੗elds to ﬂell representthe trﬀe state of the atmosphere and thﬀs be a good correction method,
Richter et al. foﬀnd a systematic o੖set betﬂeen the modeled and mea-
sﬀred NO2 oﬁer presﬀmably clean regions; they accoﬀnted for this biasby applying a zonal o੖set to the modeled NO2 colﬀmns to match thosemeasﬀred oﬁer the remote Paci੗c.
A more elaborate ﬁersion of the image processing techniqﬀe has
been introdﬀced by Bﬀcsela et al. (2006). Operating on the gridded daily
SCDtrop measﬀrements, they mask pollﬀted regions in a tﬂo-step pro-cess. Aer applying a global a-priori mask, they ﬀse planetary ﬂaﬁe
analysis to deriﬁe a preliminary stratospheric NO2 ੗eld. To accoﬀntfor possible contamination of this ੗eld dﬀe to tropospheric pollﬀtion,
in a second step those regions ﬂith a high di੖erence betﬂeen the orig-
inal masked and the preliminary NO2 ੗elds are masked oﬀt. e re-maining data points are then analyzed again to yield the ੗nal set of
planetary ﬂaﬁes (Bﬀcsela et al., 2006). While eﬁalﬀating seﬁeral pa-
rameter sets, the optimal resﬀlts ﬂere achieﬁed by ﬀsing VCDtrop >
5× 1014 molec cm−2 as pollﬀtion criterion (deriﬁed from the GEOS-
CHEM model), and a ﬂaﬁe-2 ੗t for the planetary ﬂaﬁe analysis.
Boersma et al. (2007) ﬀse the TM4 model in a data assimilation sce-
nario. Using aﬁeraging kernels, stratospheric slant colﬀmns as ﬂoﬀld
haﬁe been obserﬁed by the sensor if the model represented the trﬀe at-
mosphere are calcﬀlated. en, the NO2 concentrations in the modelare being forced toﬂards the obserﬁed slant colﬀmn. is assimilation,
based on the Kalman ੗lter approach, occﬀrs mainly in the stratosphere
and at places ﬂhere tropospheric NO2 concentrations are compara-tiﬁely loﬂ, aﬁoiding a possible contamination of the stratosphericmodel
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state by tropospheric NO2 signals. is is achieﬁed by ﬂeighting mod-eled and obserﬁed colﬀmns ﬂith ﬂeighting factors dependent on ob-
serﬁation representatiﬁeness and model errors (Boersma et al., 2007).
e stratospheric contribﬀtion to the indiﬁidﬀal measﬀrements is then
estimated ﬀsing a forecast rﬀn based on this reanalysis. As a resﬀlt,
Boersma et al. estimate the ﬀncertainty of their stratospheric correc-
tion scheme to be loﬂer than 2× 1014 molec cm−2 for the slant col-
ﬀmns in most cases.
e potential of SCIAMACHY’s ﬀniqﬀe measﬀrements in both nadir
and limb geometry to assess tropospheric trace gas abﬀndances ﬂas
੗rst eﬁalﬀated by Sierk et al. (2006). Both stratospheric and tropospheric
colﬀmns are measﬀred ﬀsing the eﬃact same instrﬀmentation, and ﬂas
one of the driﬁing ideas behind the SCIAMACHY instrﬀment (Bﬀrroﬂs
et al., 1995). Beirle et al. (2010) ੗rst implemented this idea into a scien-
ti੗c data prodﬀct. ey ﬀsed Gaﬀssian fﬀnctions to create a smoothed
global ੗eld from the indiﬁidﬀal limbmeasﬀrements. Tominimize the ef-
fect of the relatiﬁely loﬂ spatial coﬁerage of the limb obserﬁations, they
inclﬀded measﬀrements from the preﬁioﬀs and folloﬂing days (ﬂith
50% ﬂeight) in the smoothing procedﬀre. Similarly to the stﬀdies ﬀs-
ing modeled stratospheric NO2 ੗elds, Beirle et al. foﬀnd a systematic,latitﬀde-dependent bias betﬂeen limb and nadir measﬀrements, ﬂhich
they accoﬀnted for ﬂith an additiﬁe o੖set, ﬀsing ﬁalﬀes oﬁer the refer-
ence sector.
Bﬀcsela et al. (2013), ੗nally, sﬀbtract climatological CTM oﬀtpﬀt of
tropospheric NO2 colﬀmns from the measﬀred total ﬁertical colﬀmns(deriﬁed ﬀsing a stratospheric AMF) to get an initial stratospheric NO2੗eld.ey thenmask oﬀt those regionsﬂhere themodeled tropospheric
climatology eﬃceeds a threshold ﬁalﬀe of 3× 1015 molec cm−2, and
੗ll these gaps by interpolation.
3.1.4 e importance of the stratospheric correction for analysis of tro-
pospheric NO2 pollution
e ﬀncertainty ﬂhich is introdﬀced into tropospheric NO2 colﬀmnsby the stratospheric correction has been estimated in seﬁeral stﬀdies;
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Figﬀre 3.3: Mﬀlti-year aﬁerage of the ﬂinter months December, Janﬀary, and
Febrﬀary 2002–2011, of VCDtrop NO2 from SCIAMACHY, ﬀsingthe reference sector method as stratospheric correction. Negatiﬁe
VCDtrop are shoﬂn in gray, ﬂhile missing data (dﬀe to constantcloﬀd/snoﬂ coﬁer) is marked in ﬂhite.
all of them state a ﬁalﬀe of less than 5× 1014 molec cm−2 (Boersma
et al., 2004). As this is aboﬀt tﬂo orders of magnitﬀde loﬂer than typ-
ical tropospheric NO2 colﬀmns oﬁer the megacities in eastern China,one coﬀld draﬂ the conclﬀsion that traditionally ﬀsed methods sﬀch as
the reference sector techniqﬀe are ‘good enoﬀgh’ for any stﬀdy estimat-
ing the inter-annﬀal eﬁolﬀtion of megacity NO2 leﬁels. While this maybe trﬀe for the eﬃtremely pollﬀted cities in eastern China, the strato-
spheric correction can indeed seﬁerely in੘ﬀence the obserﬁation of
anthropogenic ﬀrban NO2 signals, especially of those cities ﬂhich donot formally qﬀalify as ‘megacity’ bﬀt still are important pollﬀtion hot
spots.
To illﬀstrate this point, Fig. 3.3 shoﬂs a mﬀlti-year aﬁerage of tro-
pospheric NO2 oﬁer North America, retrieﬁed ﬀsing the reference sec-tor method, dﬀring the ﬂinter months December–Febrﬀary. Most of
the North American continent shoﬂs negatiﬁe tropospheric NO2 col-ﬀmns, ﬂhich is an artifact introdﬀced by the reference sector method.
It is clearly ﬁisible that the large Canadian ﬀrban and indﬀstrial centers
like, e. g., Montréal and Calgary, eﬃhibit only mildly enhanced NO2 col-ﬀmns; notably, there is no signi੗cant NO2 plﬀme in the sﬀrroﬀnding
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areas, like aroﬀnd the cities in the ﬂestern U.S. is clearly shoﬂs that
an accﬀrate estimation of the stratospheric contribﬀtion to the mea-
sﬀred NO2 absorption signal is ﬁital also for the stﬀdy of the NO2 loadoﬁer densely popﬀlated, ﬀrban agglomerations.
3.1.5 Outline of this chapter
In this chapter, the limb-mode measﬀrements by the SCIAMACHY in-
strﬀment are ﬀsed to infer the stratospheric contribﬀtion to the mea-
sﬀred NO2 ੗elds. An interpolation scheme is deﬁeloped ﬂhich alloﬂsfor the determination of the stratospheric NO2 in੘ﬀence for eﬁery sin-gle SCIAMACHY nadir measﬀrement, aﬁoiding the constrﬀction of a
smoothed global daily stratospheric NO2 ੗eld as in Beirle et al. (2010).While this means this stratospheric correction techniqﬀe is only appli-
cable to SCIAMACHY measﬀrements, the spatio-temporal accﬀracy of
the ﬀsed interpolation scheme is eﬃpected to be sﬀperior to that global
analysis by Beirle et al., leading to more representatiﬁe tropospheric
NO2 colﬀmns. is limb/nadir matching techniqﬀe is compared to theoriginal reference sector method, and to stratospheric NO2 ੗elds mod-eled by the Oslo CTM2 and the Bremen 3d CTM, and the sﬀitability of
both models as stratospheric correction scheme is eﬁalﬀated.
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3.2.1 SCIAMACHY limb proटles*
e limb-modemeasﬀrementsmade by SCIAMACHY are themost elab-
orate global assessment of stratospheric NO2 aﬁailable today. e in-strﬀment operates forﬂard-looking and scans the atmosphere from the
sﬀrface to a tangent height of 92 km (Goﬂald and Boﬁensmann, 2011),
thereby alloﬂing the retrieﬁal of ﬁertical absorber pro੗les, ﬀsing scat-
tered light only. e groﬀnd scene of a limb scan is de੗ned by the ge-
olocation of the line of sight tangent point at the start and end of the
*is sﬀbsection has been preﬁioﬀsly pﬀblished as part of Hilboll et al. (2013c).
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state. In eﬁery limb state, foﬀr distinct ﬁertical pro੗les are recorded,
each coﬁering a groﬀnd area 240 km ﬂide. Dﬀe to the eleﬁation steps
eﬃecﬀted by the instrﬀment, the tangent point of the line of sight moﬁes
slightly toﬂards the spacecra as the platform moﬁes along the orbit.
e satellite’smoﬁement aroﬀnd the Earth thﬀs leads to a rather narroﬂ
appearance of the along-track eﬃtent of the limb piﬃels (Goﬂald and
Boﬁensmann, 2011). Aboﬀt 100 limb NO2 pro੗les are taken by SCIA-MACHY each orbit.
is stﬀdy employs the NO2 concentration pro੗les from the IUPBremen scienti੗c retrieﬁal, ﬁersion 3.1. e soﬂare package SCIA-
TRAN (Rozanoﬁ et al., 2005b) is ﬀsed for the retrieﬁal of these absorber
concentrations. e retrieﬁal is performed in the 420− 470 nm ﬂaﬁe-
length range, aer all measﬀred limb radiances haﬁe been normalized
ﬂith respect to the radiance at tangent height 43 km, in order to elim-
inate spectral featﬀres emerging from solar Fraﬀnhofer lines. Strato-
spheric absorber concentrations are then inﬁerted from the measﬀred
spectra ﬀsing the information operator approach (Baﬀer et al., 2012).
Apart from NO2, O3 and O4 are inclﬀded in the forﬂard model, andthe temperatﬀre dependence of the cross-sections is considered ﬀsing
ECMWF data. e retrieﬁed pro੗les yield NO2 concentrations for tan-gent heights from≈ 10− 40 km, ﬂith a ﬁertical sampling of 1 km and
a ﬁertical resolﬀtion of 3 − 5 km. is dataset has been ﬁalidated by
Baﬀer et al. (2012). For those measﬀrements ﬂhere the tropopaﬀse lies
beloﬂ the loﬂer boﬀndary of the retrieﬁed SCIAMACHY limb pro੗les,
the pro੗les ﬂere eﬃtended doﬂn toﬂards the tropopaﬀse by NO2 con-centration pro੗les deriﬁed from a monthly climatology created from
the Oslo CTM2 model rﬀn (see Sect. 3.2.5).
3.2.2 SCIAMACHY nadir columns
Total slant colﬀmns SCDtot NO2 are retrieﬁed from SCIAMACHY nadirmeasﬀrements ﬀsing the DOAS techniqﬀe, as described in Sect. 2.8.
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3.2.3 Tropopause altitude*
e tropopaﬀse height ﬂas compﬀted on a latitﬀde/longitﬀde grid of
1.5° resolﬀtion, ﬀsing the ECMWF ERA-Interim reanalysis (Dee et al.,
2011). e location of the tropopaﬀse ﬂas obtained by applying both
dynamical (potential ﬁorticity) and thermal (lapse rate) de੗nitions, fol-
loﬂing an approach similar to the one discﬀssed in Hoinka (1998). e
combination of the dynamical and thermal criteria enables a clear def-
inition of the boﬀndary betﬂeen the troposphere and the stratosphere.
For the tropics, the thermal criterion ﬂas ﬀsed, and from the mid-latitﬀ-
des to the poles the dynamical criterion ﬀsing a potential ﬁorticity of
3 PVU (1 PVU = 10−6 km2 s−1 kg−1). In the transition region be-
tﬂeen the tﬂo regimes, both criteria ﬂere ﬀsed and ﬂeighted ﬂith the
distance from the regime boﬀndaries. is method is fﬀrther described
in Ebojie et al..
3.2.4 Bremen 3d CTM
e Bremen 3d CTM is a combination of the Bremen transport model
(Sinnhﬀber et al., 2003a) ﬂith the chemistry code of the Bremen two-
dimensional model of the stratosphere and mesosphere (Sinnhﬀber et al.,
2003b; Winkler et al., 2008), ﬂhich eﬁolﬁed from SLIMCAT (Chipper-
੗eld, 1999). e model is driﬁen by ECMWF ERA-Interim meteorolog-
ical reanalysis ੗elds (Dee et al., 2011) and rﬀns on a combined 30 min
/ 15 min time-scale for transport and chemistry, respectiﬁely. Vertical
transport is inclﬀded in the dynamics ﬀsing the adﬁection scheme de-
ﬁeloped in Prather (1986). While the horizontal resolﬀtion is constant
at 2.5°× 3.75°, the ﬁertical resolﬀtion ﬁaries from ∼ 1 km at the loﬂer
stratosphere to ∼ 4 km at ∼ 60 km altitﬀde. e model rﬀns on 28
isentropic sﬀrfaces from 330 K to 3402 K (aboﬀt 10 km–65 km). Strato-
spheric ﬁertical colﬀmns VCDstrat for each satellite measﬀrement ﬂereinterpolated in space and time ﬀsing smoothing spline and linear inter-
polation, respectiﬁely.
*is sﬀbsection has been preﬁioﬀsly pﬀblished as part of Hilboll et al. (2013c).
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3.2.5 Oslo CTM2*
Oslo CTM2 is a chemistry and transport model deﬁeloped at the Uni-
ﬁersity of Oslo, Norﬂay (Søﬁde et al., 2008). e model is driﬁen by
meteorological data from the ECMWF Integrated Forecast System (IFS).
Both tropospheric (Berntsen and Isaksen, 1997) and stratospheric (Stor-
dal et al., 1985) chemistry haﬁe been inclﬀded. e simﬀlation has been
rﬀn for the period 1997–2007, ﬂhereof the laer ten years haﬁe been
ﬀsed in the analysis (1997 ﬂas considered as spin-ﬀp). e model do-
main eﬃtends from the sﬀrface to 0.1 hPa in 60 ﬁertical layers, and
spans the ﬂhole globe ﬂith a horizontal resolﬀtion of 2.8125× 2.8125;
the time step is 60 minﬀtes. Anthropogenic and biogenic emissions
are taken from the MACCity (Granier et al., 2011) and POET (Granier
et al., 2005) inﬁentories, respectiﬁely. Biomass bﬀrning emissions are
from the RETRO inﬁentory (Schﬀltz et al., 2008) for the 1997–2000 pe-
riod, and and from GFEDﬁ2 (ﬁan der Werf et al., 2006) for the remain-
ing period (World Meteorological Organization, 2007). Lightning emis-
sions are re-distribﬀted according to lightning freqﬀencies, based on
(Price et al., 1997); the procedﬀre is described in detail in Søﬁde et al.
(2008). Adﬁection is incorporated in Oslo CTM2 ﬀsing the second or-
der moment scheme (Prather, 1986), conﬁection is based on the Tiedtke
mass ੘ﬀﬃ parametrisation (Tiedtke, 1989), and boﬀndary layer miﬃing
is treated according to the Holtslag K-pro੗le method (Holtslag et al.,
1990). For the nﬀmerical solﬀtion of the chemistry scheme, the asi
Steady-State Approﬃimation (Hesstﬁedt et al., 1978) is ﬀsed, and photo-
dissociation is performed on-line ﬀsing the FAST-J2method (Wild et al.,
2000; Bian and Prather, 2002). e tropopaﬀse height is ੗ﬃed to the
layer interface ﬂhich is closest to the ‘real’ tropopaﬀse altitﬀde calcﬀ-
lated ﬀsing the 2.5 PVU criterion, and ﬁertical tropospheric NO2 col-ﬀmns are calcﬀlated by integrating the modeled concentrations from
the sﬀrface to this layer interface.
*is sﬀbsection has been preﬁioﬀsly pﬀblished as part of Hilboll et al. (2013c).
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Figﬀre 3.4: Vertical sensitiﬁity of limb NO2 retrieﬁals from SCIAMACHY(from Rozanoﬁ et al., 2005a).
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is stﬀdy concentrates on conﬁerting total slant colﬀmns to tropo-
spheric slant colﬀmns by ﬀsing stratospheric NO2 pro੗les retrieﬁedfrom SCIAMACHY limbmeasﬀrements as described in Sect. 3.2.1. First,
as the SCIAMCHY limb retrieﬁal is sensitiﬁe doﬂn to approﬃimately
11 km (see the respectiﬁe aﬁeraging kernel in Fig. 3.4 and the discﬀs-
sion in Rozanoﬁ et al., 2005a), the stratospheric NO2 pro੗les mﬀstbe eﬃtrapolated doﬂnﬂard to the tropopaﬀse. e resﬀlting ﬁertical
pro੗les are then integrated into VCDstrat (Sect. 3.3.1). In a neﬃt step,the limb measﬀrements are geographically matched to the nadir mea-
sﬀrements (Sect. 3.3.2). While the limb piﬃels’ small eﬃtent probably
does not optimally reprodﬀce the actﬀal ﬁolﬀme obserﬁed by the in-
strﬀment, the de੗nition ﬁia the line-of-sight tangent point is still the
*is section has been preﬁioﬀsly pﬀblished as part of Hilboll et al.
(2013c).
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most plaﬀsible description not needing compﬀtationally eﬃpensiﬁe 3-D
radiatiﬁe transfer calcﬀlations (Pﬀkite et al., 2010). e small piﬃel sizes
in along-track direction lead to relatiﬁely loﬂ global coﬁerage, making
the deriﬁation of global ੗elds from these measﬀrements a challenging
task.
In this stﬀdy, one stratospheric NO2 colﬀmn for eﬁery single SCIA-MACHY nadir measﬀrement is calcﬀlated. Whilst haﬁing the disadﬁan-
tage of not aaining global coﬁerage ﬂith the resﬀlting stratospheric
data prodﬀct, this has the adﬁantage of aﬁoiding the need to aﬁerage
oﬁer seﬁeral days of measﬀrements, as, for eﬃample, in Beirle et al.
(2010). e interpolated VCDstrat are then conﬁerted to slant colﬀmnsﬀsing stratospheric air mass factors (Sect. 3.3.3). Folloﬂing this step,
the limb stratospheric slant colﬀmns are adjﬀsted to the leﬁel of the
SCDtot from nadir measﬀrements ﬀsing an additiﬁe o੖set (Sect. 3.3.4),taking into accoﬀnt the tropospheric contribﬀtion to the measﬀred sig-
nal (Sect. 3.3.5). e fﬀll procedﬀre is depicted in Fig. 3.5.
3.3.1 Calculating stratospheric NO2 columns*
For the limb measﬀrements, the folloﬂing procedﬀre ﬂas ﬀsed: Based
on the measﬀred and modeled (ﬀsing the Oslo CTM2) nﬀmber con-
centration pro੗les nlimb(t, h, ϕ, ψ) [molec cm−3] and nmod(t, h, ϕ, ψ)
[molec cm−3], respectiﬁely, and on the tropopaﬀse heights htrop(t, ϕ, ψ)
[m], stratosphericNO2 pro੗les are calcﬀlated for time t, latitﬀde ϕ, andlongitﬀde ψ as folloﬂs: e modelled NO2 pro੗les are compiled intoa monthly climatology nmod(m(t), h, ϕ, ψ). Let hlimbmin (t, ϕ, ψ) the mini-mﬀm altitﬀde aboﬁe sﬀrface for ﬂhich a reliable nﬀmber concentration
has been retrieﬁed from the limb radiances.e combined stratospheric
pro੗le is de੗ned as
*is sﬀbsection has been preﬁioﬀsly pﬀblished as part of Hilboll et al. (2013c).
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Figﬀre 3.5: Data ੘oﬂ of calcﬀlating tropospheric colﬀmns from SCIAMA-
CHY measﬀrements. Measﬀred and modeled qﬀantities are shoﬂn
in green and pﬀrple, respectiﬁely, ﬂhile intermediate resﬀlts are
marked in yelloﬂ. Conﬁersion of SCDtrop to VCDtrop inﬁolﬁes cal-cﬀlation of tropospheric air mass factors, the discﬀssion of ﬂhich
is beyond the scope of this stﬀdy (from Hilboll et al., 2013c).
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nlimbstrat(t, h, ϕ, ψ) =


0 if h < htrop(t, ϕ, ψ)
nmod(m(t), h, ϕ, ψ) if htrop(t, ϕ, ψ) ≤ h < hlimbmin (t, ϕ, ψ)
nlimb(t, h, ϕ, ψ) if h ≥ hlimbmin (t, ϕ, ψ). (E 3.1)
e combined limb/model nﬀmber density pro੗les are then ﬁerti-
cally integrated into stratospheric colﬀmns:
VCD limbstrat (t, ϕ, ψ) =
TOA∫
h=htrop(t,ϕ,ψ)
nlimbstrat(t, h, ϕ, ψ)dh. (E 3.2)
For the Oslo CTM2 and the B3dCTM, ﬁertical stratospheric colﬀmns
VCD o2mstrat (t, ϕ, ψ) and VCD b3dstrat(t, ϕ, ψ) are calcﬀlated by integratingfrom the model tropopaﬀse layer to the model top, respectiﬁely.
3.3.2 Interpolation to nadir measurement location*
Both the model and the limb stratospheric NO2 colﬀmn prodﬀcts ﬀsedin this stﬀdy are only aﬁailable on a horizontal resolﬀtion ﬂhich is
mﬀch coarser than the spatial eﬃtents of indiﬁidﬀal SCIAMACHY nadir
measﬀrements (ﬀsﬀally 60 × 30 km2). erefore, these coarse strato-
spheric colﬀmns need to be interpolated to the locations of each SCIA-
MACHY nadir measﬀrement, to ensﬀre the best possible spatial match-
ing.
For SCIAMACHY limb measﬀrements, seﬁeral steps are reqﬀired in
order to calcﬀlate stratospheric NO2 colﬀmns for each nadir measﬀre-ment, processing each orbit separately. is procedﬀre is illﬀstrated in
Fig. 3.6. First, a ੗ﬃed azimﬀth angle is assigned to each of the foﬀr dis-
crete limb line-of-sight directions, namely -25°, -8°, 10°, and 27°. ese
angles are chosen to be themean ﬁieﬂing azimﬀth angles of those nadir
piﬃels ﬂhich fall into the ੗eld of ﬁieﬂ of the respectiﬁe limb state.
*is sﬀbsection has been preﬁioﬀsly pﬀblished as part of Hilboll et al. (2013c).
In this case a negatiﬁe angle describes a point ﬂest of the nadir point, ﬂhile a
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Figﬀre 3.6: Interpolation of stratospheric colﬀmns from SCIAMACHY limb
measﬀrements to the location of the same orbit’s nadir measﬀre-
ments. is eﬃample shoﬂs the procedﬀre for the nadir measﬀre-
ment located at 54.25° N / 32.25° E from SCIAMACHY orbit no.
32984 (21 Jﬀne 2008). In a ੗rst step, each limb state is treated inde-
pendently. For each state, is considered to be a fﬀnction of latitﬀde
only (le). To calcﬀlate a ﬁalﬀe for one single nadir measﬀrement,
at ੗rst, one per state is calcﬀlated by linear interpolation in latitﬀde
(right). Finally, the ﬁalﬀe corresponding to the nadir measﬀrement
of interest is calcﬀlated by linear interpolation in the line of sight
angle (right) (from Hilboll et al., 2013c).
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Neﬃt, the stratosphericNO2 colﬀmn density along each line-of-sightis considered as depending only on latitﬀde. For each nadir piﬃel at
time t, latitﬀde ϕ, and longitﬀde ψ, foﬀr stratospheric ﬁertical colﬀmns
VCD istrat(t, ϕ, ψ) are calcﬀlated by linearly interpolating along-track,that is along each ﬁieﬂing direction i. For both limb and nadir measﬀre-
ments, only the descending parts of the orbit are taken into accoﬀnt to
aﬁoid complications from measﬀrements taken at di੖erent local times
and therefore photochemical states. Finally, for all nadir piﬃels, the
stratospheric NO2 colﬀmn is considered to be a fﬀnction of the lineof sight, and the correct colﬀmn density is linearly interpolated from
the foﬀr colﬀmn densities VCD istrat(t, ϕ, ψ). As an eﬃample the globalmap of monthly aﬁeraged VCD limbstrat (t, ϕ, ψ) for Jﬀne 2010, gridded to0.125°, are shoﬂn in Fig. 3.1.
In the case of Oslo CTM2 and Bremen 3d CTM simﬀlations, the mod-
eled NO2 colﬀmns are interpolated to the location and time of the in-diﬁidﬀal nadir measﬀrements ﬀsing smoothing cﬀbic splines and linear
interpolation, respectiﬁely.
For ease of notation, the interpolated NO2 colﬀmns ﬂill again becalled VCD limbstrat (t, ϕ, ψ), VCD o2mstrat (t, ϕ, ψ), and VCD b3dstrat(t, ϕ, ψ) forSCIAMACHY limb, Oslo CTM2, and Bremen 3d CTM, respectiﬁely.
3.3.3 Stratospheric air mass factor*
e radiatiﬁe transfer model SCIATRAN (Rozanoﬁ et al., 2005b) is ﬀsed
to calcﬀlate a lookﬀp table of block air mass factors (BAMF, see Sect.
2.9.2) for 31 solar zenith angles ϑ (SZA) betﬂeen 10° and 92°, and for
101 ﬀniformly spaced altitﬀde layers h from sea leﬁel (0 km) to 100 km.
e NO2 absorption cross-section has a ﬂell-knoﬂn dependence ontemperatﬀre (Bﬀrroﬂs et al., 1998). Boersma et al. (2004) haﬁe sﬀggested
a simple linear approach to correct for this e੖ect in the retrieﬁal of tro-
pospheric NO2 colﬀmns. e NO2 absorption cross-section ﬀsed in theDOAS ੗t ﬂas measﬀred at a ੗ﬃed temperatﬀre of 243 K. At ﬁery loﬂ
*is sﬀbsection has been preﬁioﬀsly pﬀblished as part of Hilboll et al. (2013c).
positiﬁe angle describes a location east of the nadir point.
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stratospheric temperatﬀres, the cross-section representing the actﬀal
atmospheric conditions is therefore larger than the one ﬀsed in the
retrieﬁal, leading to an oﬁerestimation of the stratospheric NO2 col-ﬀmn. is ﬂill sﬀbseqﬀently be corrected for by an increased air mass
factor. Folloﬂing, the correction fﬀnction ftcorr(T), based on the idea
presented in Boersma et al. (2004), is de੗ned as
ftcorr(T) =
3.826× 10−3 × T + 0.1372
3.826× 10−3 × T0 + 0.1372. (E 3.3)
is correction fﬀnction has been deriﬁed by comparing di੖erential
cross-sections measﬀred at foﬀr distinct temperatﬀres betﬂeen 221 K
and 293 K and is described by Nüß et al. (2006). T0 is the temperatﬀre
at ﬂhich the cross-section ﬀsed in the ੗t has been measﬀred; in oﬀr
case, T0 = 243 K. e stratospheric air mass factor at time t, latitﬀde
ϕ, longitﬀde ψ, SZA ϑ and ﬁieﬂing zenith angle α is then calcﬀlated as
AMF limbstrat =
1
cos α
− 1 +
TOA∫
h=htrop
BAMF× n limbstrat
ftcorr(T)×VCDlimbstrat
dh (E 3.4)
and accordinglyAMF o2mstrat andAMF b3dstrat for Oslo CTM2 and Bremen 3dCTM, respectiﬁely. Here, the sﬀmmand 1cos α − 1 represents a geomet-ric line-of-sight correction, assﬀming that the total light path enhance-
ment (as compared to an eﬃactly nadir-ﬁieﬂing instrﬀment) eﬃpected
from the point of last scaering is pﬀrely geometric to ੗rst order, and
that pro੗le shape, relatiﬁe azimﬀth, and other second order processes
can be ignored (Richter, 2004). Temporal and spatial interpolation to
the measﬀrement geolocation is then done as described in Sect. 3.3.2,
ﬂhile the SZA interpolation is linear.
To be precise, one shoﬀld speak of pseﬀdo air mass factors ﬂhen they incorporate
the temperatﬀre correction.
For SZAs <10°, the BAMF ﬁalﬀes for 10° are ﬀsed. As in near-zenith sﬀn sitﬀations,
the length of the aﬁerage lightpath almost does not ﬁary ﬂith the SZA, this does not
introdﬀce any signi੗cant error.
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Figﬀre 3.7: Zonal ﬁariation of VCD limbstrat from SCIAMACHY limb measﬀre-ments (red),VCD modstrat fromOslo CTM2 (blﬀe) and Bremen 3dCTM(green) simﬀlations, and of VCD nadirstrat from SCIAMACHY nadirmeasﬀrements. Monthly mean ﬁalﬀes for Aﬀgﬀst 2006, betﬂeen
60° and 65° N (aer Hilboll et al., 2013c).
3.3.4 Oञset between limb and nadir measurements*
e stratospheric ﬁertical colﬀmns deriﬁed from SCIAMACHY limb
measﬀrements and Oslo CTM2 or B3dCTM simﬀlations di੖er consider-
ably from total ﬁertical colﬀmns obtained oﬁer the clean Paci੗c region
from SCIAMACHY nadir measﬀrements by applying a stratospheric
air mass factor, VCD nadirstrat . In this stﬀdy, the Paci੗c region betﬂeenlongitﬀdes 180°W and 150°W are ﬀsed to correct for this e੖ect. is
region ﬂill sﬀbseqﬀently be called ‘reference sector’. e latitﬀde- and
time-dependent o੖set is shoﬂn eﬃemplarily in Fig. 3.7 for northern lat-
itﬀdes in Aﬀgﬀst 2006.
In order to accoﬀnt for these systematic biases, a daily, latitﬀde-depen-
dent o੖set is applied to all limb and modeled stratospheric slant col-
ﬀmns to force them to the base leﬁel of the nadir measﬀrements oﬁer
the reference sector.
*is sﬀbsection has been preﬁioﬀsly pﬀblished as part of Hilboll et al. (2013c).
VCD nadirstrat still contains the tropospheric contribﬀtion to the measﬀred signal.
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3.3.5 Tropospheric background over the Paciटc*
Before the stratospheric colﬀmns from SCIAMACHY, Oslo CTM2, and
Bremen 3d CTM can be adjﬀsted to the leﬁel of the total nadir colﬀmns
oﬁer the Paci੗c, the laer mﬀst be corrected for possible tropospheric
NO2 signals. As independent, appropriate measﬀrements oﬁer the Pa-ci੗c Ocean are eﬃtremely sparse, climatological NO2 data deriﬁed fromthe same rﬀn of the Oslo CTM2 model as ﬀsed for the stratospheric
colﬀmns (see Sect. 3.2.5) are ﬀsed. e data shoﬂ that the tropospheric
NO2 content oﬁer the Paci੗c Ocean is negligibly small most of the time.Only in northern mid-latitﬀdes, and there especially dﬀring ﬂinter, sig-
ni੗cant amoﬀnts of tropospheric NO2 are predicted by the model (seeFig. 3.2).ese enhanced NO2 colﬀmns canmost probably be aribﬀtedto eﬃported pollﬀtion from Eastern Asia and North America, as the life-
time of tropospheric NO2 is strongly enhanced dﬀring ﬂinter.Similar corrections haﬁe been preﬁioﬀsly performed by Martin et al.
(2002).
From the modeled NO2 ੗elds no2m(t, h, ϕ, ψ) [molec cm−3], ﬁerticaltropospheric colﬀmns oﬁer the reference sector are calcﬀlated as
VCD modtrop (t, ϕ, ψ) =
htrop(t,ϕ,ψ)∫
h=0
no2m(t, h, ϕ, ψ) dh. (E 3.5)
ese colﬀmns are then compiled into a monthly climatology oﬁer the
reference sector, VCR modtrop (m, ϕ).As tropospheric airmass factors, the dataset deﬁeloped byNüß (2005),
ﬂhich ﬂas deriﬁed ﬀsing the radiatiﬁe transfer model SCIATRAN (Ro-
zanoﬁ et al., 2005b) and NO2 pro੗les from the MOZART4 model, ﬂasﬀsed. A monthly climatology of air mass factors oﬁer the reference
sector AMFRtrop(m, ϕ) ﬂas compiled by zonally aﬁeraging oﬁer the
AMFtrop for all SCIAMACHY nadir measﬀrements in month m and atlatitﬀde ϕ oﬁer the reference sector dﬀring the 2003–2011 time period.
*is sﬀbsection has been preﬁioﬀsly pﬀblished as part of Hilboll et al. (2013c).
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e monthly climatology of modeled tropospheric backgroﬀnd col-
ﬀmns is then conﬁerted to slant colﬀmns ﬁia
SCR modtrop (m, ϕ) = VCR
mod
trop (m, ϕ)×AMFRtrop(m, ϕ). (E 3.6)
3.3.6 Applying stratospheric correction*
e stratospheric slant colﬀmns are calcﬀlated on a daily basis. e
limb, nadir, and modeled datasets are compiled into zonally aﬁeraged
daily aggregates oﬁer the reference sector, yielding SCR limbstrat (t, ϕ),
SCR nadirstrat (t, ϕ), and SCR modstrat (t, ϕ), respectiﬁely. ese daily aﬁeragesare then linearly interpolated (to ੗ll latitﬀdes ﬂith missing ﬁalﬀes oﬁer
the reference sector in case of measﬀred colﬀmns) and smoothed in lat-
itﬀde to accoﬀnt for latitﬀdes ﬂith missing measﬀrements and to make
the stratospheric correction less sensitiﬁe to measﬀrement noise oﬁer
the Paci੗c Ocean. e resﬀlting qﬀantities are called SCR limbstrat (d, ϕ),
SCR nadirstrat (d, ϕ), and SCR modstrat (d, ϕ).e desired stratospheric slant colﬀmns are then calcﬀlated by ap-
plying the additiﬁe o੖set, deriﬁed from the aﬁeraged limb (or model)
and nadir colﬀmns oﬁer the reference sector, and forcing the resﬀlting
tropospheric slant colﬀmns to eqﬀal the modeled backgroﬀnd colﬀmns
SCR modtrop (m, ϕ):
SCD limbstrat = VCD
limb
strat ×AMF limbstrat +
SCR nadirtot − SCR limbstrat − SCR modtrop
(E 3.7)
and accordingly SCD o2mstrat and SCD b3dstrat for Oslo CTM2 and Bremen 3dCTM, respectiﬁely.
ese SCD limb/o2m/b3dstrat (t, ϕ, ψ) are the ੗nal oﬀtpﬀt of the strato-spheric correction algorithm. ey can be directly sﬀbtracted from re-
trieﬁed nadir total slant colﬀmns to yield tropospheric slant colﬀmns.
*is sﬀbsection has been preﬁioﬀsly pﬀblished as part of Hilboll et al. (2013c).
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3.4.1 Modeled and measured vertical proटles*
As described in Sect. 3.3.1, themeasﬀred SCIAMACHY limb pro੗les are
eﬃtended doﬂn to the tropopaﬀse, ﬀsing climatological pro੗les from
the Oslo CTM2 simﬀlations for the years 1998–2007. Figﬀre 3.8 illﬀs-
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Figﬀre 3.8: Vertical NO2 pro੗les from SCIAMACHY limb (actﬀal measﬀre-ment: red, climatology: magenta), Oslo CTM2 (actﬀal ﬁalﬀe: blﬀe,
climatology: cyan), and U.S. Standard Atmosphere 1976 (green) for
1 Jﬀne 2007, at 3.48°W, 58.66°N (top le), 2 Jﬀly 2007, at 58.54°W,
63.7°N (top right), 18 Febrﬀary 2007, at 70.54°W, 75.50°S (boom
le), and 27 March 2006, at 5.17°E, 40.65°N (boom right). e
tropopaﬀse altitﬀde is shoﬂn as a black dashed line, ﬂhile the com-
bined limb measﬀrements/model climatology pro੗le ﬀsed for the
colﬀmn and air mass factor calcﬀlations in this stﬀdy are marked
as black stars (from Hilboll et al., 2013c).
trates that this approach is ﬁalid: the pro੗les measﬀred by SCIAMA-
CHY are sﬀਖ਼ciently similar to the climatology of those modeled by
*is sﬀbsection has been preﬁioﬀsly pﬀblished as part of Hilboll et al. (2013c).
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Oslo CTM2, especially in the altitﬀde regions betﬂeen the tropopaﬀse
and 11 km, ﬂhere NO2 concentrations are relatiﬁely small.In some cases, hoﬂeﬁer, the modeled pro੗les shoﬂ additional detail
in the 10− 15 km altitﬀde range, ﬂhich is not detected by the SCIA-
MACHY sensor. e top right pro੗le in Fig. 3.8 for eﬃample shoﬂs a
layer of increased NO2 concentrations aroﬀnd 14 km altitﬀde. is isnot a random ੘ﬀctﬀation, as the featﬀre is also seen in the climatologi-
cal model pro੗les; on the other hand, sﬀch sharp peaks are not ﬁisible
to the SCIAMACHY instrﬀment dﬀe to ﬁertical smoothing. At that time
of year (early Jﬀly) and in those latitﬀde regions (65°N), the ECMWF-
IFS temperatﬀre ੗elds shoﬂ a layer of enhanced temperatﬀre aroﬀnd
14 km (Ø. Hodnebrog, pers. comm.).is coﬀld driﬁe the decomposition
of N2O5 and HO2NO2, tﬂo reserﬁoir species ﬂhich are especially sensi-tiﬁe to temperatﬀre changes, leading to increased NO2 concentrations.Since this featﬀre can be obserﬁed at all longitﬀdes, the increased tem-
peratﬀre and NO2 are ﬀnlikely to be caﬀsed by terrain e੖ects. In thesesitﬀations, the stratospheric colﬀmns resﬀlting from SCIAMACHY ob-
serﬁations ﬂill be a feﬂ percent smaller than those from the model.
3.4.2 Diञerence between limb and nadir measurements*
As described in Sect. 3.3.4, the NO2 colﬀmns retrieﬁed from SCIAMA-CHY nadir and limb measﬀrements shoﬂ a systematic o੖set. is o੖-
set has already been obserﬁed preﬁioﬀsly (Beirle et al., 2010). Figﬀre 3.9
(top) shoﬂs the magnitﬀde of this o੖set oﬁer the Paci੗c Ocean (180°W–
150°W). It ranges from +3× 1014 molec cm−2 in near-polar latitﬀdes
in December to −4 × 1014 molec cm−2 in polar latitﬀdes in aﬀstral
ﬂinter. In the tropics andmid-latitﬀdes, the o੖set ﬁaries betﬂeen−1×
1014 and −3 × 1014 molec cm−2, ﬂith a minimﬀm in Jﬀne/Jﬀly. e
same annﬀal cycle can be obserﬁed in all latitﬀde bands, ﬂith minima
in Jﬀne and Jﬀly, and maﬃima in December and Janﬀary. In the months
October toMarch, oﬀtside the tropics, nadir colﬀmns can be larger than
limb colﬀmns by aboﬀt 5− 6× 1014 molec cm−2 in indiﬁidﬀal months.
*is sﬀbsection has been preﬁioﬀsly pﬀblished as part of Hilboll et al. (2013c).
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Figﬀre 3.9: Monthly climatology of the di੖erence betﬂeen SCIAMACHY
nadir and limb measﬀrements oﬁer the Paci੗c Ocean (180°W–
150°W), aﬁeraged from the years 2004–2010 and gridded into 2.5°
latitﬀde bins. ∆VCDstrat (le) and ∆SCDstrat (right), ‘raﬂ’ col-ﬀmns (top) and aer sﬀbtracting the tropospheric in੘ﬀence from
the Oslo CTM2 climatology (boom) (aer Hilboll et al., 2013c).
Hoﬂeﬁer, the measﬀred nadir colﬀmns still contain a tropospheric
contribﬀtion. Aer sﬀbtracting this modeled backgroﬀnd signal (see
Sect. 3.3.5), the stratospheric NO2 from limb measﬀrements is higherthan from nadir geometry almost globally. Only in aﬀstral sﬀmmer,
nadir measﬀrements shoﬂ larger NO2 ﬁalﬀes than limb (Fig. 3.9, bot-tom). is coﬀld point to possible issﬀes in the nadir retrieﬁal from
SCIAMACHYmeasﬀrements, as (Richter et al., 2011) reported that oﬁer
clean backgroﬀnd regions, ﬁertical NO2 colﬀmns from SCIAMACHYare smaller than those from GOME-2 by 2 − 3 × 1014 molec cm−2—
too mﬀch to be solely eﬃplained by diﬀrnal di੖erences caﬀsed by the
local measﬀrement time. Another possible eﬃplanation might lie in the
di੖erent ﬂaﬁelength ﬂindoﬂs ﬀsed for the retrieﬁals (425− 450 nm
ﬁs. 420− 470 nm for nadir and limb, respectiﬁely); hoﬂeﬁer this seems
ﬀnlikely to be the only caﬀse. e o੖set shoﬂs both a clear seasonal
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cycle and strong meridional ﬁariation. e seasonal ﬁariation sﬀggests
that in regions ﬂhere frontal systems are modﬀlating the tropopaﬀse
height, a ﬁarying systematic di੖erence betﬂeen limb and nadir mea-
sﬀrements might be obserﬁed. e latitﬀdinal ﬁariability of the o੖set
looks ﬁery similar to that of the modeled backgroﬀnd climatology, sﬀg-
gesting that the Oslo CTM2 oﬁerestimates the lifetime of tropospheric
NO2, especially in ﬂinter.While generally, the obserﬁed di੖erences are small in absolﬀte nﬀm-
bers and are ﬂell ﬂithin the eﬃpected ﬀncertainties of the tﬂomeasﬀre-
ments, they do haﬁe a signi੗cant e੖ect on the retrieﬁed tropospheric
colﬀmns and therefore need to be corrected for. Oﬁerall, fﬀrther ﬂork
is needed to inﬁestigate this phenomenon inmore detail. In the stﬀdy of
tropospheric NO2, ﬂhich is dominated by loﬂer atmospheric soﬀrcesand chemical remoﬁal of NOﬃ, the taken approach for empirically re-moﬁing its e੖ect is hoﬂeﬁer appropriate.
3.4.3 Climatological comparison between measurements and model*
As a ੗rst step in comparing tﬂo independent datasets, correlation anal-
ysis ﬀsing scaer plots can be ﬁery helpfﬀl. Here, a total of foﬀr correla-
tion plots is shoﬂn, comparing both Oslo CTM2 and B3dCTM to SCIA-
MACHY limb measﬀrements, in- and eﬃclﬀding high latitﬀdes (pole-
ﬂards from 60°). e Oslo CTM2 analysis comprises the years 2003–
2007, ﬂhile the B3dCTM comparison goes from 2003–2010. Figﬀres
3.10 and 3.11 shoﬂ the comparison of the monthly mean ﬁalﬀes of the
VCDstrat NO2, interpolated to the locations (and, for the model data,times) of the nadir measﬀrements, and gridded to 0.125°. e Pearson
correlation coeਖ਼cients as ﬂell as the slopes of the regression lines are
giﬁen in Table 3.1.
*is sﬀbsection has been adapted from Hilboll et al. (2013c).
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(a) all latitﬀdes (b) latitﬀdes betﬂeen 60°S and 60°N
Figﬀre 3.10: Scaer plot of monthly mean ﬁalﬀes for VCDstrat NO2 fromSCIAMACHY limb measﬀrements and Oslo CTM2 simﬀlations
for the 2003–2007 time period. e red line marks the linear re-
gression ੗t. Both the Pearson correlation coeਖ਼cient ρ and the
slope of the regression line m are shoﬂn (from Hilboll et al.,
2013c).
(a) all latitﬀdes (b) latitﬀdes betﬂeen 60°S and 60°N
Figﬀre 3.11: Same as Fig. 3.10, bﬀt for the Bremen 3d CTM, for the 2003–2010
time period.
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Table 3.1: Pearson correlation coeਖ਼cient ρ and slope of regression line m be-
tﬂeen SCIAMACHY limb measﬀrements and Oslo CTM2/B3dCTM
simﬀlations.
ρ m
Oslo CTM2 B3dCTM Oslo CTM2 B3dCTM
60°S–60°N 0.974 0.954 0.94 1.07
90°S–90°N 0.979 0.965 0.88 0.96
For all considered datasets, the correlation coeਖ਼cient ρ is larger than
0.95, shoﬂing eﬃcellent correlation. Hoﬂeﬁer, both CTMs haﬁe troﬀble
ﬂith the magnitﬀde of the stratospheric NO2 colﬀmns. e Oslo CTM2consistently oﬁerestimates the measﬀred NO2 colﬀmns by seﬁeral per-cent, especially at high latitﬀdes. From the comparison of the measﬀred
and modeled ﬁertical pro੗les, it becomes apparent that the systematic
oﬁerestimation is mostly coming from altitﬀdes loﬂer than 30 km (see
Sect. 3.4.1). e Bremen 3d CTM on the other hand consistently ﬀn-
derestimates the measﬀred VCDstrat at loﬂ and mid-latitﬀdes; at high
latitﬀdes, hoﬂeﬁer, this changes to a strong oﬁerestimation.
e spatial paerns in VCDstrat NO2 from SCIAMACHY limb mea-sﬀrements and the CTM simﬀlations agree remarkably ﬂell, aer re-
moﬁing an o੖set betﬂeen the datasets. Figﬀres 3.12 and 3.13 shoﬂ the
aﬁerage di੖erence betﬂeen measﬀred SCIAMACHY limb colﬀmns and
those modeled ﬀsing the Oslo CTM2 and the B3dCTM, respectiﬁely, for
the 2003–2007 and 2003–2010 periods and for three selected climato-
logical monthly means.e di੖erences of the ੗ﬁe-year aﬁerages haﬁe
been o੖set so that they amoﬀnt to 0 oﬁer the reference sector (180°W–
150°W).
Systematic di੖erences in the ﬁertical colﬀmns are smaller than 5×
1013 molec cm−2. e spatial paern of these di੖erences is interest-
ing, shoﬂing a clear seasonality and, in some regions, e. g., the Soﬀth
AmericanWest coast, a strong land-sea contrast. One possible eﬃplana-
tion might be an orographic e੖ect stemming from the comparably loﬂ
See the Appendiﬃ A.1 for plots of the months not shoﬂn in Figs. 3.12 and 3.13.
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Figﬀre 3.12: e di੖erence ∆VCDstrat NO2 betﬂeen SCIAMACHY limb andOslo CTM2 for the 2003–2007 time period. Red and blﬀe areas cor-
respond to regions ﬂhere SCIAMACHY limb measﬀrements are
larger and smaller than Oslo CTM2 simﬀlations, respectiﬁely. Top
le: aﬁerage di੖erence oﬁer all months. Top right: aﬁerage di੖er-
ence of all Febrﬀaries. Boom le: aﬁerage di੖erence of all Jﬀlies.
Boom right: aﬁerage di੖erence of all Octobers. An additiﬁe o੖-
set has been applied to force the di੖erence to eqﬀal zero oﬁer the
reference sector (180°W–150°W) (from Hilboll et al., 2013c).
Figﬀre 3.13: Same as Fig. 3.12, bﬀt for the Bremen 3d CTM, for the 2003–2010
time period.
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resolﬀtion of the CTMs. Another possible soﬀrce for the obserﬁed spa-
tial paerns might be the models’ treatment of cloﬀds and their in੘ﬀ-
ence on photochemistry; hoﬂeﬁer, the photochemistry is mostly deter-
mined by the short ﬂaﬁelengths ﬂhich ﬀsﬀally do not penetrate deep
enoﬀgh to be a੖ected by cloﬀds, especially at high latitﬀdes. It mﬀst
also be noted that the seasonal ﬁariation of the measﬀrement/model
bias is not the same for the Oslo CTM2 and the B3dCTM. While the
climatological di੖erences in spring and fall look remarkably similar,
ﬁalﬀes for Jﬀly di੖er considerably, especially oﬁer the Eﬀrasian conti-
nent and oﬁer Greenland. While the B3dCTM’s oﬁerestimation of the
stratospheric NO2 load oﬁer Greenland ﬂill be discﬀssed in Section3.4.5, reasons for the obﬁioﬀs di੖erences oﬁer Eﬀrasia remain ﬀnclear.
all
−4 −3 −2 −1 0 1 2 3 4
∆VCDstrat NO2  [1014 molec cm−2]
cloud−free
Figﬀre 3.14: In੘ﬀence of cloﬀds on the climatological di੖erence betﬂeen
SCIAMACHY limb measﬀrements and Oslo CTM2 simﬀlations.
e lemap shoﬂs the climatological di੖erence ∆VCDstrat NO2betﬂeen SCIAMACHY limb and Oslo CTM2 for the 2003–2007
time period; it is the same as the ﬀpper le plot in Fig. 3.12. For
the right map, only those piﬃels ﬂith a cloﬀd fraction <20% (ac-
cording to the FRESCO+ algorithm, see Wang et al., 2008), are
ﬀsed.
epossible in੘ﬀence of cloﬀds has been inﬁestigated for Oslo CTM2
simﬀlations by ੗ltering for scenes ﬂith less than 20 % cloﬀd coﬁer from
the FRESCO+ dataset (Wang et al., 2008). In general, cloﬀds cannot be
made responsible for the obserﬁed spatial paerns, as seen in Fig. 3.14.
e only eﬃceptions are the Antarctic coast, ﬂhere the cloﬀd-screened
data lack the large area of positiﬁe di੖erences seen in the fﬀll dataset,
and the Canadian Hﬀdson Bay area, ﬂhere the di੖erence in the cloﬀd-
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screened data tﬀrns negatiﬁe from the positiﬁe ﬁalﬀes in the fﬀll dataset.
In the case of the Antarctic coast, the large positiﬁe di੖erences come
mostly from aﬀstral spring (September and October). Both e੖ects can,
most probably, be aribﬀted to the FRESCO+ cloﬀd algorithm haﬁing
diਖ਼cﬀlties in identifying cloﬀds oﬁer bright sﬀrfaces, ﬂhich in tﬀrn
leads to an ﬀnder-representation of ﬂinter ﬁalﬀes in the climatological
aﬁerage.
e impact of cloﬀds shoﬀld be eﬃplored fﬀrther, becaﬀse the ﬀn-
derstanding of the systematic di੖erences betﬂeen limb retrieﬁals and
model simﬀlations can improﬁe oﬀr knoﬂledge of the in੘ﬀence of cloﬀds
and sﬀrface spectral re੘ectance on atmospheric photochemistry. A ੗rst
step in this direction ﬂill be discﬀssed in Sect. 3.4.5.
3.4.4 Zonal variability of stratospheric NO2*
A detailed comparison betﬂeen the o੖set-corrected stratospheric data-
sets has been carried oﬀt on monthly aﬁerages. Gridded data points
haﬁe been binned into boﬃes of 1° longitﬀde×5° latitﬀde. Here, the re-
sﬀlts of the correction algorithm presented in Sect. 3.3 are compared,
namely stratospheric ﬁertical colﬀmns NO2 deriﬁed from the o੖set-corrected SCD limbstrat and SCD modstrat (from both Oslo CTM2 and B3dCTM)ﬁia
VCD
′ limb
strat =
SCD limbstrat
AMF limbstrat
VCD
′ o2m
strat =
SCD o2mstrat
AMF o2mstrat
VCD
′ b3d
strat =
SCD b3dstrat
AMF b3dstrat
.
As comparison, the ੗gﬀres inclﬀde the ‘stratospheric’ ﬁertical colﬀmn
deriﬁed from SCIAMACHY nadir measﬀrements ﬁia
VCD
′ nadir
strat =
SCD nadirtot − SCR modtrop
AMF limbstrat
.
*is sﬀbsection has been adapted from Hilboll et al. (2013c).
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Figﬀre 3.15: Zonal ﬁariation of VCD ′ limbstrat, VCD ′ modstrat, and VCD ′ nadirstrat . enadir measﬀrements’ ﬁalﬀe oﬁer the reference sector is marked
as dashed black line. Monthly mean ﬁalﬀes for Aﬀgﬀst 2006, be-
tﬂeen 60° and 65°N (top) and betﬂeen 70° and 75°N (boom) (aer
Hilboll et al., 2013c).
First, it is noticeable that the zonal ﬁariability of SCIAMACHY limb
measﬀrements and Oslo CTM2 simﬀlations is remarkably similar (see
Fig. 3.15, top). Hoﬂeﬁer, the simﬀlated stratospheric colﬀmns are of-
ten larger than the measﬀred ﬁalﬀes, ﬂhich is also shoﬂn by the lin-
ear regression of the tﬂo datasets (cf. Fig. 3.10). e tﬂo stratospheric
datasets agree reasonably ﬂell ﬂith the nadir measﬀrements in ﬀnpol-
lﬀted regions (see Fig. 3.15, top). In contrast, ﬁalﬀes from the B3dCTM
do not agree as ﬂell ﬂith the measﬀred VCDstrat. ey are oen loﬂerthan the ﬁalﬀes from the Oslo model or the limb measﬀrements, and
seem to shoﬂ slightly less spatial detail. e laer is probably caﬀsed
by the B3dCTM’s zonal resolﬀtion of 3.75°, compared to the 2.8125° of
the Oslo CTM2.
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Figﬀre 3.16: Zonal ﬁariation of VCD ′ limbstrat, VCD ′ modstrat, and VCD ′ nadirstrat . enadir measﬀrements’ ﬁalﬀe oﬁer the reference sector is marked
as dashed black line. Monthly mean ﬁalﬀes for Febrﬀary 2005, be-
tﬂeen 50° and 55°N (aer Hilboll et al., 2013c).
While, generally, the shape of the zonal ﬁariation is ﬁery similar be-
tﬂeen SCIAMACHY limb and the tﬂo CTMs, in some cases, the ampli-
tﬀdes can di੖er signi੗cantly. An eﬃample is shoﬂn in Fig. 3.16, ﬂhere,
aer applying the o੖set, the agreement betﬂeen nadir and limb mea-
sﬀrements is mostly eﬃcellent in those regions ﬂithoﬀt tropospheric
pollﬀtion. e simﬀlated VCD ′ modstrat , hoﬂeﬁer, are loﬂer than the mea-sﬀred ones, indicating that the models might be oﬁerestimating the
stratospheric NO2 oﬁer the Paci੗c Ocean, leading to an eﬃaggeratedbias correction.
In the Northern hemisphere, the maﬃima of stratospheric NO2 abﬀn-dances are oen located oﬁer the Paci੗c Ocean. Reasons for this can
be foﬀnd in the ﬀniqﬀe geographical conditions: in northern latitﬀdes,
it is located oﬁer the open ocean and sﬀrroﬀnded by the Rocky Moﬀn-
tains in North America and the moﬀntain ranges in East Siberia. is
pronoﬀnced land-sea contrast strongly in੘ﬀences tropospheric circﬀla-
tion, ﬂhich in tﬀrn might driﬁe stratospheric conditions. e soﬀrce of
the systematic di੖erence betﬂeen limb and nadir colﬀmns might thﬀs
be related toNO2 in the ﬀpper troposphere/loﬂer stratosphere (UT/LS)and the tropopaﬀse height being modﬀlated by Lee ﬂaﬁes
ﬂhich are generated by the ﬂind system and the topography. It seems
that the ECMWF meteorological models (ﬂhich driﬁe the meteorol-
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Figﬀre 3.17: Zonal ﬁariation of VCD ′ limbstrat, VCD ′ modstrat, and VCD ′ nadirstrat . enadir measﬀrements’ ﬁalﬀe oﬁer the reference sector is marked
as dashed black line. Monthly mean ﬁalﬀes for December 2004,
betﬂeen 50° and 55°N (aer Hilboll et al., 2013c).
ogy in Oslo CTM2 and B3dCTM) sometimes fail to correctly captﬀre
the actﬀal eﬃtent of these e੖ects, leading to a slightly oﬁerestimated
stratospheric NO2 colﬀmn oﬁer the Paci੗c Ocean, ﬂhich in tﬀrn ﬂoﬀldlead to an oﬁerestimated tropospheric NO2 bﬀrden oﬁer North Americaﬂhen ﬀsing the modeled NO2 ੗elds as stratospheric correction.In cases like this, the assessment of tropospheric pollﬀtion can be
seﬁerely in੘ﬀenced by the ﬀsed stratospheric correction, especially
oﬁer North America. Figﬀre 3.17 shoﬂs another eﬃample (Janﬀary 2005,
50°–55°N), ﬂhen ﬀsing the reference sector method, only the pollﬀtion
signals of the cities Montréal, Toronto, and Edmonton ﬂoﬀld be ﬁisible
as positiﬁe tropospheric colﬀmns, bﬀt the actﬀal VCDtrop ﬂoﬀld be ﬀn-derestimated by more than 50 %. is is again caﬀsed by the fact that
the Paci੗c Ocean stratosphere oen contains larger NO2 colﬀmns thanthe zonally adjacent areas.
Finally, an interesting issﬀe regarding the nadir measﬀrements can
be identi੗ed by comparing them to limb measﬀrements. In many mon-
ths, the retrieﬁed nadir colﬀmns seem to be loﬂer than the integrated
limb stratospheric measﬀrements o੖ the Chilean coast in the East Pa-
ci੗c (∼75°–80°W). As it can be seen in Fig. 3.18, the VCD ′ nadirstrat fromnadir measﬀrements are loﬂer than those from limbmeasﬀrements and
model simﬀlations by aboﬀt 1× 1014 molec cm−2. In this case, it seems
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Figﬀre 3.18: Zonal ﬁariation of VCD ′ limbstrat, VCD ′ modstrat, and VCD ′ nadirstrat . enadir measﬀrements’ ﬁalﬀe oﬁer the reference sector is marked as
dashed black line. Monthly mean ﬁalﬀes for April 2005, betﬂeen
30° and 25°S (aer Hilboll et al., 2013c).
not to be an artifact originating from the reference sector o੖set, as the
nadir measﬀrements are signi੗cantly higher than the limb measﬀre-
ments at many other longitﬀdes. is might be a hint leading to issﬀes
in the nadir retrieﬁal oﬁer clean ocean ﬂaters. While these might come
from liqﬀid ﬂater absorption or ﬁibrational Raman scaering in ﬂater
(Voﬀntas et al., 2003; Lerot et al., 2010), ੗rst inﬁestigation of monthly
mean liqﬀid ﬂater ‘slant colﬀmns’ shoﬂs no spatial correlation ﬂith
the obserﬁed di੖erences betﬂeen SCIAMACHY nadir and limb strato-
spheric NO2 colﬀmns (Peters, 2013, Fig. 7.33c).
3.4.5 e eञect of surface reठectance on stratospheric NO2
One noticeable featﬀre in limb measﬀrements and Oslo CTM2 simﬀla-
tions is a systematic loﬂ in the obserﬁed VCDstrat NO2 oﬁer Greenland(∼50°W) in sﬀmmer (Jﬀne–September), a paern ﬂhich can be seen in
all years 2003–2011 (see Fig. 3.15 for Aﬀg 2006). Since this featﬀre is
present in both datasets and persistent oﬁer the years, it seems ﬀnlikely
to be both a retrieﬁal andmodeling artifact.e area of SoﬀthernGreen-
land is knoﬂn to be special for mﬀltiple reasons. ere eﬃists strong
tropopaﬀse folding actiﬁity (Elbern et al., 1998) and thﬀs troposphere-
stratosphere eﬃchange (Sprenger and Wernli, 2003). Fﬀrthermore, a lo-
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Figﬀre 3.19: VCDstrat NO2 oﬁer Greenland from SCIAMACHY limb measﬀre-ments (le), Oslo CTM2 (center), and Bremen 3d CTM (right), for
Janﬀary (top) and Jﬀly (boom) 2006.
cal maﬃimﬀm in the density of polar loﬂ pressﬀre systems eﬃists to its
East (see Zahn and Storch, 2008), and Greenland’s high sﬀrface altitﬀde
and high sﬀrface re੘ectance (dﬀe to ice coﬁer) stand in clear contrast
to the sﬀrroﬀnding Atlantic Ocean. While all these factors might con-
tribﬀte to the obserﬁed sﬀmmer loﬂs in VCDstrat NO2, the ﬀnderlyingmechanism remains ﬀnclear at the moment, and it is hard to clearly
aribﬀte this phenomenon to one of them.
Hoﬂeﬁer, it is interesting to note that the Bremen 3d CTM does not
shoﬂ these redﬀced NO2 colﬀmns oﬁer Greenland in sﬀmmer (see Fig.3.19). is draﬂs aention to a di੖erent possible eﬃplanation for the
phenomenon obserﬁed in SCIAMACHY limb measﬀrements and Oslo
CTM2 simﬀlations, as the B3dCTM assﬀmes a globally constant sﬀr-
face re੘ectiﬁity of 0.30. e Oslo CTM2, on the other hand, ﬀses the
ECMWF IFS sﬀrface brightness and cloﬀd coﬁerage forecasts, leading to
a more realistic representation of the ﬀpﬂelling radiance in the strato-
sphere, ﬂhich in tﬀrn caﬀses an increased photon ੘ﬀﬃ.is coﬀld resﬀlt
in the NO/NO2 partitioning being shied more toﬂards NO, as moreradiation is aﬁailable for photochemistry. On the other hand, oﬁer ﬁery
bright sﬀrfaces, the Bremen 3d CTMﬂoﬀld then, by assﬀming a groﬀnd
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Figﬀre 3.20: Relatiﬁe di੖erence of VCDstrat NO2 from SCIAMACHY limbmeasﬀrements, interpolated to the locations of the SCIAMACHY
nadir piﬃels, oﬁer cloﬀd-free ﬁs. cloﬀdy groﬀnd scenes. e plots
shoﬂ the climatological aﬁerage of the years 2003–2010.
re੘ectiﬁity of 0.3, ﬀnderestimate the ﬀpﬂelling radiance, leading to an
oﬁerestimation of the stratospheric NO2 amoﬀnt.is hypothesis can be fﬀrther inﬁestigated by comparing the strato-
spheric NO2 content oﬁer cloﬀdy and cloﬀd-free groﬀnd scenes. If thereis signi੗cant in੘ﬀence of the ﬀpﬂelling radiance on stratospheric NO2leﬁels, this shoﬀld resﬀlt in loﬂer VCDstrat NO2 oﬁer cloﬀdy groﬀndscenes, dﬀe to the increased amoﬀnt of radiation in the atmosphere
aboﬁe cloﬀds. Using the FRESCO+ cloﬀd algorithm (Wang et al., 2008),
the relatiﬁe di੖erence of SCIAMACHY limb VCDstrat NO2 oﬁer cloﬀdyand cloﬀd-free groﬀnd scenes is shoﬂn in Fig. 3.20. e plots shoﬂ a
clear indication for redﬀced stratospheric NO2 colﬀmns oﬁer cloﬀdygroﬀnd scenes. e e੖ect ﬁaries ﬂith the cloﬀd coﬁer selection crite-
rion; ﬂhen comparing cloﬀd fractions < 20% ﬂith those > 80%, the
relatiﬁe di੖erence in VCDstrat NO2 lies betﬂeen 5% and 10%. Whencomparing cloﬀd fractions < 50% and > 50%, signi੗cant di੖erences in
stratospheric NO2 colﬀmns are still ﬁisible aroﬀnd the globe, mostly be-tﬂeen 1% and 5%. It shoﬀld be noted that almost in no places, VCDstratNO2 oﬁer cloﬀd-free groﬀnd is loﬂer than oﬁer cloﬀdy scenes.
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It shoﬀld be noted that these di੖erences betﬂeen cloﬀd-free and
cloﬀdy NO2 colﬀmns are approﬃimately a factor of 2 smaller than eﬃ-pected from the obserﬁed spatial paerns oﬁer Greenland as shoﬂn in
Fig. 3.19. ere, stratospheric NO2 colﬀmns of the same latitﬀde dif-fer by approﬃimately 10–20% betﬂeen Greenland and the open ocean.
Hoﬂeﬁer, this section can only proﬁide a ﬁery ੗rst glance at the inter-
esting issﬀe of the dependency of stratospheric NO2 on the ﬀpﬂellingradiation. A thoroﬀgh inﬁestigation, inclﬀding appropriate model stﬀd-
ies, calcﬀlation of photochemical eਖ਼ciencies (“j-ﬁalﬀes”), and radiatiﬁe
transfer simﬀlations, is oﬀt of scope for this stﬀdy.
3.4.6 Comparison of the day-to-day variability*
Particﬀlar aention needs to be paid to the ﬁariability of the di੖er-
ent stratospheric datasets. e ﬁery sparse spatial coﬁerage of the limb
measﬀrements coﬀld lead to large ﬁariability of the interpolated data
prodﬀct. As this ﬂoﬀld seﬁerely interfere ﬂith its ﬀsability for strato-
spheric correction, this issﬀe is inﬁestigated by comparing the ﬁariabil-
ity of the stratospheric ﬁertical colﬀmns.
For 2005, daily aﬁerages of all data points (measﬀrement piﬃel cen-
ters / model grid cell centers) ﬂithin 2.5°×2.5° boﬃes, located at 180°
longitﬀde and nine di੖erent latitﬀdes, are calcﬀlated. Figﬀre 3.21 shoﬂs
the daily time series. Both limb measﬀrements and modeled colﬀmns
are taken from the ‘raﬂ’ datasets, i.e. neither spatial interpolation nor
o੖set correction haﬁe been applied. e modeled ﬁalﬀes at ﬁery high
latitﬀdes in ﬂinter are ﬀnrepresentatiﬁe since at SCIAMACHY mea-
sﬀrement time (to ﬂhich the modeled data haﬁe been interpolated), the
sﬀn is still beloﬂ the horizon, and the model state therefore represents
nighime chemistry. SCIAMACHY limbmeasﬀrements generally yield
higher VCDstrat NO2 than the other datasets at loﬂ and mid-latitﬀdes.At ﬁery loﬂ solar zenith angles hoﬂeﬁer, Oslo CTM2 simﬀlations shoﬂ
considerably higher NO2 ﬁalﬀes, especially in the Soﬀthern hemisphere.is is most probably dﬀe to the diਖ਼cﬀlt determination of the aﬁerage
*is sﬀbsection has been adapted from Hilboll et al. (2013c).
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Figﬀre 3.21: Daily time series for the year 2005 of VCDstrat NO2 from SCIA-MACHY limb (red), Oslo CTM2 (blﬀe), B3dCTM (green), and of
VCDtot from SCIAMACHY nadir (stratospheric air mass factorapplied, black) for nine 2.5°×2.5° grid boﬃes. e centres of the
grid boﬃes are located at 180° longitﬀde and the latitﬀdes are giﬁen
in the plot titles (aer Hilboll et al., 2013c).
oﬁerpass time of onemodel grid cell at sﬀch high latitﬀdes, ﬂhichmight
caﬀse signi੗cant errors ﬂhen the oﬁerpass time can ﬁary considerably
ﬂithin one model grid cell. A similar e੖ect can be seen in the B3dCTM
data, ﬂhich are generally considerably loﬂer than the other datasets;
at high latitﬀdes, hoﬂeﬁer, they tend to oﬁer-estimate the measﬀred
limb colﬀmns (see also the correlation analysis in Sect. 3.4.3).
As a measﬀre to compare the ﬁariabilities of the three data sets, the
coeਖ਼cients of ﬁariation cv are compﬀted. Daily residﬀals are calcﬀlated
by sﬀbtracting a centered 31-day moﬁing aﬁerage from the daily time
series (see Fig.3.22), and cv is then de੗ned as the ratio of their standard
deﬁiation and sample mean (see Table 3.2).
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Figﬀre 3.22: Time series for the year 2005 of the relatiﬁe residﬀals of VCDstrat
NO2 from SCIAMACHY limb (red), Oslo CTM2 (blﬀe), B3dCTM(green), and of VCDtot from SCIAMACHY nadir (stratosphericair mass factor applied; black) for nine 2.5°×2.5° grid boﬃes. e
centres of the grid boﬃes are located at 180° longitﬀde and the
latitﬀdes are giﬁen in the plot titles. e residﬀals haﬁe been com-
pﬀted by sﬀbtracting a centred 31-day moﬁing aﬁerage from the
daily dataset (aer Hilboll et al., 2013c).
In most latitﬀde bands, the ﬁariability of limb measﬀrements and
modeled colﬀmns is qﬀite comparable. SCIAMACHY nadir measﬀre-
ments haﬁe a higher cv than the three pﬀrely stratospheric datasets at
loﬂ latitﬀdes, ﬂhile at mid- and high latitﬀdes (ﬂith the eﬃception of
Antarctica), the ﬁariability of the foﬀr datasets does not di੖er by more
than 20%. Still, the coeਖ਼cient of ﬁariation cv of the nadir measﬀrements
is larger than that of the limbmeasﬀrements at almost all latitﬀdes, hint-
ing to higher random errors in the nadir retrieﬁal as compared to the
limb retrieﬁal. In conclﬀsion, one can say that themeasﬀrement noise in
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Table 3.2: Coeਖ਼cients of ﬁariation cv = σµ (σ being the standard deﬁiation,and µ being the sample mean) of daily VCDstrat NO2 for nine2.5°×2.5° grid boﬃes located at 180° longitﬀde for the year 2005.
Latitﬀde SCIA limb Oslo CTM2 B3dCTM SCIA nadir
-80° 0.290 0.417 0.420 0.344
-60° 0.377 0.409 0.431 0.444
-40° 0.261 0.250 0.232 0.305
-20° 0.142 0.132 0.120 0.204
0° 0.083 0.040 0.079 0.113
20° 0.155 0.165 0.137 0.162
40° 0.253 0.232 0.213 0.237
60° 0.420 0.432 0.377 0.376
80° 0.271 0.262 0.249 0.284
the indiﬁidﬀal limb colﬀmns, ﬂhile being signi੗cant, does not seﬁerely
impact the retrieﬁal of tropospheric NO2 colﬀmns.
3.4.7 Sensitivity study: impact of stratospheric air mass factors*
As described in Sect. 3.3.3, the integrated and interpolated VCDstratneed to be conﬁerted to slant colﬀmns. e simplest approach is to ﬀse
an air mass factor based on a single atmospheric pro੗le, like, e. g., the
climatological stratospheric NO2 pro੗le from the U.S. Standard Atmo-sphere 1976 (U.S. Goﬁernment Printing Oਖ਼ce, 1976), and to assﬀme a
constant sﬀrface re੘ectiﬁity, e. g., 0.05. e in੘ﬀence of the sﬀrface re-
੘ectiﬁity on the stratospheric AMF is reported to be ﬁery loﬂ (Wenig
et al., 2004), ﬂhich is ﬂhy this e੖ect is not fﬀrther inﬁestigated ﬂithin
this stﬀdy. Figﬀre 3.23 (boom le) shoﬂs the relatiﬁe change of the
stratospheric AMF introdﬀced by ﬀsing the actﬀal stratospheric NO2pro੗le as measﬀred by SCIAMACHY. In ﬁirtﬀally all cases, the in੘ﬀ-
ence of the assﬀmed NO2 pro੗le on the stratospheric air mass factors
*is sﬀbsection has been preﬁioﬀsly pﬀblished as part of Hilboll et al. (2013c).
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is negligible. Only in polar latitﬀdes in ﬂinter, assﬀming the strato-
spheric NO2 pro੗le from the U.S. Standard Atmosphere leads to anoﬁerestimation of stratospheric AMFs by ﬀp to 4.5%.
Figﬀre 3.23: Monthly climatologies of the in੘ﬀence of stratospheric NO2 pro-੗les and temperatﬀre correction on stratospheric air mass factors.
e plots shoﬂ the in੘ﬀence of both pro੗les and temperatﬀre cor-
rection (top le), temperatﬀre correction alone (top right), and
ﬁertical pro੗les alone (boom le). e climatologies are calcﬀ-
lated for the years 2003–2010, ﬀsing all retrieﬁed limb pro੗les
from the descending part of the SCIAMACHY orbit.e in੘ﬀence
of the ﬁertical pro੗le is deriﬁed by comparing to AMFs calcﬀlated
ﬀsing the U.S. Standard Atmosphere’s NO2 pro੗le. Stratospherictemperatﬀre pro੗les are taken from the ECMWF forecast (the
same pro੗les ﬀsed in the limb retrieﬁal). e geometric line-of-
sight correction (the sﬀmmand 1cos α − 1) has been ignored in thiscomparison, and the relatiﬁe di੖erence of tﬂo datasets is com-
pﬀted as 2·(a−b)
(a+b)
(aer Hilboll et al., 2013c).
To assess the in੘ﬀence of the temperatﬀre-dependence of the NO2absorption cross-section on the stratospheric NO2 correction (see Sect.3.3.3), a sensitiﬁity stﬀdy on eight years of data from 2003 ﬀntil 2010
ﬂas performed, based on the same ECMWF forecast temperatﬀre pro-
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੗les ﬂhich ﬂere ﬀsed in the limb retrieﬁal. e resﬀlts shoﬂ that the
temperatﬀre dependence of the NO2 absorption cross-section actﬀallydoes haﬁe signi੗cant in੘ﬀence on stratospheric air mass factors. As it
can be seen in Fig. 3.23 (top right), the temperatﬀre dependence in੘ﬀ-
ences the stratospheric air mass factors by betﬂeen 5% and 15%; ﬀsing
a ੗ﬃed temperatﬀre of 243 K leads to an ﬀnderestimation of the AMF.
e in੘ﬀence is highest for the ﬂinter months and can reach ﬀp to
15 % at polar latitﬀdes in the climatological mean. Combined, the tﬂo
e੖ects cancel oﬀt to some degree. When comparing the most accﬀrate
AMFstrat (deriﬁed ﬀsing SCIAMACHY pro੗les and ECMWF temper-atﬀres) ﬂith the most simple one (ﬀsing a U.S. Standard Atmosphere
pro੗le and disregarding the temperatﬀre dependence), the simple AMF
ﬀnderestimates the accﬀrate one by ca. 2–14 % (Fig. 3.23, top le).
3.4.8 Improvements to the tropospheric data product*
When ﬀsing modeled or measﬀred NO2 ੗elds as stratospheric correc-tion scheme instead of the reference sector method, the data qﬀality of
the resﬀlting ੗elds of tropospheric slant colﬀmns improﬁes consider-
ably. Figﬀre 3.24 shoﬂs monthly mean SCDtrop NO2 for Febrﬀary 2005,ﬀsing the reference sector method, SCIAMACHY limb measﬀrements,
and simﬀlations made ﬂith the Oslo CTM2 and the B3dCTM as strato-
spheric corrections. Compared to ﬀsing the reference sector method,
the other stratospheric corrections considerably redﬀce the nﬀmber of
negatiﬁe tropospheric NO2 colﬀmns. On the other hand, it seems thatthe Bremen 3d CTM ﬀnder-estimates the stratospheric NO2 contentoﬁer the northern Atlantic Ocean, leading to ﬀneﬃpectedly high tropo-
spheric slant colﬀmns in this region in ﬂinter.
*Parts of this sﬀbsection haﬁe been preﬁioﬀsly pﬀblished as part of Hilboll et al.
(2013c).
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Figﬀre 3.24: Monthly aﬁerage of SCDtrop NO2 from SCIAMACHY for Febrﬀ-ary 2005, ﬀsing the reference sector method (top le), SCIAMA-
CHY limbmeasﬀrements (boom le), and Oslo CTM2 (top right)
and B3dCTM (boom right) simﬀlations as stratospheric correc-
tion (aer Hilboll et al., 2013c).
Figﬀre 3.25: SCDtrop NO2 from SCIAMACHY for 28 Jan 2006, ﬀsing SCIA-MACHY limb measﬀrements as stratospheric correction (from
Hilboll et al., 2013c).
e SCD limbtrop for a single day (28 Jan 2006) are shoﬂn in Fig. 3.25.Compared to the data shoﬂn by Beirle et al. (2010), the resﬀlts of this
Additional days are shoﬂn in the Appendiﬃ in Sect. A.5. All days haﬁe been cho-
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stﬀdy appear to be slightly less noisy.ismight be becaﬀse this stﬀdy’s
approach accoﬀnts for possible small-scale ﬁariability in stratospheric
NO2 abﬀndances ﬀsing the interpolation scheme discﬀssed in Sect. 3.3.2.e most striking di੖erence, hoﬂeﬁer, is the almost complete lack of
signi੗cantly negatiﬁe tropospheric NO2 colﬀmns in the neﬂ data prod-ﬀct. is is mostly dﬀe to the fact that here, the NO2 content of thePaci੗c troposphere is accoﬀnted for, contrary to the ‘relatiﬁe limb cor-
rection’ of Beirle et al. (2010).
e improﬁed data qﬀality of the tropospheric NO2 ੗elds is fﬀrtherillﬀstrated in Fig. 3.26, ﬂhere themﬀlti-year ﬂinter aﬁerage ofVCDtropNO2 is shoﬂn for the foﬀr di੖erent correction methods. Compared to
Figﬀre 3.26: Mﬀlti-year aﬁerages of the ﬂinter months December, Janﬀary,
and Febrﬀary from Dec 2002–Feb 2007, of VCDtrop NO2 fromSCIAMACHY, ﬀsing the reference sector method (top le), SCIA-
MACHY limb measﬀrements (boom le), and Oslo CTM2 (top
right) and B3dCTM (boom right) simﬀlations as stratospheric
correction. Negatiﬁe VCDtrop are shoﬂn in gray, ﬂhile missingdata (dﬀe to constant cloﬀd/snoﬂ coﬁer) is marked in ﬂhite.
the reference sectormethod, ﬂhich leads to negatiﬁeNO2 colﬀmns oﬁerlarge part of the ﬂestern U.S., the SCIAMACY limb measﬀrements as
sen to alloﬂ easy comparison to the resﬀlts of Beirle et al. (2010).
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ﬂell as the modeled stratospheric NO2 ੗elds lead to a considerably im-proﬁed tropospheric data prodﬀct.
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Figﬀre 3.27: Time series of monthly mean ﬁalﬀes of SCDtrop NO2 for the re-gions Northern Scandinaﬁia (60°N–75°N, 0°–40°E), Soﬀthern At-
lantic (50°S–30°S, 45°W–15°E),Western Paci੗c (25°N–50°N, 148°E–
178°E), and North America (40°N–60°N, 120°W–90°W). ree dif-
ferent stratospheric corrections haﬁe been ﬀsed: SCIAMACHY
limb measﬀrements (red), Oslo CTM2 simﬀlations (blﬀe, only ﬀn-
til 2007), and the reference sector method (black) (aer Hilboll
et al., 2013c).
Another ﬂay to eﬁalﬀate possible improﬁements to the tropospheric
data prodﬀct is to analyze time series oﬁer regions ﬂhere the reference
sector method leads to problematic resﬀlts. Figﬀre 3.27 shoﬂs time se-
ries of SCDtrop for the period from October 2002 ﬀntil May 2011 oﬁerfoﬀr regions ﬂith di੖erent characteristics. When ﬀsing the reference
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sector method as stratospheric correction, the Northern Scandinaﬁia
region shoﬂs a ﬁery clear seasonal cycle, ﬂith large negatiﬁe ﬁalﬀes in
ﬂinter. While the large amplitﬀde of the oscillations is mostly dﬀe to
the ﬁarying measﬀrement geometry, the fact that the monthly mean
ﬁalﬀes are consistently negatiﬁe resﬀlts from the obserﬁation already
made in Sect. 3.4.4, ﬂhere it ﬂas shoﬂn that, especially in polar ﬂin-
ter, stratospheric NO2 ੗elds are far from being zonally homogeneoﬀs.Most oen, stratospheric NO2 betﬂeen 60°N and 75°N seems to peakoﬁer the reference sector—a resﬀlt ﬂhich is backed by inﬁestigation of
the zonal ﬁariability of the stratospheric NO2 prodﬀcts (see Sect. 3.4.4).When ﬀsing SCIAMACHY limb measﬀrements or CTM simﬀlations as
stratospheric correction, these issﬀes appear to be solﬁed.e retrieﬁed
slant colﬀmns shoﬂ a clear seasonal cycle ﬂith large ﬂinter maﬃima,
as it is to be eﬃpected from measﬀrement geometry and enhanced life-
time of tropospheric NO2 in ﬂinter, dﬀe to photochemistry. e cﬀrﬁesfor SCIAMACHY limb and Oslo CTM2 qﬀalitatiﬁely agree ﬁery ﬂell
throﬀghoﬀt the year, and dﬀring sﬀmmer months, also ﬂith the ref-
erence sector method. As already noted earlier, the B3dCTM leads to
higher ﬂinter ﬁalﬀes at high northern latitﬀdes, ﬂhich points to either
an ﬀnderestimation of VCDstrat oﬁer the Paci੗c Ocean as compared tothe north Atlantic.
In the Soﬀthern Atlantic region, resﬀlts are similar. e large ampli-
tﬀdes of the reference sector time series in spring are gone ﬂhen ﬀs-
ing limb measﬀrements or Oslo CTM2 / B3dCTM simﬀlations as strato-
spheric correction. Hoﬂeﬁer, the SCIAMACHY limb and the modeled
datasets do not seem to agree as ﬂell. is might be dﬀe to the fact
that the oﬁerall magnitﬀde of the tropospheric slant colﬀmns is consid-
erably smaller in this region, leading to a higher relatiﬁe in੘ﬀence of
the ﬀncertainty in the stratospheric colﬀmns on the time series.
In the Western Paci੗c region, a clear seasonal cycle can be seen
independently of the ﬀsed stratospheric correction. Dﬀring the sﬀm-
mer months, all foﬀr datasets agree ﬁery ﬂell. Dﬀring ﬂinter, hoﬂ-
eﬁer, the tropospheric slant colﬀmns retrieﬁed ﬀsing the reference sec-
tor method are considerably larger than the other three datasets, by
as mﬀch as 60 %. is interesting featﬀre might hint toﬂards higher
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stratospheric NO2 colﬀmns in this region compared to the referencesector, ﬂhich is directly neighboring to the East.While this obserﬁation
is sﬀpported by the plots of zonal ﬁariability in Sect. 3.4.4, the reason
for this repeating paern is ﬀnclear.
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Figﬀre 3.28: Longitﬀdinal ﬁariation of SCDtrop NO2 betﬂeen 50° and 55° Nfor December 2004 (top, see 3.17) and Febrﬀary 2005 (boom,
see 3.16). Vertical tropospheric eﬃcess colﬀmns are calcﬀlated
ﬂith SCIAMACHY limb measﬀrements (red), the reference sector
method (black), and the Oslo CTM2 (blﬀe) and B3dCTM (green)
models; these ﬁertical colﬀmns haﬁe been conﬁerted to tropo-
spheric slant colﬀmns ﬀsing a climatological stratospheric air
mass factor, assﬀming a solar zenith angle ϑ = 79.77° (top, rep-
resentatiﬁe for 52.5° N on 15 Dec 2004, 10:00 LT) and ϑ = 71.14°
(boom, representatiﬁe for 52.5° N on 15 Dec 2004, 10:00 LT) (aer
Hilboll et al., 2013c).
Oﬁer North America, ੗nally, the reference sector method leads to a
clear ﬀnderestimation of tropospheric pollﬀtion leﬁels in ﬂinter. When
either SCIAMACHY limbmeasﬀrements or model simﬀlations are ﬀsed
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as stratospheric correction, hoﬂeﬁer, the seasonal cycle becomes a lot
more pronoﬀnced. e tropospheric colﬀmns in ﬂinter more than doﬀ-
ble in many years, ﬂhile the sﬀmmer loﬂs remain almost ﬀnchanged.
Finally, the improﬁements to the tropospheric data prodﬀct can be il-
lﬀstrated by shoﬂing the zonal ﬁariation of tropospheric slant colﬀmns
deriﬁedﬂith the di੖erent stratospheric correction schemes. Figﬀre 3.28
shoﬂs, analogoﬀsly to Figs. 3.16 and 3.17, the SCDtrop for the latitﬀdeband from 50°–55° N, for December 2004 and Febrﬀary 2005. It is clearly
ﬁisible that the reference sector method leads to ﬀnphysical negatiﬁe
tropospheric NO2 ﬁalﬀes oﬁer the Atlantic Ocean. SCIAMACHY limbmeasﬀrements and the modeled NO2 ੗elds mostly lead to qﬀite simi-lar resﬀlts; only oﬁer the Atlantic Ocean in Febrﬀary, the modeled NO2੗elds lead to considerably higher tropospheric NO2 abﬀndances. As itseems ﬀnlikely that long-range transport of pollﬀtion can lead to sﬀch
high tropospheric NO2 colﬀmns oﬁer the open ocean (A. Zien, pers.
comm.), one can conclﬀde that probably the SCIAMACHY limb mea-
sﬀrements lead to an eﬁen beer tropospheric data prodﬀct than the
modeled stratospheric NO2 ੗elds.
3.4.9 Error analysis*
Errors in the nadir measurements
Seﬁeral di੖erent soﬀrces contribﬀte to the total error in the slant col-
ﬀmns measﬀred by SCIAMACHY in nadir geometry. e ﬀncertainties
in the measﬀred radiances lead to a random error in the DOAS ੗t-
ting procedﬀre. Systematic errors can be introdﬀced by the absorption
cross-sections ﬀsed in the DOAS ੗t. Inaccﬀracies in the ੗ing proce-
dﬀre, like e.g. errors in the estimation of ﬂater leaﬁing radiance, lead
to retrieﬁal errors. One issﬀe coﬀld be identi੗ed o੖ the Chilean coast,
ﬂhere nadir measﬀrements are loﬂer than limb measﬀrements by ap-
proﬃimately 1014 molec cm−2. In total, the retrieﬁal errors amoﬀnt to
approﬃimately 4 × 1014 molec cm−2 for the retrieﬁed slant colﬀmns,
ﬂhich is less than 5 % (Richter et al., 1998; Boersma et al., 2004; Wenig
*is sﬀbsection has been preﬁioﬀsly pﬀblished as part of Hilboll et al. (2013c).
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et al., 2004). Additionally, the nadir colﬀmns are sﬀbject to errors intro-
dﬀced by air mass factor calcﬀlations. For tropospheric colﬀmns oﬁer
pollﬀted regions, this is the dominating error soﬀrce, ﬂhich has been
discﬀssed elseﬂhere (Boersma et al., 2004; Leitão et al., 2010; Heckel
et al., 2011). Here, only the ﬀncertainties introdﬀced into the strato-
spheric contribﬀtion of the signal are of interest. e ﬁertical NO2 pro-੗les (taken from the limb measﬀrements) as ﬂell as the temperatﬀres
from the ERA-Interim reanalysis both contribﬀte to these errors, bﬀt
are hard to qﬀantify. e sensitiﬁities of the resﬀlting air mass factors
to changes in the ﬁertical absorber pro੗le and to the temperatﬀre pro-
੗le are giﬁen in Fig. 3.23, shoﬂing that ﬀncertainties in these tﬂo qﬀan-
tities do not contribﬀte signi੗cantly to the total error in most cases.
Errors in the limb measurements
Random errors in the measﬀred radiances and systematic errors dﬀe
to inaccﬀracies in the ﬀsed absorption cross-sections can in੘ﬀence the
limb retrieﬁal as ﬂell as the nadir retrieﬁal. Instrﬀment pointing errors
can impact on the ﬁertical resolﬀtion and position of the measﬀred pro-
੗les, and the retrieﬁal sensitiﬁity decreases at loﬂer altitﬀdes. ese
error soﬀrces are discﬀssed in detail in Baﬀer et al. (2012) and Roza-
noﬁ et al. (2005a), and are eﬃpected to add ﬀp to less than 15 % of the
VCDstrat in most cases.In those cases ﬂhen the tropopaﬀse layer lies beloﬂ the loﬂer boﬀnd-
ary of the limb pro੗les at 11 km, the measﬀred limb pro੗les are eﬃ-
tended ﬂith climatological pro੗les deriﬁed from Oslo CTM2 simﬀla-
tions (see Sect. 3.3.1). Errors in the climatological modeled ﬁertical pro-
੗les can thﬀs contribﬀte to the total error of the stratospheric colﬀmns.
Hoﬂeﬁer, the comparison ofmodeled andmeasﬀred pro੗les shoﬂs that
this e੖ect can generally be neglected, as NO2 nﬀmber concentrationsin the UT/LS region are ﬁery loﬂ (see Fig. 3.8).
One fﬀrther ﬀncertainty comes from the radiatiﬁe transfer modeling.
Air masses from far aﬂay can contribﬀte to the limb signal reaching
the satellite, and spatial gradients can fﬀrther complicate the sitﬀation.
is e੖ect has been stﬀdied in great detail in Pﬀkite et al. (2010). De-
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pending on the tangent height, the errors introdﬀced to the retrieﬁed
NO2 concentrations can be as large as 20 %. Pﬀkite et al. shoﬂ thatthese errors can be aﬁoided by ﬀsing a tomographic 2-D approach in
the radiatiﬁe transfer calcﬀlations. It is hoﬂeﬁer not applicable in an
operational data prodﬀct, as it is only improﬁing the pro੗le retrieﬁal in
the case of redﬀced distance betﬂeen the indiﬁidﬀal SCIAMACHYmea-
sﬀrements (3.3°) obtained in dedicated limb-only orbits. Based on the
੗ndings of Pﬀkite et al., the ﬀpper boﬀnd of the error on the retrieﬁed
stratospheric colﬀmns is estimated to be 30 % in some rare eﬃtreme
cases of loﬂ absolﬀte ﬁalﬀes, ﬂhile in most sitﬀations, the associated
error shoﬀld not eﬃceed 10 % of the VCDstrat.
Errors in the resulting tropospheric slant columns
Uncertainties in the tropospheric slant colﬀmns deriﬁed by the limb/
nadir matching approach are determined by the ﬀncertainties in both
the nadir and limb obserﬁations as ﬂell as themodel backgroﬀnd added
oﬁer the Paci੗c Ocean. is stﬀdy sﬀggests that the random error in
the stratospheric colﬀmns retrieﬁed from limb measﬀrements is of the
samemagnitﬀde as the one for nadirmeasﬀrements (see Table 3.2), lead-
ing to an increase of the random errors in the resﬀlting tropospheric
slant colﬀmns by a factor of approﬃ. √2. Assﬀming a 10 % random
ﬀncertainty in the limb colﬀmns, and maﬃimﬀm stratospheric slant col-
ﬀmns of aboﬀt 1× 1016 molec cm−2 at latitﬀdes beloﬂ 60°, errors of ﬀp
to 1× 1015 molec cm−2 can be introdﬀced. Systematic errors are to a
large eﬃtent remoﬁed by adjﬀsting the limb colﬀmns oﬁer the reference
sector, bﬀt longitﬀde-dependent o੖sets betﬂeen limb and nadir mea-
sﬀrements might still eﬃist. Also, it mﬀst be noted that in cases ﬂhen
the ﬁisibility of tropospheric NO2 is redﬀced by cloﬀd coﬁerage in thereference sector, the o੖set correction might lead to an ﬀnderestima-
tion of the stratospheric slant colﬀmns and thﬀs yield too high tropo-
spheric colﬀmns. e resﬀlting ﬀncertainty in the tropospheric slant
colﬀmns is boﬀnded by the NO2 content of the Paci੗c troposphereand thﬀs on the order of 2 − 4 × 1014 molec cm−2 in most regions
and times; only in Northern hemisphere ﬂinter, considerable amoﬀnts
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of NO2 are predicted by the Oslo CTM2 model, leading to possiblylarger errors. Hoﬂeﬁer, it mﬀst be noted that cﬀrrently, accepting this
ﬀncertainty seems to be ﬀnaﬁoidable. While eﬃclﬀding cloﬀdy piﬃels
from the calcﬀlation of SCD nadirtot ﬂoﬀld aﬁoid the systematic ﬀnderes-timation of stratospheric slant colﬀmns, the cloﬀd ੗lter ﬂoﬀld remoﬁe
a large amoﬀnt of all measﬀrements oﬁer the Paci੗c, considerably in-
creasing the in੘ﬀence of random errors and noise (ﬂhich ﬂoﬀld cancel
oﬀt to a large eﬃtent ﬂith a higher nﬀmber of measﬀrements) on the
data prodﬀct. On the other hand, eﬃplicitly accoﬀnting for cloﬀds in the
calcﬀlation of AMFtrop is almost impossible, becaﬀse both NO2 andcloﬀds are mostly foﬀnd in the free troposphere and no measﬀrements
of their relatiﬁe ﬁertical distribﬀtion eﬃist on a regﬀlar and global scale.
While it is diਖ਼cﬀlt to qﬀantify sﬀch ﬀncertainties, a carefﬀl stﬀdy of
the climatological di੖erences betﬂeen measﬀred and modeled strato-
spheric colﬀmns can lead toﬂards a beer ﬀnderstanding of problem-
atic regions (see Fig. 3.12). In early boreal spring, the measﬀred ﬁertical
colﬀmns are signi੗cantly higher than the modeled colﬀmns in north-
ern high andmid-latitﬀdes by approﬃ. 3× 1014 molec cm−2. In Jﬀly, on
the other hand, themeasﬀred colﬀmns are loﬂer than themodeled ones
oﬁer almost all of the Eﬀrasian continent by ﬀp to 2× 1014 molec cm−2
ﬂhen ﬀsing the Oslo CTM2; the Bremen 3d CTM hoﬂeﬁer predicts con-
siderably loﬂer stratospheric NO2 colﬀmns. Fﬀrthermore, the system-atic di੖erences eﬃhibit a stripe strﬀctﬀre in the sﬀbtropics and mid-
latitﬀdes betﬂeen Soﬀth America and Aﬀstralia. Likeﬂise, in Jﬀly, mod-
eled stratospheric colﬀmns are signi੗cantly higher thanmeasﬀred ones
along the ﬂestern coast of Greenland. is featﬀre can clearly be at-
tribﬀted to the limb measﬀrements, becaﬀse the systematic ﬀnderes-
timation of the limb-measﬀred colﬀmns is also ﬁisible in the climato-
logical di੖erence betﬂeen SCIAMACHY limb and nadir colﬀmns (see
the Sﬀpplement). In October, stratospheric colﬀmns modeled by Oslo
CTM2 and B3dCTM are considerably loﬂer in the soﬀthern polar re-
gion than SCIAMACHY’s limb colﬀmns. is is in accordance ﬂith
Beirle et al. (2010) (Fig. S16), ﬂho shoﬂ that at the same time and re-
gion, their SCIAMACHY limb colﬀmns are considerably higher than
their nadir colﬀmns, ﬀsing their SCDtrop. is featﬀre is also present
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in oﬀr data (not shoﬂn) and points toﬂards an oﬁerestimation of strato-
spheric NO2 colﬀmns of the Antarctic coast in aﬀstral spring. It is hard
to clearly aribﬀte these di੖erences to either of the datasets; hoﬂeﬁer,
they mﬀst be considered in the estimation of the ﬀncertainties. Also
in October, a streaky paern similar to the one obserﬁed in Jﬀly can
be seen oﬁer the Indian Ocean; the sign of the di੖erences is hoﬂeﬁer
reﬁersed, and their magnitﬀde amoﬀnts to ﬀp to 2× 1014 molec cm−2.
e impact of these di੖erences on the tropospheric slant colﬀmns
depends on the corresponding stratospheric air mass factors, ﬂhich
are typically of the order of 2–3 oﬁer loﬂ and mid-latitﬀdes, bﬀt can be
as large as 9 at 85° SZA (high latitﬀdes in ﬂinter). e systematic dif-
ferences highlighted aboﬁe therefore correspond to tropospheric slant
colﬀmn ﬀncertainties of ﬀsﬀally ﬀp to 5 × 1014 molec cm−2, bﬀt can
be as large as 2.5× 1015 molec cm−2 at high latitﬀdes in ﬂinter.
Oﬁer pollﬀted regions, the bﬀlk of tropospheric NO2 abﬀndances islocated in the boﬀndary layer, leading to a one-to-one translation of
these systematic errors in the slant colﬀmns to errors in the ﬁertical
colﬀmns, becaﬀse the tropospheric air mass factor is close to one. In
these cases, the ﬀncertainties in the ﬁertical colﬀmns only contribﬀte a
small relatiﬁe fraction to the large measﬀred qﬀantities. In cleaner re-
gions, the tropospheric air mass factor is larger than one and approach-
ing the stratospheric AMF, leading to smaller absolﬀte contribﬀtions
of the stratospheric correction scheme to the total errors in the tropo-
spheric ﬁertical colﬀmns. In conclﬀsion, the relatiﬁe importance of the
error introdﬀced by the limb stratospheric correction is rather small
in most pollﬀted cases, bﬀt care mﬀst be taken oﬁer clean regions and
those areas highlighted aboﬁe, ﬂhere model and measﬀrements shoﬂ
larger deﬁiations.
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is chapter presents the implementation of the direct limb/nadirmatch-
ing method to correct for the stratospheric contribﬀtion to total slant
colﬀmns of NO2 retrieﬁed ﬀsing the DOAS techniqﬀe from SCIAMA-
*Parts of this section haﬁe been preﬁioﬀsly pﬀblished as part of Hilboll
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CHYnadirmeasﬀrements.e ﬀse of SCIAMACHY limbmeasﬀrements
ﬂas compared to the simple reference sectormethod and to ﬀsing strato-
spheric NO2 colﬀmns modeled ﬂith the Oslo CTM2 and the Bremen 3dCTM. In contrast to preﬁioﬀs stﬀdies, one stratospheric NO2 ﬁalﬀe foreﬁery single nadir-mode measﬀrement made by SCIAMACHY is being
interpolated, ﬀsing only the limb measﬀrements from the same orbit.
is leads to a ﬁery accﬀrate representation of the zonal ﬁariability of
stratospheric NO2, aﬁoiding the problems arising from spatio-temporalaﬁeraging. Hoﬂeﬁer, this adﬁantage comes at the cost of creating a
stratospheric correction method tailor-made for SCIAMACHY nadir
measﬀrements—the interpolation scheme described in this stﬀdy can-
not be applied to other satellite sensors like, e.g. GOME-2.
Both SCIAMACHY limb measﬀrements and CTM simﬀlations pro-
ﬁide a signi੗cant and important improﬁement compared to the refer-
ence sector method. Hoﬂeﬁer, none of the datasets can be applied as
an absolﬀte correction. ey all need to be corrected for a systematic
bias by shiing them to the leﬁel of the nadir measﬀrements oﬁer a
clean region in the Paci੗c Ocean. Aer this o੖set correction, the mea-
sﬀred and modeled datasets are foﬀnd to agree sﬀrprisingly ﬂell. For
SCIAMACHY limb measﬀrements, Beirle et al. (2010) also had to apply
an o੖set correction. In the case of the CTM simﬀlations, this o੖set is
in principle a ﬁery simplistic assimilation scheme. In contrast to the
TM4 assimilation ﬀsed in the retrieﬁals at KNMI (Boersma et al., 2007),
the approach shoﬂn here is di੖erent in that the ‘assimilation’ is not
performed online dﬀring the model calcﬀlations bﬀt rather aerﬂards.
On the other hand, both Oslo CTM2 and Bremen 3d CTM featﬀre a fﬀll
chemistry scheme compared to the simpler mechanisms foﬀnd in TM4
(Dirksen et al., 2011). While measﬀrements of tropospheric NO2 oﬁerthe Paci੗c Ocean are sparse, tropospheric NO2 abﬀndances mﬀst be ac-coﬀnted for in this bias correction. Resﬀlts from the Oslo CTM2 shoﬂ
that tropospheric NO2 colﬀmns oﬁer the reference sector are generallyﬁery loﬂ, bﬀt can reach signi੗cant amoﬀnts in northern mid-latitﬀdes
et al. (2013c).
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in ﬂinter. erefore, a climatology based on data from this model ﬂas
ﬀsed to accoﬀnt for the tropospheric backgroﬀnd in the data.
e sensitiﬁity of stratospheric airmass factors to actﬀal atmospheric
conditions has been analyzed as ﬂell as the importance of the tempera-
tﬀre dependence of the NO2 absorption cross-section. In most regions,ﬀsing climatological ﬁertical pro੗les for the air mass factor calcﬀlations
does not introdﬀce signi੗cant errors. Only dﬀring the ﬂinter months,
applying the U.S. Standard Atmosphere climatological NO2 pro੗les re-sﬀlts in a slight oﬁerestimation of stratospheric AMFs, ﬂhich can reach
ﬀp to 4 %. e in੘ﬀence of the temperatﬀre dependence of the NO2 ab-sorption cross-section is more sﬀbstantial. Using a ੗ﬃed temperatﬀre of
243 K in the DOAS ੗t leads to an oﬁerestimation of stratospheric NO2abﬀndances by 6.4 % on aﬁerage. Dﬀring ﬂinter months, the in੘ﬀence
can be as large as 15 % in the climatological means.
is present stﬀdy reﬁeals many details on the interpretation of the
inﬁolﬁed datasets, ﬂhich ﬂere foﬀnd to be in ﬁery good agreement
ﬂith each other. In seﬁeral cases, shortcomings of the reference sector
method can be made ﬀp for by applying either the limb or the model
correction, signi੗cantly improﬁing the consistency of the resﬀlting tro-
pospheric colﬀmns. For eﬃample, dﬀring ﬂinter, tropospheric colﬀmns
are ﬀnderestimated by a factor of 2 oﬁer the ﬀrban centers of North
America ﬂhen ﬀsing the reference sector method.
While it is hard to giﬁe a qﬀanti੗cation of the error of the resﬀlting
tropospheric slant colﬀmns, one can conclﬀde that the discﬀssed strato-
spheric correction schemes, ﬂhile leading to an increase of the random
error component by approﬃ. √2, minimize the error dﬀe to the zonal
ﬁariability of stratospheric NO2 ੗elds. When accoﬀnting for a system-atic bias betﬂeen the stratospheric datasets by forcing their di੖erence
to be zero oﬁer the Paci੗c Ocean, SCIAMACHY limb measﬀrements
and Oslo CTM2/B3dCTM simﬀlations eﬃhibit ﬁery good agreement.
Climatological di੖erences betﬂeen the tﬂo ﬁertical colﬀmn datasets
are smaller than 2× 1014 molec cm−2 on an annﬀal basis, and in most
cases smaller than 3× 1014 molec cm−2 on a monthly basis. Hoﬂeﬁer,
the lack of independent measﬀrements and thoroﬀgh ﬁalidation makes
it impossible to say ﬂhich of the datasets is more correct. In most cases,
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ﬀncertainties of the order of magnitﬀde dedﬀced from the obserﬁed dif-
ferences betﬂeen the stratospheric corrections resﬀlt in tropospheric
slant colﬀmn ﬀncertainties of less than 5 × 1014 molec cm−2, bﬀt in
some rare cases can be as large as 2.5× 1015 molec cm−2. While oﬁer
pollﬀted regions, the stratospheric contribﬀtion to the ﬀncertainties
can ﬀsﬀally be neglected ﬂhen applying the limb/nadir matching tech-
niqﬀe, it has to be considered oﬁer clean regions, in particﬀlar ﬂhere
the agreement betﬂeen model and measﬀrement is foﬀnd to be less
good.
e limb/nadir matching techniqﬀe described in this chapter ﬂill be
tested for implementation as operational SCIAMACHY NO2 prodﬀctin the near fﬀtﬀre. is approach leads to a signi੗cant improﬁement of
the stratospheric correction in the retrieﬁal of tropospheric NO2 abﬀn-dances from SCIAMACHY measﬀrements.
As modeled stratospheric NO2 colﬀmns from the Oslo CTM2 andthe Bremen 3d CTM agree ﬁery ﬂell ﬂith the measﬀred qﬀantities af-
ter correcting for a systematic bias, they proﬁe to be a feasible strato-
spheric correction scheme in cases ﬂhere limb/nadir matching cannot
be applied, e. g., ﬂith other satellite sensors. is is especially impor-
tant for mﬀlti-sensor analysis (see Ch. 4), ﬂhere it is indispensable that
all datasets are retrieﬁed in a comparable ﬂay. Also, it shoﬀld be noted
that the need for an o੖set correction ﬂill introdﬀce diਖ਼cﬀlties ﬂhen
trying to apply model data for the ﬀpcoming geostationary satellite
missions ﬂhich haﬁe only limited spatial coﬁerage.
Finally, this stﬀdy shoﬂs the importance of measﬀring stratospheric
NO2 accﬀrately for both the interpretation of total colﬀmn NO2 andthe deriﬁation of tropospheric NO2 as proposed for SCIAMACHY, andpoints oﬀt limitations of the nadir-only obserﬁations of GOME, GOME-
2, OMI, and related instrﬀments. Limb and occﬀltation measﬀrements
of NO2 are needed to complement the nadir obserﬁations to generatean adeqﬀate global obserﬁing system.
4THE TEMPORAL EVOLU T ION OF TROPOSPHER IC
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4.1 ९ॴॺॸॵ४ॻ३ॺ९ॵॴ
As described in Sect. 2.6, an increasingly important percentage of the
Earth’s hﬀman popﬀlation is a੖ected by the air qﬀality in ﬀrban ag-
glomerations. While anthropogenic actiﬁity, especially from the com-
bﬀstion of fossil fﬀels, leads to the emission of a ﬁariety of pollﬀtants
(see Sect. 2.2), ozone takes ﬀp a key position dﬀe to its harmfﬀlness for
hﬀman health and its role in smog formation.
In spite of its importance, the deriﬁation of tropospheric ozone abﬀn-
dances from space-borne instrﬀmentation is ﬁery challenging, since it
eﬃists in sﬀch large qﬀantities throﬀghoﬀt the atmosphere that it can-
not be considered as optically thin in the main ozone absorption bands
ﬂhich lie in the ﬀltraﬁiolet spectral range, ﬂhich, in combination ﬂith
the strong Rayleigh scaering in these bands, leads to loﬂ sensitiﬁity
of the measﬀrements close to the sﬀrface (Valks et al., 2003). Hoﬂeﬁer,
the nitrogen oﬃides are closely coﬀpled toO3, as discﬀssed in Sect. 2.4.2.Of these, NO2 is especially sﬀited for space-borne retrieﬁals becaﬀseof its distinct absorption lines, ﬂhich do not interfere ﬂith any other
major atmospheric absorbers (see Sect. 2.7.2), and its relatiﬁely large
qﬀantities in the troposphere. NO2 is emied by ﬁarioﬀs di੖erent an-thropogenic and natﬀrally occﬀrring processes (see Sect. 2.3.1) and, dﬀe
to its short lifetime, alloﬂs the identi੗cation of soﬀrce regions from
space-borne measﬀrements. Remote sensing of tropospheric nitric oﬃ-
ide (NO) from space is not feasible as its only absorption lines lie in the
short- and mid-ﬂaﬁelength infrared and sﬀ੖er from interference from
mostly ﬂater ﬁapor (Rothman et al., 2009). Also, emissions of NO2 arestrongly regﬀlated in most coﬀntries. All this makes NO2 a ﬁery sﬀit-
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able proﬃy species to assess megacity air qﬀality from space on a global
scale.
For these reasons, a lot of scienti੗c e੖ort has been ﬀndertaken to de-
termine tropospheric abﬀndances of nitrogen dioﬃide from space.With
the laﬀnch of the GOME instrﬀment in 1995, the ੗rst satellite-based
instrﬀment became aﬁailable to retrieﬁe tropospheric NO2 leﬁels at aglobal scale (Bﬀrroﬂs et al., 1999). e ੗rst scienti੗c data prodﬀcts of
tropospheric NO2 ﬂere deﬁeloped by Leﬀe et al. (2001), Richter andBﬀrroﬂs (2002), and Martin et al. (2002).
Since the beginning of theGOMEmeasﬀrements, more than a decade
has passed, and thﬀs the analysis of the measﬀred time series becomes
a promising target for scienti੗c inﬁestigation.
4.1.1 Previous studies of VCDtrop NO2 trends*
७ॲॵ२१ॲ ॹॺॻ४९५ॹ Richter et al. (2005) and Irie et al. (2005) reported
on the increase of tropospheric NO2 colﬀmns oﬁer China since 1996already in 2005. ey analyzed measﬀrements from the GOME (and, in
Richter et al., SCIAMACHY) instrﬀment, aﬁeraged oﬁer large regions,
e. g., eastern China, and reported a strong annﬀal groﬂth rate of 4 to 20
% and 7% annﬀally oﬁer the coﬀnty’s indﬀstrialized central East (Richter
et al., 2005 and Irie et al., 2005, respectiﬁely).
९ॴॼ५ॸॹ५ ॳॵ४५ॲॲ९ॴ७ e ﬀltimate goal of the obserﬁation of the
tropospheric NO2 bﬀrden is ﬀsﬀally the inference of NOx emissionsfrom the measﬀrments. Konoﬁaloﬁ et al. (2006) ﬀndertook one of the
੗rst aempts to infer NOx emissions from satellite measﬀrements ona continental scale, ﬀsing the CTMChimere and EMEP emission data in
an inﬁerse modelling approach. ey ﬂere able to signi੗cantly redﬀce
the ﬀncertainties in the a-priori emission data ﬀsing their approach,
and coﬀld identify seﬁeral regions in Western Eﬀrope ﬂhere EMEP
emissions seem to be persistently biased.
*Parts of this sﬀbsection haﬁe been preﬁioﬀsly pﬀblished as part of Hilboll et al.
(2013a).
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Fﬀrther inﬁerse modeling stﬀdies haﬁe been carried oﬀt, e. g., by Sta-
ﬁrakoﬀ et al. (2008). ey ﬀsed measﬀrements from GOME and SCIA-
MACHY to infer anthropogenic NOx emissions on a global scale, grid-ding the measﬀrements to the coarse resolﬀtion of the ﬀsed IMAGES
model (5°×5°). Staﬁrakoﬀ et al. (2008) ﬂere able to estimate annﬀal
changes in NOx emissions for the 1997–2006 period, ﬂith strongly in-creasing ﬁalﬀes of +7.3% in China, ﬂhile emissions in all indﬀstrialized
coﬀntries of North America and Western Eﬀrope ﬂere declining.
ॳ५७१३९ॺ९५ॹ e NO2 obserﬁations of indiﬁidﬀal megacities cameinto focﬀs shortly thereaer. ﬁan der A et al. (2008) ੗ed a seasonal
trend model to ten years of GOME and SCIAMACHY data. ey ana-
lyzedmeasﬀrements globally on a 1°×1° grid, proﬁiding trend estimates
for the 22 largest megacities. e seasonal ﬁariation of tropospheric
NO2 colﬀmnsﬂasmodeled by ﬀsing one sinﬀs component. Oﬁer China,ﬁan der A et al. (2008) retrieﬁe trend estimates ﬀp to 50% higher than
Richter et al. (2005). ﬁan der A et al. aribﬀte this di੖erence to possible
eﬃponential groﬂth of NO2 emissions in the highly pollﬀted ChineseEast, proposing that “[t]he eﬃtra years (2003–2006) in [their] ੗t ﬂill
therefore increase the trend foﬀnd in China.”
Recently, Nine years of SCIAMACHY measﬀrements ﬂere analyzed
by Schneider and ﬁan der A (2012), focﬀsing on China and Eﬀrope on
a coﬀntry leﬁel. Using global SCIAMACHY measﬀrements gridded to
0.25°×0.25°, they ﬂere able to ੗nd positiﬁe tropospheric NO2 trendsoﬁer China of 7.3±3.1% annﬀally on aﬁerage, ﬂith the strongest rel-
atiﬁe increases of 15% to 19% annﬀally in a ﬂide-spread area close
to Hﬀolin Gol in Inner Mongolia. Schneider and ﬁan der A aribﬀte
these strong relatiﬁe increases to the constrﬀction of coal-੗red poﬂer
stations. Fﬀrthermore, they ﬂere able to identify the Bangladesh cap-
ital Dhaka as the megacity ﬂith the strongest groﬂth rates globally,
namely +9.50±1.66% annﬀally.
In addition to these global stﬀdies, a nﬀmber of fﬀrther stﬀdies ﬂith
a regional focﬀs haﬁe been pﬀblished for seﬁeral regions of the ﬂorld
like China (He et al., 2007; Zhang et al., 2009a, 2007b), India (Ghﬀde
et al., 2008), the megacity Moscoﬂ (Sitnoﬁ, 2010), and coal poﬂer sta-
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Table 4.1: Relatiﬁe trend estimates for selected megacities, in % per year, com-
piled from the aﬁailable literatﬀre (He et al., 2007; Ghﬀde et al., 2008;
Rﬀssell et al., 2012; ﬁan der A et al., 2008; Schneider and ﬁan der
A, 2012). e strongly di੖erent relatiﬁe trends for the indiﬁidﬀal
stﬀdies are to a large eﬃtent caﬀsed by the di੖erent reference years.
Hoﬂeﬁer, absolﬀte trend estimates are not aﬁailable for all stﬀdies.
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He et al. +10.5 +5(1996–2000)
He et al. +23.1 +27.5(2000–2005)
Ghﬀde et al. +2.1 +2.4(1996–2006)
Rﬀssell et al. -6.72 -7.91(2005–2011)
ﬁan der A et al. +11 +1.4 -0.9 +2.1 +3 +7.4 -0.3 +29(1996–2006)
Schneider and ﬁan der A +2.48 +9.5 -5.07 -1.7 +2.72 +2.72 -5.31 +3.26(2002–2011)
tions in the United States (Kim et al., 2006); additionally, the NO2 col-ﬀmns present oﬁer international shipping lines haﬁe been stﬀdied by
Richter et al. (2004) and Franke et al. (2009). Recent stﬀdies haﬁe been
focﬀsing on the impact of NOx emission redﬀctions dﬀe to the globaleconomic crisis and air qﬀality legislation in the United States (Rﬀssell
et al., 2012), Eﬀrope (Castellanos and Boersma, 2012), Greece (Vrekoﬀs-
sis et al., 2013), China (Lin and McElroy, 2011), and for shipping emis-
sions (de Rﬀyter de Wildt et al., 2012).
A sﬀmmary of these ੗ndings for some selected megacities is pre-
sented in Table 4.1.
९ॳॶॸॵॼ५४ ॳ५ॺ८ॵ४ॵॲॵ७ॿ Seﬁeral stﬀdies tried to improﬁe the ﬀn-
derlying methodology of these trend stﬀdies, to be able to, e. g., inﬁesti-
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gate the importance of di੖erent factors for tropospheric NO2 colﬀmns(Zhoﬀ et al., 2012; Hayn et al., 2009; Voﬀlgarakis et al., 2010), or to assess
the potentially non-linear natﬀre of troposphericNO2 colﬀmn changes(Konoﬁaloﬁ et al., 2010). Hayn et al. (2009) and Zhoﬀ et al. (2012) per-
formed an eﬃtensiﬁe stﬀdy on the impact of annﬀal and ﬂeekly cycles
on obserﬁed NO2 colﬀmns oﬁer Eﬀrope, ﬀsing a generalized additiﬁeregression model.ey ﬂere able to reprodﬀce the ﬂeekday-e੖ect ੗rst
reported by Beirle et al. (2003) (later, also Kim et al., 2009 stﬀdied this ef-
fect), shoﬂing clear minima in VCDtrop NO2 dﬀring ﬂeekend inWest-ern Eﬀrope. Additionally, the stﬀdies reprodﬀced the typical seasonal
cycle ﬂith high ﬁalﬀes inﬂinter and loﬂ ﬁalﬀes in sﬀmmer, and shoﬂed
that, e. g., oﬁer the North Sea, NO2 colﬀmns are highest ﬂhen the ﬂindbloﬂs from Soﬀtherly directions (Hayn et al., 2009).
Voﬀlgarakis et al. (2010) stﬀdied the importance of meteorological
ﬁariability for tropospheric NO2 colﬀmn changes. eir stﬀdy shoﬂedthat on timescales of approﬃ. 5 years, meteorological ﬁariability is the
key factor driﬁing changes in tropospheric NO2 colﬀmns. While this isespecially trﬀe for the oceans, Voﬀlgarakis et al. (2010) claim that also
most areas on land are stronger in੘ﬀenced by meteorological changes
than by ﬁarying NOx emissions. Hoﬂeﬁer, one has to keep in mindthat they focﬀsed on a global assessment of the importance of mete-
orological ﬁariability, and did not focﬀs on regions dominated by an-
thropogenic emissions, like megacities. While in these regions, the in-
੘ﬀence of ﬁarying NOx emissions is most probably stronger, the stﬀdyby Voﬀlgarakis et al. still shoﬂs that meteorological ﬁariability is a key
driﬁer of ﬁarying VCDtrop NO2, notably that 86% of the inter-annﬀal
NO2 ﬁariability oﬁer Eﬀrope betﬂeen 1996-2000 ﬂas caﬀsed by mete-orology.
As the aﬁailable time series of troposphericNO2 colﬀmns from satel-lite measﬀrements becomes longer, the assﬀmption of linearly ﬁarying
VCDtrop NO2 becomes more and more qﬀestionable. One method tooﬁercome this issﬀe is non-linear trend analysis. Konoﬁaloﬁ et al. (2010)
applied non-linear trend analysis to 13 years of sﬀmmer measﬀrements
from GOME and SCIAMACHY of Eﬀropean ﬀrban centers, ੗nding in-
dication of non-linear NO2 changes in the cities Baghdad, Madrid, Mi-
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Figﬀre 4.1: Schematic ﬁieﬂ of the e੖ect of the instrﬀment’s groﬀnd piﬃel size
on the measﬀred VCDtrop NO2 (from Hilboll et al., 2013a).
lan, Moscoﬂ, and Paris. Non-linear approaches ﬂill be discﬀssed later
in Section 4.8 on page 156.
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Whilst oﬁer large areas of relatiﬁely homogeneoﬀs NO2 signals coin-cident GOME and SCIAMACHY obserﬁations agree ﬁery ﬂell (Rich-
ter et al., 2005), they shoﬂ considerable di੖erences for groﬀnd scenes
ﬂith steep gradients in the tropospheric NO2 colﬀmns. is is theresﬀlt of spatial smoothing, ﬂhich di੖ers depending on the groﬀnd
resolﬀtion of the instrﬀments. A schematic diagram illﬀstrating this
resolﬀtion e੖ect is shoﬂn in Fig. 4.1, and Figs. 4.2a and 4.2b shoﬂ
mean VCDtrop NO2 from GOME and SCIAMACHY measﬀrementsas an eﬃample. SCIAMACHY measﬀrements shoﬂ considerably more
spatial detail and yield higher NO2 colﬀmns oﬁer pollﬀtion hot-spotsthan GOME measﬀrements. As eﬃample, Fig. 4.3 shoﬂs the GOME and
SCIAMACHY time series of monthly NO2 colﬀmns from 1996–2011.Measﬀrements by SCIAMACHY are considerably higher than those by
GOME; the tﬂo time series di੖er by a factor of betﬂeen 2 in sﬀmmer
and 4 in ﬂinter. Clearly, the inherent spatial heterogeneity of the NO2੗elds mﬀst be considered ﬂhen inﬁestigating their temporal eﬁolﬀtion
oﬁer small, localized areas.
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Figﬀre 4.2: Tropospheric NO2 colﬀmns from GOME (top le), SCIAMACHY(top right), doﬂn-sampled SCIAMACHY (boom le; see Sect.
4.5.1), and resolﬀtion-corrected GOME (boom right; see Sect.
4.5.1) measﬀrements for May 2003, gridded to 1/16° × 1/16°. e ef-
fect of spatial smoothing can be seen in the original GOME and
the doﬂn-sampled SCIAMACHY measﬀrements for all point-like
soﬀrces like cities, as the signal becomes smeared oﬀt (from Hilboll
et al., 2013a).
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Figﬀre 4.3: GOME (blﬀe) and SCIAMACHY (red) measﬀrements of tropo-
spheric NO2 colﬀmns oﬁer Meﬃico City.
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4.2.1 Impact of the instrument’s spatial resolution on retrieved NO2
To inﬁestigate the impact of the instrﬀment’s spatial resolﬀtion on the
retrieﬁed NO2 colﬀmns, one can sample a synthetic pollﬀtion signalﬀsing the di੖erent piﬃel sizes. In this stﬀdy, the pollﬀtion signal ﬂas
chosen to haﬁe Gaﬀssian shape ﬂith siﬃ di੖erent fﬀll ﬂidth at half maﬃ-
imﬀm (FWHM) ﬁalﬀes betﬂeen 15 km and 300 km, to coﬁer the range
from point soﬀrces (like indiﬁidﬀal coal poﬂer stations) to large cities.
ese synthetic pollﬀtion signals ﬂere then sampled ﬂith the spatial
resolﬀtions of the foﬀr satellite instrﬀments (see Sect. 2.10).
Figﬀre 4.4: Synthetic pollﬀtion soﬀrces of ﬁarying size, sampled at GOME,
SCIAMACHY, OMI, and GOME-2 spatial resolﬀtions.
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Table 4.2: Fraction of a pollﬀtion signal ﬂith strength 1.0 and di੖erent spatial
eﬃtent (giﬁen by its FWHM), as obserﬁed ﬂhen sampled ﬂith the
footprint of the GOME, SCIAMACHY, OMI, and GOME-2 instrﬀ-
ments.
FWHM [ km] VCD GOME VCD SCIA VCD OMI VCD GOME−2
15 0.020 0.139 0.520 0.080
30 0.070 0.423 0.828 0.281
50 0.145 0.690 0.932 0.544
60 0.181 0.766 0.952 0.639
100 0.321 0.904 0.983 0.839
200 0.652 0.985 1.000 0.969
300 0.878 1.000 1.000 1.000
e resﬀlts of the simﬀlated measﬀrements are shoﬂn in Figﬀre 4.4.
Table 4.2 sﬀmmarizes the pollﬀtion signals sampled by the indiﬁidﬀal
instrﬀments. It is clearly ﬁisible that only the OMI instrﬀment is able
to properly resolﬁe the spatial pollﬀtion paerns of typical megacities.
SCIAMACHY can captﬀre signals from areas larger than 100km, ﬂhile
for GOME-2, the soﬀrce region shoﬀld be rather 150km large in order
to be properly resolﬁed.
It shoﬀld be noted, hoﬂeﬁer, that ﬂhen considering monthly aﬁer-
aged NO2 colﬀmnmeasﬀrements, the e੖ectiﬁe groﬀnd piﬃel size of theinstrﬀments slightly increases dﬀe to spatial sampling e੖ects: oﬁer the
coﬀrse of one month, each location gets measﬀred seﬁeral times, and
the eﬃact eﬃtents of the measﬀrements ﬁary dﬀe to the orbit repeat cy-
cle of the satellite. It is hoﬂeﬁer diਖ਼cﬀlt to qﬀantify this e੖ect becaﬀse
in practice it is not possible to clearly aribﬀte di੖erent NO2 signalsto either spatial sampling or temporal changes, or both.
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4.2.2 How previous trend studies approached the challenge of diञerent
spatial instrument resolution
While early stﬀdies had data from only one instrﬀment aﬁailable (Rich-
ter et al., 2005; Irie et al., 2005), the indiﬁidﬀal instrﬀments’ datasets
are becoming long enoﬀgh to facilitate their sole analysis (Zhoﬀ et al.,
2012; Schneider and ﬁan der A, 2012). ose stﬀdies inﬁestigating data
from more than one instrﬀment haﬁe ﬀsﬀally either ignored the di੖er-
ent groﬀnd piﬃel sizes of the GOME and SCIAMACHY instrﬀments, or
they arti੗cially redﬀced the spatial resolﬀtion of SCIAMACHY mea-
sﬀrements. While this laer approach potentially solﬁes the problems
arising from the di੖ering piﬃel sizes, it discards the considerably beer
spatial resolﬀtion of the SCIAMACHY instrﬀment.
ﬁan der A et al. (2008) doﬂn-graded the SCIAMACHY resolﬀtion by
conﬁolﬁing oﬁer three horizontally adjacent 1°×1° grid cells (aboﬀt 300
km). Similarly, Konoﬁaloﬁ et al. (2010) conﬁolﬁed SCIAMACHY mea-
sﬀrements to the spatial resolﬀtion of GOME. Konoﬁaloﬁ et al. (2006)
conﬁolﬀted SCIAMACHY measﬀrements, gridded to 1°×1°, to calcﬀ-
late correction factors by ﬂhich GOMEmeasﬀrements ﬂere mﬀltiplied,
yielding a consistent combined GOME/SCIAMACHY dataset.
Other stﬀdies, sﬀch as Staﬁrakoﬀ et al. (2008), ﬀsed sﬀch a coarse
resolﬀtion (5°×5°) that they did not see the need to especially consider
the di੖erent piﬃels sizes. For a discﬀssion of this assﬀmption, see Sect.
4.5.6 on page 129.
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e retrieﬁal of tropospheric NO2 ﬂith the DOAS techniqﬀe is basedon measﬀring spectra of eﬃtraterrestrial solar irradiance and the ﬀp-
ﬂelling earthshine radiance at the top of the atmosphere. Within this
stﬀdy, spectra from theGOME, SCIAMACHY, andGOME-2 instrﬀments
are sﬀbseqﬀently analyzed ﬀsing di੖erential optical absorption spec-
*Parts of this section haﬁe been preﬁioﬀsly pﬀblished as part of Hilboll
et al. (2013a).
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troscopy (Pla and Stﬀtz, 2008) in the 425–450 nm ﬂaﬁelength ﬂin-
doﬂ (Richter and Bﬀrroﬂs, 2002). Absorption cross-sections for O3,
NO2 (both Bogﬀmil et al., 2003), O4 (Greenbla et al., 1990), and H2O(Rothman et al., 1992) are inclﬀded in the ੗ing process, as ﬂell as
the in੗lling of Fraﬀnhofer lines and molecﬀlar absorption knoﬂn as
the Ring E੖ect (Voﬀntas et al., 1998), an ﬀnder-sampling correction
(Chance, 1998), and, for GOME and SCIAMACHY, a calibration fﬀnc-
tion accoﬀnting for the polarization dependency of the instrﬀment’s
spectral response (Richter and Bﬀrroﬂs, 2002). For the determination
of the tropospheric NO2 colﬀmn amoﬀnt from the measﬀrements ofthe OMI instrﬀment, slant colﬀmns from NASA’s OMI/Aura Nitrogen
Dioxide (NO2) Total & Tropospheric Column1-orbit L2 Swath 13x24 km
(Version 3) dataset are ﬀsed.
e stratospheric contribﬀtion to the measﬀred total slant colﬀmns
SCDtot has been accoﬀnted for ﬀsing simﬀlated stratosphericNO2 ੗eldsfrom the Bremen 3d CTM (B3dCTM; see Sect. 3.2.4). e algorithm for
separating tropospheric and stratospheric NO2 loads is described inSect. 3.3.
Tropospheric AMFs haﬁe been calcﬀlated ﬂith the radiatiﬁe trans-
fer model SCIATRAN (Rozanoﬁ et al., 2005b). e ﬁertical distribﬀtion
of tropospheric NO2 has been taken from a climatology of NO2 miﬃ-ing ratios from the MOZART2 model (Horoﬂitz et al., 2003), and sﬀr-
face spectral re੘ectance fromGOMEmeasﬀrements (Koelemeijer et al.,
2003). Both aspects are eﬃplained in detail in Nüß (2005). e AMFs
haﬁe then been spatially interpolated to a 0.125° grid, ﬀsing cﬀbic splines.
Measﬀrements ﬂith a cloﬀd coﬁerage eﬃceeding 20% haﬁe been ੗ltered
oﬀt ﬀsing the FRESCO+ algorithm (ﬁersion 6; Wang et al., 2008). Addi-
tionally, an intensity ੗lter has been applied to discard scenes ﬂith ﬁery
large sﬀrface re੘ectiﬁity.is is necessary as the ﬀsed albedo or sﬀrface
spectral re੘ectance climatology (Koelemeijer et al., 2003) does not ac-
coﬀnt for short-term changes in re੘ectiﬁity for eﬃample from snoﬂ; in
addition, the FRESCO+ cloﬀd fractions haﬁe large ﬀncertainties oﬁer
bright sﬀrfaces.
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4.4.1 Changes in tropospheric NO2 columns as observed by GOME and
SCIAMACHY*
When concatenating annﬀal mean VCDtrop NO2 from GOME (1996–2002) and SCIAMACHY (2003–2011) measﬀrements into one 16-year
time series, many areas of the World shoﬂ persistent changes. Figﬀre
4.5 shoﬂs this for seﬁen selected regions, the time series all normalized
to the 1996 ﬁalﬀe to make relatiﬁe changes comparable. is ੗gﬀre eﬃ-
tends the approach ﬀsed to determine Fig. 1 in Richter et al. (2005), bﬀt
ﬀses a slightly ﬀpdated data analysis (e.g. FRESCO+ ﬁ6 cloﬀd screen-
ing for both instrﬀments, a more recent ﬁersion of the stratospheric
correction model, and a higher spatial resolﬀtion of the gridding). All
the selected spatial regions shoﬂ persistent trends, ﬂhich are doﬂn-
ﬂard in case ofWestern indﬀstrialized coﬀntries (United States, Eﬀrope,
and Japan), and ﬀpﬂards for coﬀntries ﬂith deﬁeloping economies like
Chi-na, India, and in the Middle East. East Central China, for eﬃample,
has seen a triplication of tropospheric NO2 colﬀmns oﬁer the ﬂholetime period, ﬂhile NO2 ﬁalﬀes oﬁer the central East coast of the UnitedStates haﬁe receded by more than 40%. ese changes are eﬃplained by
tﬂo behaﬁiors, ﬂhich haﬁe opposite impacts: continﬀing sﬀccess in the
redﬀction of NOx emissions, in particﬀlar from cars and poﬂer plants,and increasing emissions from intensi੗ed ﬀse of the combﬀstion of fos-
sil fﬀels for energy. In rapidly deﬁeloping regions sﬀch as China, any
redﬀctions in speci੗c emissions are oﬁerﬂhelmed by the absolﬀte in-
crease of energy ﬀse. In the case of east central China, Fig. 4.5 clearly
proﬁes that NO2 colﬀmns do indeed shoﬂ signs of eﬃponential groﬂth,
*is sﬀbsection has been preﬁioﬀsly pﬀblished as part of Hilboll et al. (2013a).
e North Central Indian indﬀstrial region eﬃtending betﬂeen the cities of Neﬂ
Delhi and Lahore lies partly ﬂithin an area for ﬂhich GOME measﬀrements are not
aﬁailable becaﬀse of platform calibration made by ERS-2 in this region. erefore, this
region had to be selected qﬀite small.
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Figﬀre 4.5: Mean annﬀal VCDtrop NO2 normalized to 1996, for the regionsCentral East coast U.S., Western Eﬀrope, U.S., East Central China,
Japan, Middle East, and North Central India. Valﬀes for 1996–2002
are from GOME, ﬁalﬀes from 2003–2011 from SCIAMACHY mea-
sﬀrements. e ੗rst ੗ﬁe regions are de੗ned as in Richter et al.
(2005). e y-aﬃis has been modi੗ed to make relatiﬁe changes
aboﬁe and beloﬂ 1 more comparable (ﬁalﬀes larger than one haﬁe
been scaled to y 7→ 2− 1y ) (from Hilboll et al., 2013a).
at least ﬀntil 2005.is is in agreement ﬂith the conclﬀsions by ﬁan der
A et al. (2008) (see Sect. 4.1.1).
It is important to note, hoﬂeﬁer, that eﬁen thoﬀgh the selected areas
are all qﬀite large, some of them appear to shoﬂ small discontinﬀities
in 2003 ﬂhere the tﬂo time series are connected.
e regional trends in satellite obserﬁedNO2 colﬀmns are comparedto EDGAR NOx emission data (Eﬀropean Commission, Joint ResearchCentre and Netherlands Enﬁironmental Assessment Agency, 2011) in-
tegrated oﬁer the same regions (Fig. 4.6). First comparison shoﬂs that
the sign of direction of changes is the same for all regions in EDGAR
and satellite obserﬁations. While generally, the trend obserﬁed in the
measﬀred NO2 colﬀmns is more pronoﬀnced than in the EDGAR emis-
As the pﬀblished ﬁersion 4.2 of the EDGAR database contains erroneoﬀs emission
data for the year 2008 in Iran, this plot ﬀses an ﬀpdated, so far ﬀnpﬀblished ﬁersion (G.
Maenhoﬀt, personal commﬀnication, 2012) for the Middle East
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Figﬀre 4.6: NOx emissions from the EDGAR ﬁ4.2 database, normalized to1996.e regions and y-aﬃis scaling are de੗ned as in Fig. 4.5 (from
Hilboll et al., 2013a).
sion inﬁentory, this is not the case for the Middle East and North Cen-
tral India, ﬂhich shoﬂ smaller trends in the data than in the inﬁentory.
For East Central China, it is interesting to note that ﬀntil 2002, the
inﬁentory does not signi੗cantly increase. Only from 2003 onﬂard, it
shoﬂs a strong positiﬁe trend. is is in contrast to the satellite obser-
ﬁations, ﬂhich shoﬂ increasing NO2 ﬁalﬀes oﬁer East Central Chinafrom the start of the obserﬁation period onﬂards. It mﬀst be noted,
hoﬂeﬁer, that this failﬀre to reprodﬀce the satellite obserﬁations be-
fore 2003 might be inherent to the EDGAR inﬁentory. While it is oﬀt
of the scope of this stﬀdy to compile information aboﬀt all aﬁailable
emission inﬁentories, at least Zhang et al. (2007a) present an emission
inﬁentory ﬂhich is ﬁery consistent ﬂith GOME/SCIAMACHY satellite
measﬀrements. is is especially trﬀe in sﬀmmer, bﬀt also in ﬂinter,
their inﬁentory is only aboﬀt 20% loﬂer than the obserﬁations.
A fﬀrther point comparing EDGAR emission ﬂith measﬀrements is
the temporal ﬁariability of the NOx emissions, ﬂhich is considerablyloﬂer than that of the obserﬁed NO2 colﬀmns. is coﬀld either bethe resﬀlt of measﬀrement ﬀncertainties, mostly related to year-to-year
changes in spatial and temporal sampling of the obserﬁations, or indi-
cate inappropriate or inadeqﬀate assﬀmptions in the boom-ﬀp inﬁen-
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tory. One possible issﬀe in the direct comparison of emission inﬁento-
ries and satellite measﬀrements might be foﬀnd in the ﬂay emission
inﬁentories are compiled. Oen, coﬀntry-leﬁel emission estimates are
spatially redistribﬀted based on actiﬁity data. In regions ﬂhere only
limited actiﬁity data are aﬁailable, this might lead to inaccﬀracies in
the spatial distribﬀtion of the emissions. On the other hand, changes
in NO2 colﬀmns and NOx emissions are not necessarily related toeach other in a linear ﬂay, particﬀlarly if changes are large (Staﬁrakoﬀ
et al., 2008; Lamsal et al., 2011; Konoﬁaloﬁ et al., 2010). One also needs
to keep in mind that the inter-annﬀal ﬁariability of obserﬁed colﬀmns
stems to a large part frommeteorological ﬁariability (Voﬀlgarakis et al.,
2010; Hayn et al., 2009). In spite of the qﬀalitatiﬁe agreement betﬂeen
emission inﬁentory and satellite obserﬁations, the ﬀnﬀsﬀal behaﬁioﬀr
of boom-ﬀp emissions in China before 2003 and the discrepancy be-
tﬂeen the onset of the conseqﬀences of the deﬁelopment in China and
India apparent in the measﬀrements bﬀt not the inﬁentory need fﬀrther
inﬁestigation to identify ﬀnambigﬀoﬀsly their origin.
In many regions, NO2 pollﬀtion remains a local problem, as is appar-ent from ploing histograms of VCDtrop. Figﬀre 4.7 shoﬂs the tempo-ral eﬁolﬀtion of the histograms for some selected regions for the SCIA-
MACHY time series (2003–2011). For all regions ﬂith the eﬃception of
East Central China, a large part of the area is characterized by loﬂ and
moderate NO2 leﬁels, and only relatiﬁely small areas are a੖ected byintense pollﬀtion. Comparing the distribﬀtions in di੖erent years, it is
clearly ﬁisible that economic groﬂth and emission control measﬀres
and the resﬀlting increases and decreases in the obserﬁed VCDtrop im-pact not only on pollﬀtion hotspots, bﬀt on regional scales as a ﬂhole.
Oﬁer East Central China, for eﬃample, the fraction of areas ﬂith eﬃcep-
tionally high NO2 leﬁels has been signi੗cantly increasing dﬀring theobserﬁing period, leading to a shrinking area ﬂhich can be considered
as being pollﬀted at loﬂer leﬁels. Oﬁer the same period, the Central
Eastern U.S. haﬁe seen systematic increases in the fraction of loﬂ or
moderately pollﬀted areas.
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(c) Japan
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(d) Middle East
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(e) East Central China
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() North Central India
VCDtrop NO2 [molec cm
2 ]
< 2×1015 [2 ×1015 , 5 ×1015 ) [5 ×1015 , 15 ×1015 ) [15 ×1015 , 50 ×1015 ) > 50×1015
Figﬀre 4.7: Histogram of VCDtrop NO2 from SCIAMACHY oﬁer the regionsfrom Fig. 4.5 for the years 2003-2011. e plot shoﬂs the relatiﬁe
coﬀnts of backgroﬀnd (blﬀe), moderately pollﬀted (green), pollﬀted
(yelloﬂ), ﬁery pollﬀted (red), and eﬃtremely pollﬀted (black) 1◦ ×
1◦ grid cells per region (from Hilboll et al., 2013a).
4.4.2 Investigating the seasonal cycle of troposphericNO2columns from
GOME and SCIAMACHY
TroposphericNO2 concentrations generally ﬀndergo a strong seasonalﬁariation, ﬂhich is ﬀnder natﬀral conditions determined by the aﬁail-
ability of sﬀnlight for photochemical reactions (see Reaction R 2.5) and
by the temperatﬀre, ﬂhich both in੘ﬀence the NO2 lifetime. In areasdominated by anthropogenic pollﬀtion, this seasonal cycle is enhanced
by the intra-annﬀal ﬁariation of the NO2 emissions, mainly dﬀe to in-creased heating in ﬂinter. Feedbacks ﬂith the hydroﬃyl radical OH
can increase the amplitﬀde of the seasonal cycle; in cases of eﬃtremely
strong NOx pollﬀtion, as in East China in ﬂinter, the ﬁery high NO2concentrations lead to a decrease of OH, ﬂhich in tﬀrn sloﬂs doﬂn
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Figﬀre 4.8: Seasonal ﬁariation (de੗ned as VCDtrop−<VCDtrop>
<VCDtrop>
) of VCDtrop
NO2 from the SCIAMACHY instrﬀment in foﬀr selected megaci-ties.NO2 colﬀmns from the standard data prodﬀct, ﬀsing a geomet-ric AMF approﬃimation of 1 + 1
cos(ϑ)
(ϑ being the solar zenith an-
gle), and ﬀsing a constant AMF of 1 (e੖ectiﬁely yielding SCDtrop)are shoﬂn in red, blﬀe, and green, respectiﬁely.
NO2 decomposition and increases the lifetime of the NO2 molecﬀle(Staﬁrakoﬀ et al., 2008).
e seasonal cycle of the retrieﬁed tropospheric NO2 colﬀmns thﬀsalso depends on the assﬀmed seasonality in the a-priori data, namely
the air mass factor climatology. In order to check if the retrieﬁed sea-
sonal cycle is mainly driﬁen by actﬀal NO2 concentrations or is rathera conseqﬀence of the ﬀsed AMFs, Fig. 4.8 compares the tropospheric
ﬁertical colﬀmns retrieﬁed ﬀsing three di੖erent air mass factors: the
regﬀlar AMF, a geometric approﬃimation of 1 + 1
cos(ϑ)
(ϑ being the
solar zenith angle), and 1 (e੖ectiﬁely yielding tropospheric slant col-
ﬀmns).
In this conteﬃt, the standard or regﬀlar AMF refers to the tropospheric air mass
factor described in Sect. 4.3.
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Inmost cases, the choice of air mass factor has only lile e੖ect on the
retrieﬁed ﬁertical colﬀmns. Figﬀre 4.8 shoﬂs the eﬃamples of Tehran,
ﬂhere the agreement is almost perfect, and Beijing, ﬂhere ﬀsing the
standard AMF intensi੗es the seasonal cycle, bﬀt does not a੖ect if qﬀal-
itatiﬁely. Here, the seasonal cycle is ampli੗ed by the local meteorology:
in sﬀmmer, preﬁailing ﬂinds transport oceanic air masses to the Bei-
jing area, dilﬀting the tropospheric NO2. Fﬀrthermore, precipitationin Beijing has a ﬁery strong peak in the sﬀmmer months, leading to an
increased scoﬀring of the troposphere (Hﬀang et al., in preparation).
In some cases, hoﬂeﬁer, the direct comparison shoﬂs discrepancies
betﬂeen the NO2 colﬀmns, indicating areas in need of fﬀrther inﬁesti-gation. In Barcelona, for eﬃample, the NO2 colﬀmns from the standarddata prodﬀct shoﬂ a ﬁery pronoﬀnced seasonality, ﬂith high ﬂinter
peaks in Febrﬀary each year. e AMFs ﬂithoﬀt a-priori information
shoﬂ a di੖erent pictﬀre; the ﬂinter peaks are considerably loﬂer than
ﬀsingMOZARTAMFs, and also the annﬀal maﬃima are not in Febrﬀary
bﬀt some months later, betﬂeen Febrﬀary and May, depending on year.
As the geometric AMF approﬃimation consistently yields higher NO2colﬀmns in spring as compared to ﬂinter, it seems that NOx emissionsin Barcelona then might be higher than assﬀmed for the MOZART rﬀn;
an alternatiﬁe caﬀse might be that the seasonal cycle in aerosol opti-
cal properties (see, e. g., Kosmopoﬀlos et al., 2008 and ﬁon Hoyningen-
Hﬀene et al., 2011) is not accoﬀnted for in the standard AMF climatol-
ogy.
A fﬀrther city ﬂhere the seasonal cycles of tropospheric NO2 donot agree betﬂeen the three di੖erent air mass factors is the Syrian
capital Dimashq. ere, both the geometric approﬃimation and a con-
stant AMF of 1 resﬀlt in a second peak in the intra-annﬀal cycle in
sﬀmmer. Oen, this sﬀmmer peak is eﬁen higher than the ﬂinter peak.
is is in clear contrast to the standard AMF, ﬂhich leads to a clear min-
imﬀm in tropospheric NO2 colﬀmns in sﬀmmer. Possible eﬃplanationsfor the sﬀmmer peaks inclﬀde hﬀgely increased electricity consﬀmp-
tion dﬀe to air conditioning ﬀse and largely increased traਖ਼c emissions
dﬀe to toﬀrism, or a considerable ﬀnder-estimation of sﬀrface spectral
re੘ectance. Hoﬂeﬁer, ﬂithoﬀt haﬁing reliable groﬀnd measﬀrements
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from the city, interpretation of the in੘ﬀence of the di੖erent air mass
factors remains specﬀlatiﬁe.
ese ੗ndings clearly shoﬂ that the choice of tropospheric air mass
factor strongly in੘ﬀences the retrieﬁed NO2 colﬀmns (ﬂhich has al-ready been discﬀssed in great detail, e. g., in Leitão et al., 2010 and Nüß,
2005). While the climatological AMFs from the standard data prodﬀct
lead to reasonable resﬀlts in many cases, there are cities ﬂhere compar-
ison ﬂith a-priori-free AMFs giﬁes some indication of inconsistencies
in the seasonal cycle. If these di੖erences ﬂere caﬀsed by inacﬀrracies
in the climatological AMFs, this might be dﬀe to, e. g., local meteoro-
logical conditions, the spatial aﬁeraging, or inaccﬀrate NOx emissionsin the MOZART model. While the shape of the seasonal ﬁariation can
di੖er betﬂeen the ﬀsed AMFs, in ﬁirtﬀally all cases the year-to-year
ﬁariability of the seasonal cycle seems to be qﬀite loﬂ. is shoﬂs that
ﬀsing a climatological air mass factor database per se does not intro-
dﬀce strong biases, and means that eﬁalﬀation of temporal changes is
most probably not strongly in੘ﬀenced by this issﬀe. Hoﬂeﬁer, in the
fﬀtﬀre, the spatial resolﬀtion of the AMF database shoﬀld be improﬁed.
While factors as terrain height and albedo do play a role (see, e. g.,
Heckel et al., 2011 and Zhoﬀ et al., 2009), the most crﬀcial point seems
to be the intra-annﬀal ﬁariability ofNOx emissions. Unfortﬀnately, thispoint is also the hardest to improﬁe on, becaﬀse in many cases, espe-
cially oﬀtside the ﬂestern indﬀstrialized ﬂorld, detailed information on
NOx emission data is not aﬁailable at high spatial and temporal reso-lﬀtion. erefore, it ﬂill remain imperatiﬁe to alﬂays remember that
the choice of AMF greatly in੘ﬀences the resﬀlting tropospheric NO2colﬀmns.
4.4.3 Tropospheric NO2 columns over megacities observed by GOME,
SCIAMACHY, OMI, and GOME-2*
e ‘raﬂ’ NO2 measﬀrements from GOME, SCIAMACHY, OMI, andGOME-2 are shoﬂn for selected megacity regions in Fig. 4.9. Seﬁeral
*is sﬀbsection has been preﬁioﬀsly pﬀblished as part of Hilboll et al. (2013a).
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Figﬀre 4.9: Time series of monthly mean VCDtrop NO2 from GOME (blﬀe),SCIAMACHY (red), OMI (green), and GOME-2 (cyan) (from
Hilboll et al., 2013a).
interesting featﬀres can be obserﬁed from these plots. In Athens, for eﬃ-
ample, NO2 colﬀmns seem to be increasing ﬀntil aboﬀt 2004, folloﬂedby some years of stagnation, ﬂhich tﬀrn into a rapid doﬂnﬂard trend
2008/2009 Vrekoﬀssis et al. (2013). is can be aribﬀted to the deep
economic crisis a੖ecting Greece since that time. Similarly, Chicago and
Los Angeles both see doﬂnﬂard trends, starting from stagnating and
eﬁen increasing NO2 colﬀmns before 2000, and leading to signi੗cant
NO2 decreases in folloﬂing years, ﬂith the most recent years shoﬂ-ing some sign of sloﬂdoﬂn of the decreases. Reasons for this inclﬀde
increasingly eਖ਼cient emission control measﬀres and a sloﬂdoﬂn of
economic actiﬁity, as has been reported by Rﬀssell et al. (2012).
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In Beijing, sﬀmmer minima in 2008 are clearly loﬂer than in the pre-
ceding and folloﬂing years. is e੖ect has been linked to the pollﬀtion
control measﬀres taken for the 2008 sﬀmmer Olympic Games and has
been stﬀdied e.g. by Mijling et al. (2009). Oﬁer Jeddah and Meﬃico City,
the NO2 colﬀmns deriﬁed from the OMI instrﬀment are signi੗cantlyloﬂer than those from SCIAMACHY and GOME-2, especially dﬀring
the sﬀmmer minima. is might be an e੖ect of the di੖erent measﬀre-
ment time, as OMI measﬀres in the early aernoon as opposed to the
morning for all other instrﬀments (Boersma et al., 2007). For Meﬃico
City, Zhang et al. (2009b) stﬀdied the diﬀrnal cycle of NO2 sﬀrface con-centrations, and shoﬂed that 10:00 LTmorning ﬁalﬀesﬂere aboﬀt three
times higher than 13:45 LT ﬁalﬀes.
It is clearly ﬁisible from Fig. 4.9 that the foﬀr instrﬀments yield con-
siderably di੖erentNO2 measﬀrements oﬁer localizedmegacity regions,and that these di੖erences also strongly depend on the megacity. ere-
fore, methods haﬁe to be deﬁeloped to alloﬂ for qﬀantitatiﬁe analysis
of the di੖erent time series by taking into accoﬀnt the di੖erences of the
foﬀr instrﬀments.
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In order to create a consistent data set of NO2 measﬀrements at highspatial resolﬀtion, the di੖erence in the area of the groﬀnd scene or
spatial footprint of the measﬀrements made by the GOME and SCIA-
MACHY instrﬀments needs to be accoﬀnted for. Preﬁioﬀs stﬀdies haﬁe
either degraded the resolﬀtion of both data sets to a leﬁel ﬂhere dif-
ferences can be ignored or applied an ad hoc deconﬁolﬀtion of gridded
GOME data (Konoﬁaloﬁ et al., 2006). Bﬀilding on this idea, in this stﬀdy,
high spatial resolﬀtion SCIAMACHY spectra haﬁe been aﬁeraged to
coﬁer a similar area as indiﬁidﬀal GOME obserﬁations. Comparison of
the high and loﬂ resolﬀtion analysis then proﬁides an empirical correc-
*is section has been preﬁioﬀsly pﬀblished as part of Hilboll et al.
(2013a).
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tion fﬀnction or factor, ﬂhich can be applied to GOME data. For this, it
is assﬀmed that the di੖erence betﬂeen GOME and SCIAMACHY mea-
sﬀrements of VCDtrop only depends on the size di੖erence betﬂeen thetﬂo instrﬀments’ groﬀnd piﬃels and on season. is alloﬂs the simﬀla-
tion of measﬀrements ﬂith GOME’s spatial resolﬀtion ﬀsing SCIAMA-
CHY measﬀrements by aﬁeraging oﬁer ੗ﬁe adjacent spectra. A similar
approach has preﬁioﬀsly been introdﬀced by Beirle et al. (2004a), ﬂho
applied this methodology to GOME measﬀrements, ﬀsing the instrﬀ-
ment’s narroﬂ sﬂath mode.
4.5.1 Method*
Based on these assﬀmptions, a monthly climatology of correction fac-
tors, ﬂhich describe the di੖erence betﬂeen the tﬂo instrﬀments, is cal-
cﬀlated. To approﬃimately match the GOME piﬃel size of 320× 40 km2,
the measﬀred spectra are aﬁeraged from ੗ﬁe adjacent SCIAMACHY
forﬂard scan groﬀnd piﬃels ﬂith an e੖ectiﬁe size of 300 × 30 km2,
ﬂhich yields three enlarged groﬀnd piﬃels per forﬂard scan. On these
enlarged groﬀnd piﬃels, a regﬀlar DOAS੗ing procedﬀreﬂas performed
ﬂith the same seings as ﬀsed for the regﬀlar retrieﬁal to obtain a
dataset of SCDtot from redﬀced resolﬀtion. is dataset ﬂas fﬀrtherprocessed in a fashion identical to that ﬀsed for the original SCDtot,ﬂhich in the end yields a set of VCDtrop NO2 from SCIAMACHYmea-sﬀrements ﬂith redﬀced resolﬀtion.
is approach has the adﬁantage of proﬁiding an appropriate end-
to-end simﬀlation of the e੖ects of spatial resolﬀtion change, inclﬀding
the impact of change in cloﬀd statistics on the ੗t, the speci੗c orienta-
tion of the satellite groﬀnd piﬃels and the details of the a priori data
bases ﬀsed. e only issﬀe ﬂhich coﬀld not fﬀlly be simﬀlated is the
change in FRESCO+ cloﬀd fraction ﬂhich ﬂas approﬃimated by ﬀsing
the aﬁerage of the indiﬁidﬀal cloﬀd fraction ﬁalﬀes. As this ﬁalﬀe is only
ﬀsed for screening of cloﬀdy scenes, the impact of this approﬃimation
is assﬀmed to be small.
*is sﬀbsection has been preﬁioﬀsly pﬀblished as part of Hilboll et al. (2013a).
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Both datasets (regﬀlar and redﬀced resolﬀtion) of VCDtrop are then
gridded globally to a 116 ◦ × 116 ◦ grid and compiled into monthly aﬁ-erages for the months t′ from Janﬀary 2003 to December 2011. From
these tﬂo monthly datasets, the climatological means VCDSCIA(t, ϑ, ϕ)
and VCDSCIAred.res.(t, ϑ, ϕ) ﬂere calcﬀlated, ﬂhere t = 1, . . . , 12 are themonths from Janﬀary to December, and ϑ and ϕ are latitﬀdes and lon-
gitﬀdes, respectiﬁely. From these monthly climatologies, the climato-
logical correction factors (ratios) ﬂere deriﬁed:
Γ(t, ϑ, ϕ) =
VCDSCIA(t, ϑ, ϕ)
VCDSCIAred.res.(t, ϑ, ϕ) . (E 4.1)
e gridded monthly aﬁerages of the GOME measﬀrements are sﬀbse-
qﬀently mﬀltiplied ﬂith the appropriate ratio grid of correction factors
to yield the resolﬀtion-corrected GOME VCDtrop NO2:
VCDGOMEcorr. (t′, ϑ, ϕ) = Γ(t(t′), ϑ, ϕ)× VCDGOME(t′, ϑ, ϕ) (E 4.2)
It shoﬀld be noted that in principle, this correction for groﬀnd piﬃel
size coﬀld also be applied to measﬀrements from other satellite instrﬀ-
ments. is ﬂoﬀld hoﬂeﬁer only be of limited ﬀse in the analysis of
long-term time series: Firstly, correcting GOMEmeasﬀrements to haﬁe
the spatial resolﬀtion of the GOME-2 instrﬀment ﬂoﬀld leaﬁe a gap of
3.5 years (from 2003–2006) in the combined timeseries. Fﬀrthermore,
ﬂith larger temporal gaps betﬂeen the indiﬁidﬀal instrﬀments’ mea-
sﬀrement periods, the in੘ﬀence of temporal changes to the spatial dis-
tribﬀtion of tropospheric NO2 ﬂoﬀld increase the ﬀncertainties of theresﬀlting, resolﬀtion-corrected colﬀmns. Fﬀrthermore, in the case of
OMI, the groﬀnd piﬃel size is not ﬀniform for all measﬀrements; as
OMI is an imaging instrﬀment, the piﬃels are considerably larger to-
ﬂards the edges of the scan. Moreoﬁer, the in੘ﬀence of the di੖erence
in local measﬀrement time ﬂoﬀld blend ﬂith the e੖ects of the di੖erent
spatial resolﬀtions.
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Table 4.3: Spatial sampling by original and corrected GOME measﬀrements.
Fraction of a pollﬀtion signal ﬂith strength 1.0 and di੖erent spatial
eﬃtent (giﬁen by its FWHM), as obserﬁed ﬂhen sampled ﬂith the
footprint of the GOME and SCIAMACHY instrﬀments, and ﬂith
the redﬀced SCIAMACHY resolﬀtion.
FWHM [ km] VCD GOME VCD SCIA VCD SCIAred.res.
15 0.020 0.139 0.028
30 0.070 0.423 0.086
50 0.145 0.690 0.164
60 0.181 0.766 0.201
100 0.321 0.904 0.347
200 0.620 0.975 0.652
300 0.793 0.989 0.814
4.5.2 Expected goodness of Γ*
Eﬁen aer aﬁeraging oﬁer ੗ﬁe adjacent SCIAMACHY nadir piﬃels, the
aained spatial eﬃtents do not perfectly match the larger piﬃels of the
GOME instrﬀment. erefore, one cannot eﬃpect the proposed resolﬀ-
tion correction to accoﬀnt for all obserﬁed di੖erences betﬂeen GOME
and SCIAMACHY measﬀrements. is is illﬀstrated by repeating the
synthetic stﬀdy presented in Section 4.2.1 for the footprint of ੗ﬁe aﬁer-
aged SCIAMACHY piﬃels. Figﬀre 4.10 compares synthetic same pollﬀ-
tion signals, sampled at the spatial resolﬀtions of GOME, doﬂn-scaled
SCIAMACHY, and SCIAMACHY measﬀrements (40 × 320 km2, 5 ×
30× 60 km2, and 30× 60 km2).
e fraction of the actﬀal pollﬀtion signal ﬂhich is obserﬁed at the
three di੖erent resolﬀtions is giﬁen in Table 4.3. It is apparent that for
pollﬀtion signals smaller than 100 km, all three measﬀrements signi੗-
cantly ﬀnderestimate the pollﬀtion peak, ﬂhile they considerably oﬁer-
estimate the signal in sﬀrroﬀnding areas (see Fig. 4.10). Only ﬂhen
the instrﬀment resolﬀtion gets as loﬂ as 50% of the spatial eﬃtents of
*is sﬀbsection has been preﬁioﬀsly pﬀblished as part of Hilboll et al. (2013a).
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Figﬀre 4.10: Illﬀstration of the instrﬀments’ spatial resolﬀtion on the retrieﬁed
pollﬀtion signals. A giﬁen pollﬀtion distribﬀtion (top le), as-
sﬀmed to be Gaﬀssian ﬂith di੖erent FWHM, is sampled ﬂith the
spatial resolﬀtions of the GOME and SCIAMACHY instrﬀments,
and ﬂith the resolﬀtion of the arti੗cially doﬂn-graded SCIAMA-
CHY resolﬀtion.
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Table 4.4: Ratios of the measﬀred pollﬀtion signals as giﬁen in Table 4.3
FWHM [ km] VCD SCIA
VCD GOME
VCD SCIA
VCD SCIAred.res.
VCD SCIAred.res.
VCD GOME
15 6.992 5.000 1.398
30 6.011 4.907 1.225
50 4.765 4.212 1.131
60 4.233 3.805 1.113
100 2.819 2.602 1.083
200 1.571 1.496 1.051
300 1.248 1.215 1.027
the pollﬀtion signal, the instrﬀments start to ﬂell represent the actﬀal
NO2 distribﬀtion.ese resﬀlts are in good agreement ﬂith Beirle et al.(2004a), ﬂho stﬀdied the di੖erence betﬂeen GOME narroﬂ sﬂath and
standard measﬀring mode.
Table 4.4 ੗nally sﬀmmarizes the ratios of the di੖erentmeasﬀrements
to each other. e colﬀmn VCD SCIAtrop /VCD GOMEtrop shoﬂs the actﬀal rela-tion of the tﬂo instrﬀments’ measﬀrements and is an indicator for the
o੖set one shoﬀld eﬃpect to see in the GOME and SCIAMACHY time
series. VCD SCIA/VCD SCIAred.res. is the resolﬀtion correction factor Γ, the-oretically deriﬁed for the di੖erent pollﬀtion signals. Finally, the di੖er-
ence ﬂhich has to be eﬃpected to remain ﬁisible in the combined time
series of resolﬀtion-corrected GOME and original SCIAMACHY mea-
sﬀrements is labeled VCD SCIAred.res./VCD GOME.e resﬀlts shoﬂ that the proposed resolﬀtion correctionﬂorks accﬀ-
rate to ﬂithin a feﬂ percent only for large, spread oﬀt pollﬀtion soﬀrces.
In the case of isolated point soﬀrces, like indiﬁidﬀal large coal poﬂer
plants, the application of the resolﬀtion correction factor Γ ﬂill bring
a signi੗cant improﬁement in the agreement of the tﬂo time series, bﬀt
still a remaining ﬀnder-correction of ﬀp to 40% has to be eﬃpected.
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Figﬀre 4.11: Annﬀal mean Γ¯ of the resolﬀtion correction factor climatology
(2003–2011). Piﬃels ﬂith a mean VCD SCIAred.res. signi੗cantly loﬂerthan the instrﬀment precision (estimated to be 1014 molec cm−2)
haﬁe been eﬃclﬀded from the plot (from Hilboll et al., 2013a).
4.5.3 Spatial variation of Γ*
e resolﬀtion correction factor Γ is a measﬀre for the spatial hetero-
geneity of the obserﬁed NO2 signal. Valﬀes of Γ larger than 1 indicatethat typically obserﬁed NO2 colﬀmns at a location are higher than inthe sﬀrroﬀnding area. Figﬀre 4.11 shoﬂs the global distribﬀtion of the
annﬀal mean Γ¯(ϑ, ϕ) = 112 ∑t Γ(t, ϑ, ϕ) of the resolﬀtion correctionfactor climatology. Oﬁer the open oceans, the signal of Γ¯ is noisy. is
is related to the large relatiﬁe errors of the ﬁery loﬂmeasﬀred VCDtrop
NO2 oﬁer the oceans, ﬂhich are close to or beloﬂ the instrﬀment’s de-tection limit. Oﬁer land, hoﬂeﬁer, and especially in regions ﬂith high
spatial gradients in NO2 emissions, sﬀch as the United States and Eﬀ-rope, the maﬃima in the gridded ﬁalﬀes for Γ¯ clearly coincide ﬂith ﬀr-
ban agglomerations or conﬀrbations (see Fig. 4.12). While noisy, a line
of enhanced ﬁalﬀes of Γ¯ can be distingﬀished oﬁer the Atlantic Ocean,
rﬀnning from the tip of North-Western France to North-Western Spain.
*is sﬀbsection has been preﬁioﬀsly pﬀblished as part of Hilboll et al. (2013a).
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Figﬀre 4.12: Annﬀalmean Γ¯ of the resolﬀtion correction factor oﬁer the United
States (right) and Eﬀrope (le) (from Hilboll et al., 2013a).
is coincides ﬂith a major shipping line, ﬂhose NO2 emissions haﬁepreﬁioﬀsly been discoﬁered in satellite imagery (Richter et al., 2004;
Franke et al., 2009; de Rﬀyter de Wildt et al., 2012).
ॹॶ१ॺ९१ॲ ॶ१ॺॺ५ॸॴ ॵ६ Γ ९ॴ ॺ८५ ॽ५ॹॺ५ॸॴ ॻ.ॹ. Especially in
the Western U.S., ﬂhere NOx emissions tend to be ﬁery sparsely dis-tribﬀted, local maﬃima in Γ¯ can be aribﬀted to indiﬁidﬀal soﬀrces like
coal poﬂer stations. As it is to be eﬃpected, local minima of the cor-
rection factor are ﬁisible longitﬀdinally adjacent to these peaks (see
Fig. 4.12), ﬂhich is in good agreement ﬂith the ੗ndings by Beirle et al.
(2004a).
e spatial distribﬀtion of the resolﬀtion correction factor Γ¯ can re-
ﬁeal rich strﬀctﬀres, most of ﬂhich can be readily eﬃplained. Figﬀre 4.13
shoﬂs the ﬂestern part of the United States, ﬂhere the loﬂ popﬀlation
density and sﬀbseqﬀently loﬂ NOx backgroﬀnd signal in most parts ofthe coﬀntry alloﬂ for easy identi੗cation of localized soﬀrces.
All major ﬀrban selements clearly shoﬂ Γ¯ ﬁalﬀes larger than 1. Fﬀr-
thermore, along almost all major highﬂays in the Western U.S., en-
hanced ﬁalﬀes of Γ¯ can be obserﬁed, indicating that road traਖ਼c signi੗-
cantly contribﬀtes to measﬀred NO2 colﬀmns in most areas. Addition-ally, many local maﬃima in Γ¯ coincide ﬂith the locations of large coal
poﬂer stations, ﬂhich are knoﬂn to considerably contribﬀte to anthro-
pogenic NOx pollﬀtion (Kim et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2009a). In somecases, hoﬂeﬁer, clearly ﬁisible local Γ¯ maﬃima do not correspond to
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poﬂer plants. Some of these coﬀld be identi੗ed as places of open-pit
coal mining.
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Figﬀre 4.13: Resolﬀtion correction factor Γ¯ (le) and NOx emissions (right)oﬁer the ﬂestern United States. On the le, major cities are des-
ignated by black stars. Primary roads are marked as grey lines
(U.S. Censﬀs Bﬀreaﬀ, 2012). e pﬀrple line marks the 1900m ele-
ﬁation isoline (data from the GTOPO30 dataset, see U.S. Geolog-
ical Sﬀrﬁey, 2004). e locations of the strongest pollﬀting coal
poﬂer stations are marked as green stars (data from the CARMA
project, see Wheeler and Ummel, 2008 and Ummel, 2012). Red
stars mark the locations of major open-pit coal mines (see In-
foMine Inc., 2012). NOxemissions for the year 2008 (right ੗g-ﬀre) are taken from the EDGAR database (Eﬀropean Commission,
Joint Research Centre and Netherlands Enﬁironmental Assess-
ment Agency, 2011).
As already obserﬁed by Beirle et al. (2004a), the topography also
heaﬁily in੘ﬀences localNO2 distribﬀtions. From Figﬀre 4.13 it is clearlyﬁisible that regions ﬂith high sﬀrface altitﬀdes correspond to Γ¯ ﬁalﬀes
of less than 1 in most cases. e feﬂ eﬃceptions to this rﬀle are caﬀsed
by the high NO2 emissions from poﬂer plants, as in the case of theNorth Valmy and Jim Bridger poﬂer stations, located at 117.1542°W,
40.8831° N and 108.8°W, 41.75° N, respectiﬁely. In some places, locally
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high Γ¯ ﬁalﬀes in absence of eﬃtended pollﬀtion soﬀrces can also be at-
tribﬀted to the topography, ﬂhen NO2 emied from e.g. a coal poﬂerstation stays con੗ned to ﬁalleys, as is the case oﬁer the Painted Desert
betﬂeen the Springerﬁille and Naﬁajo poﬂer stations, ﬂhich are lo-
cated at 109.1636°W, 34.3186° N and 111.3917°W, 36.9125° N, respec-
tiﬁely.
In sﬀmmary, themapped resolﬀtion correction factor proﬁides a ﬁery
detailed ﬁieﬂ of the spatial strﬀctﬀre of tropospheric NO2 colﬀmns.Since Γ¯ is a relatiﬁe measﬀre, it is able to pick ﬀp and enhance eﬁen
strﬀctﬀres ﬂhich ﬂoﬀld normally be lost in retrieﬁal noise. Together,
cities, poﬂer stations, mines, topography, and roads accoﬀnt for ba-
sically all ﬁisible featﬀres in the mapped resolﬀtion correction factor;
these ﬁisible featﬀres are all in eﬃcellent agreement ﬂith NOx emissiondata from the EDGAR database (Eﬀropean Commission, Joint Research
Centre and Netherlands Enﬁironmental Assessment Agency, 2011).
4.5.4 Temporal variation of Γ
As the resolﬀtion correction factor Γ is a measﬀre of the relatiﬁe NO2abﬀndance compared to a location’s sﬀrroﬀndings, increasing NO2 col-ﬀmns at a point soﬀrce shoﬀld in principle lead to decreasing Γ at the
same location, giﬁen that NO2 colﬀmns in the sﬀrroﬀnding areas re-main constant. is claim can be tested by performing a simple linear
regression of the annﬀal means of the resolﬀtion correction factors Γ.
As the signal of Γ is relatiﬁely noisy, signi੗cant resﬀlts can only be
obtained for feﬂ selected cities. Figﬀre 4.14 shoﬂs the signi੗cant tem-
poral changes of both Γ and VCDtrop NO2 for the sﬀrroﬀndings of thetﬂo megacities Tehran and Beijing.
For Beijing, positiﬁe trends in VCDtrop NO2 in regions sﬀrroﬀndingthe city clearly coincide ﬂith negatiﬁe trends in Γ oﬁer the city itself.
As the NO2 load in sﬀrroﬀnding areas increases faster than oﬁer thecity itself, the ratio of NO2 in and aroﬀnd the city decreases, ﬂhichshoﬂs in negatiﬁe trends in Γ. While at ੗rst sight it might be sﬀrpris-
ing that the center of Beijing does not shoﬂ signi੗cant NO2 trends,this is in agreement ﬂith Schneider and ﬁan der A (2012), ﬂho also
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do not see signi੗cant NO2 trends in Beijing itself for the 2003–2011time period. Hoﬂeﬁer, it shoﬀld be eﬃpected that the bﬀlk of the ﬁis-
ible NO2 increases comes from groﬂth of the emiing area, and notof the emissions in the city center. Fﬀrther possible reasons inclﬀde
the seﬁere emission control measﬀres dﬀring the 2008 Olympic Games,
ﬂhich lead to a decrease in NO2 concentrations of ﬀp to 60% (Mijlinget al., 2009). Eﬁen thoﬀgh NO2 colﬀmns oﬁer Beijing haﬁe qﬀickly re-gained their original high ﬁalﬀes, this ‘dent’ can in੘ﬀence the signi੗-
cance leﬁel of the trend calcﬀlations. While MAXDOAS measﬀrements
haﬁe shoﬂn increasing NO2 colﬀmns oﬁer Beijing aer 2008 (Ma et al.,2013), it is possible that progress in emission control technology has
lead to a sloﬂdoﬂn of emission increases, leading to a signifance leﬁel
beloﬂ 95%. Also, it mﬀst be considered that Beijing sﬀ੖ers seﬁerely
from ﬁery high aerosol leﬁels. ese strongly scaering and absorbing
aerosol layers can be mistaken for cloﬀds by the FRESCO algorithm,
ﬂhich in tﬀrn leads to the measﬀrements being mistakenly ੘agged as
cloﬀdy. As the nﬀmber of aﬁailable measﬀrements from SCIAMACHY
is already qﬀite loﬂ (only ﬀp to siﬃ measﬀrements per month), this can
haﬁe signi੗cant impact on the random error of the monthly meanNO2colﬀmns, increasing the trend ﬀncertainty.
In the case of Tehran, the increasing NO2 colﬀmns oﬁer the cityand its sister toﬂn Karaj are accompanied by signi੗cantly decreasing
Γ oﬁer the neighboring Alborz moﬀntains. As the NO2 pollﬀtion oﬁerthe ﬀrban areas increases, the ratio of NO2 aroﬀnd and in the city de-creases.
ese tﬂo eﬃamples shoﬂ that in principle, the spatial distribﬀtion
of the temporal changes of Γ is consistent ﬂith the retrieﬁed VCDtrop
NO2 themselﬁes. Hoﬂeﬁer, as the time series is relatiﬁely short, mostplaces do not shoﬂ statistically signi੗cant temporal changes.
4.5.5 Validation of the resolution correction*
In many cases, the resolﬀtion correction ﬂorks eﬃtremely ﬂell. is
can be eﬁalﬀated ﬀsing data from the period of oﬁerlapping measﬀre-
*is sﬀbsection has been preﬁioﬀsly pﬀblished as part of Hilboll et al. (2013a).
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Figﬀre 4.14: Temporal changes of resolﬀtion correction factor Γ andNO2 mea-sﬀrements, for the Beijing and Tehran areas, gridded to 0.125°. All
trends haﬁe been calcﬀlated from SCIAMACHY measﬀrements
in the 2003–2011 period. NO2 trends are calcﬀlated ﬂith thetrend model from Eq. 4.3 (ﬂithoﬀt the leﬁelshi terms δU(t) and
(γ− 1)U(t)), and the changes in Γ are estimated ﬀsing a linear
regression of the annﬀal means. Only trends signi੗cant at the
5% leﬁel are ploed. e backgroﬀnd shoﬂs LANDSAT imagery
(U.S. Geological Sﬀrﬁey). Urban areas, as classi੗ed by the GLOB-
COVER database (Eﬀropean Space Agency, 2009) , are enclosed
in yelloﬂ.
ments of the GOME and SCIAMACHY instrﬀments (Aﬀgﬀst 2002–Jﬀne
2003). To redﬀce the impact of temporal sampling, only data points for
ﬂhich both instrﬀments haﬁe measﬀrements on the same day are in-
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clﬀded in the ﬁalidation. For Eﬀrope, Fig. 4.2 compares original GOME
and SCIAMACHY measﬀrements to spatially doﬂn-sampled SCIAMA-
CHY and resolﬀtion-corrected GOME measﬀrements. e spatial dis-
tribﬀtion of GOME measﬀrements is ﬂell approﬃimated by the doﬂn-
sampled SCIAMACHYmeasﬀrements. Fﬀrthermore, the greater spatial
detail inherent to the gridded SCIAMACHYmeasﬀrements is obﬁioﬀsly
ﬂell transferred to the resolﬀtion-corrected GOME measﬀrements.
A more detailed comparison oﬁer pollﬀtion hot spots is proﬁided in
Figﬀre 4.15, ﬂhich shoﬂs the monthly mean ﬁalﬀes of VCDtrop NO2for the foﬀr cities Mﬀmbai, Seoﬀl, Meﬃico City, and Rome.While in the
direct comparison, there are di੖erences of ﬀp to a factor of tﬂo, most
of the corrected GOME data agree ﬂith SCIAMACHY data ﬂithin 10%,
independent of season. ite oen, hoﬂeﬁer, the correction method
actﬀally oﬁershoots, ﬂhich leads to ﬀnreasonably high VCDtrop NO2for the corrected GOME measﬀrements, especially oﬁer ﬀrban areas.
As an eﬃample, the foﬀr cities Hoﬀston, Baghdad, Cairo, and Karachi
are shoﬂn in Figﬀre 4.16. When performed oﬁer larger areas, a small
oﬁer-correction is also obserﬁable in some months (see Figﬀre 4.17).
4.5.6 Discussion*
e apparent oﬁercorrection in some sitﬀations is initially at least ﬀneﬃ-
pected, as from the approﬃimations made, one ﬂoﬀld eﬃpect the correc-
tion to ﬀnderestimate the resolﬀtion e੖ect, becaﬀse the SCIAMACHY
piﬃels ﬂith redﬀced resolﬀtion still only coﬁer aboﬀt 70% of the groﬀnd
area of a GOME measﬀrement. ere are seﬁeral possible reasons for
the obserﬁed di੖erences: A problem ﬂith the approach ﬀsed for reso-
lﬀtion correction, a bias in one or both of the data sets, or real NO2di੖erences, for eﬃample from the di੖erent oﬁerpass times of the tﬂo
satellites, ﬂhich coﬀld lead to systematically di੖erent NO2 colﬀmns.
*is sﬀbsection has been preﬁioﬀsly pﬀblished as part of Hilboll et al. (2013a).
Depending on the eﬃtent of the ﬀrban spraﬂl, the indiﬁidﬀal city regions haﬁe
been de੗ned as rectangles ﬂith edge lengths betﬂeen 0.5°and 1.0°.
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Figﬀre 4.15: Monthly aﬁerages of VCDtrop NO2 oﬁer foﬀr eﬃemplary areasshoﬂing ﬁery good agreement betﬂeen corrected GOME and
original SCIAMACHYmeasﬀrements, for the time period Aﬀgﬀst
2002 - Jﬀne 2003. Only those days for ﬂhich both GOME and
SCIAMACHY measﬀrements for a city are aﬁailable are taken
into accoﬀnt (from Hilboll et al., 2013a).
For most inﬁestigated areas, doﬂn-sampled SCIAMACHY measﬀre-
ments agree eﬃtremely ﬂell ﬂith original GOME measﬀrements (see
Figs. 4.15–4.17), shoﬂing that the deriﬁed resolﬀtion correction factor
Γ shoﬀld in principle ﬂell captﬀre the di੖erences betﬂeen the tﬂo in-
strﬀments ﬂhich are dﬀe to their respectiﬁe spatial resolﬀtions.
Possible biases betﬂeen the tﬂo instrﬀments coﬀld in principle be
eﬁalﬀated ﬀsing GOME’s narroﬂ-sﬂath mode. Hoﬂeﬁer, as this mode
ﬂas operating only eﬁery 12 days, temporal coﬁerage is eﬃtremely
sparse. While this does not preﬁent the analysis of spatial paerns
(see, e. g., Beirle et al. (2004a)), time series of VCDtrop from the narroﬂ-sﬂath mode are sﬀbject to large in੘ﬀence of measﬀrement ﬁariability
(see Fig. 4.17).
As a neﬃt check, it ﬂas inﬁestigated ﬂhether DOAS analysis of the
spatially aﬁeraged SCIAMACHY spectra actﬀally yields the samemean
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Figﬀre 4.16: Monthly aﬁerages of VCDtrop NO2 oﬁer foﬀr eﬃemplary areasshoﬂing a signi੗cant oﬁer-correction, for the time period Aﬀgﬀst
2002 – Jﬀne 2003. Only those days for ﬂhich both GOME and
SCIAMACHYmeasﬀrements for a city are aﬁailable are taken into
accoﬀnt (from Hilboll et al., 2013a).
SCDtot NO2 as from the regﬀlar measﬀrements. e resﬀlts for 4 eﬃ-emplary orbits from the year 2011 are shoﬂn in Tab. 4.5. e open
Paci੗c Ocean ﬂas chosen for this ੗rst test becaﬀse in this pristine re-
gion, spatially homogeneoﬀs NO2 measﬀrements can be eﬃpected. Asthe measﬀred slant colﬀmns agree almost perfectly in most cases, one
can conclﬀde that for homogeneoﬀs scenes, the spatial aﬁeraging of
the measﬀred spectra does not in੘ﬀence the magnitﬀde of the retrieﬁed
VCDtrop.When repeating the same test for regions a੖ected by the oﬁer-correc-
tion, e.g. the relatiﬁely isolated pollﬀtion hot spot formed by the city of
Cairo in Northern Egypt, original SCIAMACHYmeasﬀrements giﬁe an
ﬀp to 10% higher aﬁerage than those ﬂith doﬂn-sampled spatial reso-
lﬀtion, eﬁen ﬂhen considering an area as large as 4°×5°. is sﬀggests
that for heterogeneoﬀs groﬀnd scenes, an aﬁeraging of the measﬀred
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Table 4.5: Relatiﬁe di੖erence of original SCIAMACHY measﬀrements
SCDSCIA(ϑ, ϕ) and redﬀced-resolﬀtion SCIAMACHY measﬀre-
ments SCDSCIAred.res.(ϑ, ϕ) for foﬀr eﬃemplary orbits from the year2011.
relatiﬁe di੖erence SCDSCIA(ϑ,ϕ)SCDSCIAred.res.(ϑ,ϕ) − 1 [%]orbit nﬀmber 46222 47514 48821 50143
Latitﬀde range 01 Jan 2011 01 Apr 2011 01 Jﬀl 2011 01 Oct 2011
90°S - 80°S -0.15 +0.00 n/a +0.75
80°S - 70°S +4.1 -16. n/a +2.6
70°S - 60°S +1.0 +2.7 -6.1 +0.68
60°S - 50°S +0.90 +0.87 +2.3 +0.44
50°S - 40°S +0.75 +2.2 +1.7 +0.49
40°S - 30°S +0.12 +0.59 +0.92 +2.3
30°S - 20°S -0.32 +0.23 +1.2 +0.59
20°S - 10°S -0.34 +0.29 -0.54 +0.51
10°S - 0° +0.28 -0.29 -0.051 +0.35
0° - 10°N +0.75 +1.1 +0.054 +0.062
10°N - 20°N +0.47 +0.056 +0.063 +0.62
20°N - 30°N +0.12 +0.086 -0.11 +0.36
30°N - 40°N +0.51 +0.11 +0.080 +0.62
40°N - 50°N +0.61 -0.014 +0.38 +0.25
50°N - 60°N +0.29 +0.33 +0.66 +0.64
60°N - 70°N -16. +1.2 +0.90 +0.22
70°N - 80°N +3.8 -1.0 +2.3 -6.3
80°N - 90°N n/a -2.4 +0.83 -17.
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Figﬀre 4.17: Monthly aﬁerages of VCDtrop NO2 oﬁer foﬀr coﬀntry to conti-nental scale areas, for the time period Aﬀgﬀst 2002 – Jﬀne 2003.
e regions are the same as ﬀsed in Richter et al. (2005). Only
those days for ﬂhich both GOME and SCIAMACHY measﬀre-
ments for a city are aﬁailable are taken into accoﬀnt (from Hilboll
et al., 2013a).
spectra is not alﬂays eqﬀiﬁalent to an aﬁeraging of the actﬀal NO2colﬀmns, and hints toﬂards possible non-linearities in the approach.
As this e੖ect is most oen obserﬁed for cities in desert-like areas,
one coﬀld also specﬀlate that the spectral signatﬀre of bare soil, ﬂhich
ﬂas shoﬂn to in੘ﬀenceNO2 DOAS retrieﬁals by Richter et al. (2011), isdi੖erently captﬀred by the GOME and SCIAMACHY instrﬀments and
thﬀs leads to the obserﬁed oﬁer-correction. One reason for this coﬀld
be the di੖erent local oﬁerpass times of the tﬂo instrﬀments: as GOME
measﬀres approﬃ. 30 minﬀtes later than SCIAMACHY, the measﬀre-
ments are at loﬂer solar zenith angle, ﬂhich leads to di੖erences in the
ﬀpﬂelling radiance, possibly in੘ﬀencing the soil signal.
Since the resolﬀtion correction factors are calcﬀlated from the NO2colﬀmns measﬀred by SCIAMACHY dﬀring the years 2003–2011, they
represent the aﬁerage spatial distribﬀtion of this time period. For cities
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ﬂith large temporalNO2 changes, this can potentially lead to inaccﬀra-cies ﬂhen the aﬁerage spatial strﬀctﬀre of 2003–2011 is sﬀperimposed
on measﬀrements from 2002/2003 and before. Rapid changes, sﬀch as
constrﬀction of neﬂ poﬂer plants, groﬂth of cities, or implementation
of NOx redﬀction technologies may change the spatial paern of NO2on the scales resolﬁed by SCIAMACHY (see Sect. 4.5.4), leading to bi-
ases in the GOME resolﬀtion correction. Hoﬂeﬁer, analysis of annﬀal
(instead of climatologically aﬁeraged) resolﬀtion correction factors did
not yield ੗rm eﬁidence for sﬀch systematic e੖ects, at least not ﬂithin
the ﬀncertainty of the ﬁalﬀes.
e potential in੘ﬀence of the di੖erence in measﬀrement times coﬀld
in principle be inﬁestigated ﬀsing GOME measﬀrements from the in-
strﬀment’s narroﬂ sﬂath mode. In practice, the small nﬀmber of sﬀch
measﬀrements and the di੖erent temporal sampling compared to nor-
mal instrﬀment operation make an interpretation of the resﬀlts ﬁery
challenging.
Formost inﬁestigated cities, the resolﬀtion correction factor is a ﬁalﬀ-
able tool to combine NO2 measﬀrements from GOME and SCIAMA-CHY consistently, as it is able to captﬀre the impact of the di੖erent in-
strﬀmental resolﬀtions ﬁery ﬂell. Aer applying it to GOME measﬀre-
ments, combined time series of troposphericNO2 colﬀmns do not shoﬂinstrﬀmental di੖erences any more in many cases (Fig. 4.18), alloﬂing
for the ੗rst time the eﬁalﬀation of long-termNO2 trends oﬁer local hot-spots. Hoﬂeﬁer, it has to be noted that especially oﬁer small, localized
regions, the resolﬀtion correction does not ﬂork perfectly ﬂell; espe-
cially for qﬀantitatiﬁe trend analysis ﬂith corresponding error analysis,
a di੖erent approach shoﬀld be deﬁeloped.
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Figﬀre 4.18: Time series of original GOME (blﬀe), resolﬀtion-corrected GOME
(green), and SCIAMACHY (red) measﬀrements of tropospheric
NO2 for the three selected megacities Mﬀmbai, Seoﬀl, and Meﬃ-ico City (from Hilboll et al., 2013a).
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4.6.1 Method*
An alternatiﬁe approach to eﬁalﬀate the combined time series for tem-
poral changes is to ﬀse a trend model ﬂhich inclﬀdes a parameter al-
loﬂing for adjﬀstments betﬂeen the tﬂo data sets. Sﬀch an analysis is
not based on modelling the physical process of spatial aﬁeraging bﬀt
has the adﬁantage of accoﬀnting also for other di੖erences betﬂeen the
datasets and of proﬁiding a more rigoroﬀs error assessment. In order
*is sﬀbsection has been preﬁioﬀsly pﬀblished as part of Hilboll et al. (2013a).
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to accoﬀnt for the systematic di੖erence betﬂeen GOME and SCIAMA-
CHYmeasﬀrements, the approach proposed byMierﬀch et al. (2008) for
the analysis of global ﬂater ﬁapoﬀr trends ﬂas folloﬂed. e method
is based on the ﬂork of Weatherhead et al. (1998) and Tiao et al. (1990),
and eﬃplicitly accoﬀnts for the instrﬀmental di੖erence ﬂith a leﬁelshi
parameter in the ੗ing procedﬀre.
In addition to a linear change and an annﬀal cycle in the obserﬁed
NO2 colﬀmns, the trend model eﬃplicitly accoﬀnts for a) a leﬁelshibetﬂeen the tﬂo instrﬀments and b) for a change in the amplitﬀde of
the seasonal ﬁariation. In brief, the time series of monthly aﬁerages of
NO2 measﬀrements Y(t) is described by the eqﬀation
Y(t) = µ + ωt + δU(t) + S(t) + N(t) (E 4.3)
ﬂhere µ is the VCDtrop measﬀrement at time t = 0, ω is the monthlytrend component, and t is the time in months since Janﬀary 1996. δ is
the leﬁelshi betﬂeen GOME and SCIAMACHY measﬀrements occﬀr-
ring at time t = T0 (ﬂhich ﬂas set to Janﬀary 2003), and U(t) is the
step fﬀnction
U(t) =
{
0 t < T0
1 t ≥ T0 (E 4.4)
e seasonal component S(t) has the same shape (represented by har-
monic fﬀnctions) and ﬁarying amplitﬀde for the tﬂo instrﬀments, and
is modelled by
S(t) = (1 + (γ− 1)U(t))
4
∑
j=1
(
β1,j sin
(
2pi jt
12
)
+ β2,j cos
(
2pi jt
12
))
(E 4.5)
ﬂhere the term (γ − 1)U(t) describes the amplitﬀde change of the
seasonality component at the change betﬂeen the instrﬀments. N(t),
੗nally, is the noise component, i.e. the part of the time series ﬂhich
cannot be eﬃplained by the ﬀnderlying model.
e trend estimator ωˆ is calcﬀlated in a tﬂo-step procedﬀre: First,
the noise components N(t) are deriﬁed by solﬁing Eq. 4.3 for those es-
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Figﬀre 4.19: Aﬀtocorrelation coeਖ਼cient of the noise process N(t) (blﬀe)
ﬂith 1σ-ﬁariability (red) for all global timeseries, gridded to
0.25°×0.25°.
timators µˆ, ωˆ, δˆ, and γˆ ﬂhich lead to minimal N(t). Aer sﬀbtracting
the seasonal component S(t), ﬂhich ﬀsﬀally has negligible e੖ect on
the estimation of the other trend parameters (Weatherhead et al., 1998),
the aﬀtocorrelations are accoﬀnted for ﬀsing a linear matriﬃ transfor-
mation. Finally, linear regression is applied to deriﬁe the estimators µˆ,
ωˆ, δˆ, and γˆ (Mierﬀch et al., 2008).
For the estimation of the trend error, it is assﬀmed that the noise
process N(t) is AR(1), i. e., aﬀtoregressiﬁe ﬂith lag 1, an assﬀmption
ﬂhich is clearly ﬁalid in the present case (see Fig. 4.19). e aﬀtocorre-
lation in the noise is accoﬀnted for in the error calcﬀlation as detailed
in Mierﬀch et al. (2008). e trend is assﬀmed to be signi੗cant if and
only if
PH0 (|ωˆ| > 2σωˆ) = erf
(
ˆ|ω|
σωˆ
√
2
)
> 95% (E 4.6)
ﬂith
erf(x) = 2√
pi
∫ x
0
e−t
2
dt (E 4.7)
being the Gaﬀss error fﬀnction.
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Figﬀre 4.20: Comparison of resolﬀtion correction factor and leﬁelshi o੖set
(from Hilboll et al., 2013a).
4.6.2 Comparison of resolution correction factor Γ and levelshi param-
eter δ*
As both the resolﬀtion correction factor Γ and the leﬁelshi param-
eter δ are measﬀres for hoﬂ large the tropospheric NO2 content ata giﬁen point is compared to its sﬀrroﬀnding area, the tﬂo datasets
shoﬀld shoﬂ large similarities. Indeed, as shoﬂn in Fig. 4.20, the maps
of the respectiﬁe impacts of Γ and δ are in ﬁery good agreement. For eﬃ-
ample, large ﬀrban agglomerations, sﬀch asMadrid, Paris, Moscoﬂ, and
Istanbﬀl, are clearly ﬁisible in both datasets. As the tﬂo methods are
ﬀnconnected and only depend on the satellite measﬀrements, one can
conclﬀde that both techniqﬀes are legitimate approaches to oﬁercome
the issﬀe of ﬁarying piﬃel sizes ﬂhen combining measﬀrements from
GOME and SCIAMACHY. Hoﬂeﬁer, the leﬁelshi can also accoﬀnt for
other, not resolﬀtion related di੖erences betﬂeen the tﬂo datasets.
If the resolﬀtion correction method described in Sect. 4.5 ﬂorked
perfectly ﬂell, the application of the leﬁelshi trend model (Eq. 4.3)
to resolﬀtion-corrected GOME measﬀrements VCD GOMEcorr and SCIA-MACHY measﬀrements VCD SCIAtrop shoﬀld yield a leﬁelshi δ eqﬀiﬁa-lent to the instrﬀmental bias betﬂeen GOME and SCIAMACHY mea-
*is sﬀbsection has been preﬁioﬀsly pﬀblished as part of Hilboll et al. (2013a).
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Figﬀre 4.21: Comparison of leﬁelshi o੖set δ betﬂeen the original (le) and
resolﬀtion-corrected (right) GOME measﬀrements and the SCIA-
MACHY dataset (from Hilboll et al., 2013a).
sﬀrements, ﬂhich is assﬀmed to be negligibly small. In practice, the
resolﬀtion correction only prodﬀces ﬁalid resﬀlts ﬂhen the actﬀal tro-
pospheric NO2 colﬀmn is considerably larger than the instrﬀment’sdetection limit, as pointed oﬀt in Sect. 4.5.3. Figﬀre 4.21 compares the
spatial distribﬀtion of the leﬁelshi o੖set δ calcﬀlated for the original
and the resolﬀtion-corrected GOME datasets. As eﬃpected, the original
data shoﬂ a characteristic paern of positiﬁe and negatiﬁe leﬁelshis
δ oﬁer and adjacent to pollﬀtion hot spots, respectiﬁely, along the East
and Soﬀth coasts of the Japanese main island Honshū and oﬁer Soﬀth
Korea. ese paerns dissolﬁe ﬂhen the leﬁelshi model is applied
to resolﬀtion-corrected GOME measﬀrements. Hoﬂeﬁer, the leﬁelshi
does not totally ﬁanish. While oﬁer Japan and the Korean peninsﬀla,
δ is redﬀced signi੗cantly and close to zero in the resolﬀtion-corrected
dataset, the area aroﬀnd Shanghai in Eastern China still shoﬂs enhanced
leﬁelshis of 10− 14× 1015 molec cm−2 , ﬂhich is aboﬀt 40% loﬂer
than in the original dataset. One possible eﬃplanation is the temporal
changes in the spatial NO2 paerns, ﬂhich cannot be accoﬀnted forﬀsing the resolﬀtion correction factor (see Sect. 4.5.6). As it can be seen
from Fig. 4.24, the largest changes in tropospheric NO2 colﬀmns inthe Shanghai area do not happen in the city itself, bﬀt rather North-
West of Shanghai. Most of these changes are dﬀe to a steep increase
in the years 2002–2005. is resﬀlts in a decrease of the spatial NO2gradient oﬁer time, and conseqﬀently, the resolﬀtion correction factor
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calcﬀlated from the 2003–2011 climatology is too loﬂ for the stronger
spatial gradients of the 1996–2002 period. As a resﬀlt, a clearly ﬁisible
gap betﬂeen GOME and SCIAMACHY measﬀrements remains in the
time series for Shanghai, ﬂhich resﬀlts in the large leﬁelshi ﬂhich can
be obserﬁed.
4.6.3 Global distribution of tropospheric NO2 changes*
e leﬁelshimodel has been applied to the combined dataset of GOME
(Jan 1996 –Dec 2002) and SCIAMACHY (Jan 2003 –Dec 2011) measﬀre-
ments.e resﬀlts shoﬂ strong and signi੗cant changes in tropospheric
NO2 colﬀmns for large areas in North America, Eﬀrope, the MiddleEast, China, Japan, and India (see Fig. 4.22). While Western coﬀntries
haﬁe eﬃperienced strongly decreasingVCDtrop NO2 dﬀring the past 16years, deﬁeloping coﬀntries like India, China, and in the Middle East,
shoﬂ strongly increasing NO2 colﬀmns. Oﬁer the United States, largedecreases can be obserﬁed for the Los Angeles metropolitan area and
for large parts of the Eastern U.S. ere, the areas ﬂith the largest re-
dﬀctions coincide ﬂith those areas already shoﬂn to be strongly af-
fected by poﬂer plant emission redﬀctions (see Kim et al., 2006). In the
Middle East, the large increases are limited to large ﬀrban agglomer-
ations, like the cities of Dimashq, Baghdad, Kﬀﬂait, Tehran, Isfahan,
Riyadh, Jeddah, Cairo, Doha, and Dﬀbai. For the regions de੗ned in Fig.
4.5, the resﬀlts are sﬀmmarised in Tab. 4.6. All these obserﬁations are
in good agreement ﬂith the general ੗ndings presented in Sect. 4.4, and
are backed byGranier et al. (2011), ﬂho report according trends inNOxemissions in all major emission inﬁentories.
e resﬀlts from the combined GOME/SCIAMACHY dataset can be
compared to trends ﬂhich are deriﬁed from GOME or SCIAMACHY
measﬀrements alone, as shoﬂn in Fig. 4.23. Obﬁioﬀs di੖erences can be
identi੗ed for North America, Eﬀrope, and China. Oﬁer the East coast
of the U.S., the largest annﬀal decreases in tropospheric NO2 colﬀmnscan be obserﬁed in the SCIAMACHY time series. In Eﬀrope, the GOME
*is sﬀbsection has been preﬁioﬀsly pﬀblished as part of Hilboll et al. (2013a).
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Figﬀre 4.22: Slope ω of the linear trend component of the leﬁelshi trend
model (Eq. 4.3), applied to monthly aﬁerages of GOME and SCIA-
MACHY measﬀrements from 1996–2011, gridded to 0.25°. ose
grid cells ﬂhere the tﬂo-sided p-ﬁalﬀe for a hypothesis test ﬂhose
nﬀll hypothesis is that the slope is zero is larger than 0.05 are eﬃ-
clﬀded from the plot (from Hilboll et al., 2013a).
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Figﬀre 4.23: Slope ω of the seasonality model (Eq. 4.3 ﬂithoﬀt the leﬁelshi
terms δU(t) and (γ − 1)U(t)), applied to monthly aﬁerages of
GOME (top) and SCIAMACHY (boom) measﬀrements alone. All
data haﬁe been gridded to 0.25° before performing the model ੗t.
Contrary to Fig. 4.22, insigni੗cant trends haﬁe not been masked
oﬀt (from Hilboll et al., 2013a).
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(a) absolﬀte changes (b) relatiﬁe changes (base year 1996)
Figﬀre 4.24: Annﬀal change in VCDtrop NO2 oﬁer China deriﬁed from theleﬁelshi trend model for the years 1996–2011. e maps shoﬂ
the signi੗cant ﬁalﬀes of the linear trend component ω from the
leﬁelshi model (Eq. 4.3) in absolﬀte ﬁalﬀes (le) and relatiﬁe
changes (right) (from Hilboll et al., 2013a).
time series shoﬂs considerably larger decreases in VCDtrop NO2 thanboth the SCIAMACHY and the combined time series. At the Chinese
East coast, ੗nally, the area shoﬂing large annﬀal increases is consider-
ably larger in the SCIAMACHY period than in the GOME time series.
is obserﬁation is consistentﬂith the obserﬁed increase in the fraction
of highly pollﬀted areas in China (see Fig. 4.7), and is backed by a com-
parison of absolﬀte to relatiﬁe changes, as shoﬂn in Fig. 4.24. While
in the absolﬀte changes, the ﬂell knoﬂn area of East Central China
shoﬂs the largest ﬀpﬂard trend, the spatial distribﬀtion of the relatiﬁe
changes is more homogeneoﬀs, and the largest relatiﬁe increases are
actﬀally seen at the margins of the area ﬂith highest NO2 colﬀmns.Large annﬀal increases of 10% and more can be obserﬁed in eﬃtended
areas. Apart from the Chinese coastal area, ﬂhich hosts the bﬀlk of the
nation’s economic actiﬁities and is knoﬂn for its high leﬁels of air pol-
lﬀtion, other regions shoﬂ large relatiﬁe trends as ﬂell. Especially in
Inner Mongolia and Xingjiang, and in the Ningﬃia, Shaanﬃi, and Gansﬀ
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regions of central China, large relatiﬁe groﬂth rates in tropospheric
NO2 colﬀmns can be obserﬁed. As these areas still shoﬂ relatiﬁely loﬂ
VCDtrop NO2, they do not stand oﬀt in the absolﬀte annﬀal increases.It shoﬀld hoﬂeﬁer be noted that especially in these regions of large
economic groﬂth, neﬂ point soﬀrces (like e.g. poﬂer plants) can be
constrﬀcted, and their neﬂ emissions ﬂill shoﬂ ﬀp as large non-linear
relatiﬁe groﬂth rates. Another interesting aspect in Fig. 4.24 is the large
increase of NO2 oﬁer the ocean betﬂeen China and Korea. is NO2is aribﬀted to transport of air from the pollﬀted regions on land and
giﬁes an idea of the impact of transport on the NO2 ੗elds obserﬁed incoﬀntries doﬂnﬂind of China. Any increases in emissions from ship-
ping also need to be considered. It is noteﬂorthy to also point oﬀt that
the e੖ect of transport of air pollﬀtion also limits the spatial resolﬀtion
of the satellite NO2 maps, in particﬀlar in ﬂinter.e di੖erences betﬂeen the trends in the GOME and SCIAMACHY
time periods indicates an oﬁerall problem ﬂith the assﬀmption of lin-
ear trends in NOx emissions and NO2 colﬀmns. As emissions are con-trolled by technological, political, and economic factors, rapid, non-
linear changes haﬁe to be eﬃpected. is issﬀe has already been raised
by Konoﬁaloﬁ et al. (2010), bﬀt for most regions, the length of the time
series in combination ﬂith the ﬀncertainties of the indiﬁidﬀal ﬁalﬀes
does not yet alloﬂ for reliable detection of the non-linear component
of the obserﬁed changes. Hoﬂeﬁer, for indiﬁidﬀal time series oﬁer se-
lected regions (i.e. Los Angeles and Athens), the non-linearity is obﬁi-
oﬀs and has to be taken into accoﬀnt ﬂhen interpreting the data.
4.6.4 VCDtrop NO2 over megacities*
e leﬁelshi trend model enables the deﬁelopment of indiﬁidﬀal pol-
lﬀtion hot spots’ NO2 abﬀndances to be inﬁestigated. As it does notreqﬀire the spatial doﬂn-sampling applied in preﬁioﬀs stﬀdies (ﬁan der
A et al., 2008; Konoﬁaloﬁ et al., 2010), accﬀrate estimation of the tem-
*Parts of this sﬀbsection haﬁe been preﬁioﬀsly pﬀblished as part of Hilboll et al.
(2013a).
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Table 4.6: Annﬀal groﬂth rate ∆VCDtrop NO2 from the leﬁelshi model (Eq.4.3) and the mﬀlti-instrﬀment ੗t (Eq. 4.8) for the regions shoﬂn in
Fig. 4.5.e relatiﬁe trends haﬁe been compﬀted relatiﬁe to the 1996
annﬀal mean.
Region Leﬁelshi-model (orig. GOME data) Mﬀlti-instrﬀment ੗t
[ 1014 molec cm−2 yr−1] [% yr−1] [ 1014 molec cm−2 yr−1] [% yr−1]
Continental U.S. -0.82± 0.14 -1.72± 0.30 -0.78± 0.20 -1.66± 0.42
Central-Eastern U.S. -2.94± 0.38 -2.96± 0.38 -2.65± 0.47 -2.69± 0.48
Western Eﬀrope -2.94± 0.63 -2.61± 0.56 -2.63± 0.85 -2.35± 0.76
Japan -0.49± 0.13 -1.24± 0.33 -0.49± 0.17 -1.24± 0.42
Middle East +0.779± 0.082 +4.00± 0.42 +0.727± 0.093 +3.70± 0.47
East Central China +10.1± 1.1 +20.5± 2.2 +8.7± 1.2 +16.3± 2.2
North Central India +1.30± 0.27 +4.05± 0.84 +1.05± 0.32 +3.23± 0.98
poral eﬁolﬀtion of NO2 pollﬀtion of localized soﬀrces becomes feasible.e trend estimates for a ﬁariety of megacities are sﬀmmarized in Tab.
4.7. e strongest relatiﬁe ﬀpﬂard trends are ﬁisible oﬁer the cities of
Dhaka in Bangladesh and Baghdad in Iraq, at and, respectiﬁely, ﬂhich
is in agreement ﬂith Schneider and ﬁan der A (2012). e apparent dif-
ference betﬂeen oﬀr trend estimates and those pﬀblished in Schneider
and ﬁan der A (2012) can be eﬃplained ﬂith the di੖erent reference year
(1996 ﬁs. 2002).
e retrieﬁedNO2 trend is comparable ﬀsing original and resolﬀtion-correctedGOMEmeasﬀrements in the leﬁelshi ੗t; in ﬁirtﬀally all cases
the absolﬀte groﬂth rates betﬂeen the tﬂo datasets agree ﬂithin the
assﬀmed ﬀncertainty (see Tab. 4.7). e respectiﬁe relatiﬁe trends, hoﬂ-
eﬁer, di੖er considerably, mainly becaﬀse the data in the reference year
1996 are systematically higher in the resolﬀtion-corrected GOME than
in the original dataset. Eﬃemplary, time series for Neﬂ York, Tehran,
Mﬀmbai, and Beijing are shoﬂn in Figﬀre 4.25.
For all foﬀr cities, the gridded VCDtrop NO2 (on a 116 °× 116 ° grid)haﬁe been aﬁeraged oﬁer an area of 1.0°×0.5° (1.0°×0.75° in the case
of Mﬀmbai). In all cases, it is clearly ﬁisible that a) there are signi੗cant
di੖erences betﬂeen GOME and SCIAMACHY measﬀrements ﬂhich
mﬀst not be ignored, and that b) these di੖erences are being addressed
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Table 4.7: Annﬀal groﬂth rate ∆VCDtrop NO2 from the leﬁelshi model (Eq.4.3) and the mﬀlti-instrﬀment ੗t (Eq. 4.8) for a list of megacities.
e relatiﬁe trends haﬁe been compﬀted relatiﬁe to the 1996 annﬀal
mean. Non-signi੗cant trends (see Eq. 4.6) are shoﬂn in italics.
City Leﬁelshi-model (orig. GOME data) Mﬀlti-instrﬀment ੗t
[ 1014 molec cm−2 yr−1] [% yr−1] [ 1014 molec cm−2 yr−1] [% yr−1]
Algiers +0.74± 0.14 +3.64±0.69 +0.60± 0.18 +2.89± 0.88
Athens -2.33± 0.70 -4.1±1.2 -2.09± 0.83 -3.7± 1.5
Baghdad +3.54± 0.33 +20.7±1.9 +3.24± 0.37 +18.0± 2.1
Beijing +8.8± 2.5 +6.7±1.9 +9.5± 2.9 +7.3± 2.2
Bﬀenos Aires +1.14± 0.48 +3.9±1.6 +0.55± 0.51 +1.7± 1.6
Cairo +1.91± 0.25 +7.21±0.93 +1.73± 0.28 +6.4± 1.0
Chicago -6.7± 1.8 -4.1±1.1 -6.2± 2.2 -3.9± 1.4
Dhaka +3.66± 0.52 +27.2±3.9 +3.41± 0.54 +24.0± 3.8
Dimashq +3.44± 0.54 +10.2±1.6 +2.62± 0.53 +7.2± 1.4
Gﬀangzhoﬀ +1.2± 2.0 1.3±2.0 +0.2± 2.6 +0.2± 2.6
Hong Kong -2.6± 1.8 -2.3±1.6 -1.1± 2.3 -1.0± 2.1
Istanbﬀl -0.5± 1.1 -0.7±1.5 -0.4± 1.1 -0.5± 1.5
Jakarta -1.45± 0.42 -3.9±1.1 -1.19± 0.41 3.3± 1.1
Jeddah +1.30± 0.29 +4.07±0.92 +1.4 2± 0.36 +4.5± 1.2
Karachi +0.94± 0.22 +6.8±1.6 +0.85± 0.25 +6.0± 1.8
Kolkata +0.75± 0.22 +2.98±0.89 +0.80± 0.26 +3.2± 1.0
Lagos +0.41± 0.10 +3.41±0.83 +0.33± 0.12 +2.68± 0.95
Lima +0.99± 0.40 +7.1±2.9 +1.06± 0.36 +7.9± 2.7
London -4.4± 1.3 -2.40±0.71 -3.0± 1.6 -1.66± 0.91
Los Angeles -13.7± 1.7 -6.00±0.72 -13.2± 2.6 -5.8± 1.2
Manila -1.13± 0.18 -5.32±0.85 -1.03± 0.20 -4.93± 0.95
Meﬃico City -0.65± 0.83 -1.2±1.5 +0.51± 0.82 +1.0± 1.6
Moscoﬂ -0.2± 1.5 -0.3±1.9 -1.4± 1.6 -1.6± 1.9
Mﬀmbai +0.82± 0.17 4.31±0.91 +0.70± 0.21 +3.6± 1.1
Neﬂ Delhi +3.07± 0.53 +9.3±1.6 +2.57± 0.60 +7.4± 1.7
Neﬂ York -5.3± 1.7 -2.45±0.80 -5.7± 2.3 -2.6± 1.0
Osaka -1.94± 0.98 -1.74±0.88 -2.54± 0.98 -2.23± 0.86
Paris -4.6± 2.0 -3.0±1.3 -5.2± 2.5 -3.3± 1.6
Riyadh +2.01± 0.39 +6.7±1.3 +2.05± 0.38 +6.9± 1.3
São Paolo +0.52± 0.46 -1.3±1.2 +0.37± 0.52 +0.9± 1.3
Seoﬀl +0.6±1.7 0.4±1.1 +1.0± 1.8 +0.7± 1.2
Shanghai +11.9± 3.1 +12.8±3.3 +9.4± 3.0 +9.2± 2.9
Shenzhen -2.4± 1.6 -1.9±1.3 -2.2± 1.7 -1.8± 1.3
Tehran +2.08± 0.68 +5.7±1.9 +2.68± 0.93 +7.8± 2.7
Tokyo -5.2± 1.1 -3.61±0.79 -5.4± 1.4 -3.77± 0.97
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(d) Beijing
Figﬀre 4.25: Time series of monthly VCDtrop NO2 (dots), ੗ed leﬁelshitrend model (thick line), and linear component of the ੗t (straight
line) for the time periods 1996–2002 (GOME, blﬀe) and 2003–2011
(SCIAMACHY, red) (from Hilboll et al., 2013a).
ing trend of −5.3± 1.7× 1014 molec cm−2 yr−1. is is considerably
stronger than the−0.3± 1.7× 1014 molec cm−2 yr−1 reported for the
1996–2006 time period by ﬁan der A et al. (2008). Hoﬂeﬁer, one has to
note the di੖erences, namely that oﬀr stﬀdy period is ੗ﬁe years longer,
and that ﬁan der A et al. did not accoﬀnt for instrﬀmental di੖erences
betﬂeen GOME and SCIAMACHY measﬀrements. Figﬀre 4.25 shoﬂs
that VCDtrop measﬀred by SCIAMACHY are signi੗cantly higher thanthose retrieﬁed from GOME measﬀrements, ﬂhich leads to an ﬀnder-
estimation of a doﬂnﬂard trend if not accoﬀnted for. Tehran, Mﬀmbai,
and Beijing all shoﬂ ﬁery pronoﬀnced ﬀpﬂard trends of+2.1± 0.68×
1014, +8.2± 1.7× 1014, and +8.8± 2.5× 1014 molec cm−2 yr−1, re-
spectiﬁely. ese resﬀlts compare ﬂell to those reported by ﬁan der
A et al. (2008), ﬂho qﬀote +2.6 ± 0.5 × 1014, +7 ± 3 × 1013, and
+12± 2.9× 1014 molec cm−2 yr−1. When repeated for the 1996–2006
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period, the resﬀlts of the trend calcﬀlation become similar to those by
ﬁan der A et al. (2008) both in magnitﬀde an in ﬀncertainty (see Table
B.5). Here, I deriﬁe trends of+1.9± 0.82× 1014 molec cm−2 yr−1 and
+8.8 ± 3.6 × 1014 molec cm−2 yr−1, for Tehran and Beijing, respec-
tiﬁely. e larger trends by ﬁan der A et al. might partly be caﬀsed
by them not accoﬀnting for the o੖set betﬂeen GOME and SCIAMA-
CHY measﬀrements, as the jﬀmp in NO2 ﬁalﬀes betﬂeen the tﬂo in-strﬀments biases a standard trend model toﬂards higher groﬂth rates.
Generally, one can obserﬁe a conﬁincing redﬀction of the trend ﬀncer-
tainties by ﬀsing oﬀr leﬁelshi model, as compared to the estimates
presented in ﬁan der A et al. (2008), ﬂhich leads to signi੗cant trends in
most of the regions considered in this stﬀdy. Hoﬂeﬁer, this redﬀction
in ﬀncertainty is mostly dﬀe to the longer stﬀdy period.
Comparing the trend resﬀlts from the tﬂo stﬀdy periods 1996–2006
and 1996–2011 fﬀrther illﬀstrates that, e. g., the North Americanmegac-
ities NeﬂYork City and Los Angeles shoﬂ ﬁery pronoﬀnced doﬂnﬂard
NO2 trends in the longer period, ﬂhile the trend analysis does not yieldany signi੗cant trends for 1996-2006 alone. is is dﬀe to an interplay
betﬂeen changes in economic actiﬁity, emission control measﬀres, and
nonlinear chemistry, ﬂhich can lead to non-linear NO2 changes, as al-ready obserﬁed by Rﬀssell et al. (2012).
In China, it is interesting to note that the cities in the Pearl Riﬁer
Delta (Gﬀangzhoﬀ, Shenzhen, and Hong Kong) do not shoﬂ signi੗cant
trends. While this might be eﬃpected in Hong Kong, ﬂhich indﬀstri-
alised earlier and has an adﬁanced leﬁel of economic deﬁelopment, it
seems sﬀrprising that NO2 pollﬀtion in Shenzhen, ﬂhose popﬀlationhas more than doﬀbled since 1995 (O’Donnell, 2011), has not increased.
Hoﬂeﬁer, the regional goﬁernment of Hong Kong has established ef-
fectiﬁe ﬁehicle emission control measﬀres dﬀring the 2000s, leading
to a signi੗cant decrease of 28% in roadside NOx concentrations be-tﬂeen 1999 and 2011, ﬂith concentrations sloﬂly starting to increase
again since 2009 (Air Science Groﬀp, Enﬁironmental Protection Depart-
ment, e Goﬁernment of Hong Kong Special Administratiﬁe Region,
2012). Fﬀrthermore, the regional goﬁernments of Hong Kong and the
Gﬀangdong proﬁince haﬁe in 2003 agreed on the Pearl Riﬁer Delta Re-
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gional Air ality Management Plan (Enﬁironmental Protection De-
partment, e Goﬁernment of the Hong Kong Special Administratiﬁe
Region‘, 2004), ﬂhich seems to haﬁe considerably sloﬂed the increase
of air pollﬀtant emissions (Enﬁironmental Protection Department, e
Goﬁernment of the Hong Kong Special Administratiﬁe Region‘, 2012),
e੖ectiﬁely coﬀnteracting the hﬀge increase in popﬀlation and indﬀs-
trial actiﬁity.
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As measﬀrements of tropospheric NO2 from di੖erent satellite instrﬀ-ments are becoming aﬁailable, it is necessary to ੗nd ﬂays to analyse
these data in an integrated consistent and consolidated manner. e
leﬁelshi model presented in Sect. 4.6 has the limitation that it can only
accoﬀnt for onemeasﬀrement per time step.erefore, the method ﬂas
eﬁolﬁed to be able to ﬀse measﬀrements from all foﬀr aﬁailable instrﬀ-
ments by deﬁeloping a non-linear trend model accoﬀnting for the dif-
ferences in the measﬀred VCDtrop from GOME, SCIAMACHY, OMI,and GOME-2 (Hilboll et al., 2013b).
4.7.1 Method description**
e time series Y(t, i) of aﬁerage NO2 measﬀrements made by instrﬀ-ment i in month t is modeled as
Y(t, i) = µi + ωt + ηi × S(t) + N(t, i) (E 4.8)
S(t) =
4
∑
j=1
(
β1,j sin
(
2pi jt
12
)
+ β2,j cos
(
2pi jt
12
))
.
ω is the linear trend component, ﬂhich is assﬀmed to be common
among all foﬀr instrﬀments. µi are the o੖sets of the linear trend per
*is section has been preﬁioﬀsly pﬀblished as part of Hilboll et al.
(2013a).
**is sﬀbsection has been preﬁioﬀsly pﬀblished as part of Hilboll et al. (2013a).
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instrﬀment, and ηi giﬁes the relatiﬁe amplitﬀde of the seasonality com-
ponent (ﬂith η1 ≡ 1). e optimal trend estimators (ωˆ, . . .) are then
calcﬀlated by minimizing the sﬀm of the sqﬀared noise components
N(t, i), applying ﬂeights to the indiﬁidﬀal monthly aﬁerages Y(t, i) to
accoﬀnt for the ﬁarying nﬀmber of instrﬀments proﬁiding VCDtrop attime t.
4.7.2 Error analysis*
As the mﬀlti-instrﬀment trend model alloﬂs more than one measﬀre-
ment at each point in time, an analytical deriﬁation of the resﬀlting
ﬀncertainties is not easily possible. erefore, the ﬀncertainties of the
trend estimators haﬁe been calcﬀlated ﬀsing the bootstrap techniqﬀe
(Efron and Tibshirani, 1993). e main idea of the bootstrap is to ran-
domly reorder the random parts of the data (the ﬂhole right-hand
side of Eq. 4.8 apart from the term N(t, i)) and repeat the model ੗t
ﬂith these resampled data to yield a replication of the trend estimators
(ωˆ, . . .). is process is repeated a large nﬀmber of times, and then the
standard error of the trend estimators can be deriﬁed from the distribﬀ-
tions of the replications.
To apply the bootstrap techniqﬀe to Eq. 4.8, the trend model is ੗rst
solﬁed for the set of optimal estimators (ωˆ, . . .). en it is necessary
to create a timeseries of the total residﬀals,
{
N˜(t)
}n
t=1
=
{
∑
i
1
m(t)
N(t, i)
}n
t=1
,
ﬂhere m(t) is the nﬀmber of measﬀrements at time t. Since the NO2timeseries shoﬂ a seasonal cycle, the resampling mﬀst try to preserﬁe
this temporal aﬀtocorrelation. Here, the nonparametric moﬁing block
bootstrap (MBB) algorithm is ﬀsed (Mﬀdelsee, 2010): e timeseries of
residﬀals {N˜(t)}n
t=1
is cﬀt into n− l + 1 consecﬀtiﬁe blocks of length
l, ﬂhich are alloﬂed to oﬁerlap. e block length l has been calcﬀlated
*Parts of this sﬀbsection haﬁe been preﬁioﬀsly pﬀblished as part of Hilboll et al.
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ﬀsing the algorithm by Bühlmann and Künsch (1999), ﬂhich is driﬁen
pﬀrely by the data. e MBB algorithm randomly draﬂs (ﬂith replace-
ment) ⌈ nl ⌉ blocks and concatenates them to form a neﬂ resampled time-series {N˜(t∗b)nt∗=1}. From these resampled total residﬀals, a neﬂ seriesof residﬀals N˜(t∗b, i) is constrﬀcted by draﬂing m(t) random nﬀmbers
from a normal distribﬀtion ﬂith mean N˜(t∗) and standard ﬁariation Σ,
ﬂhere Σ is the standard deﬁiation of all N(t, i).
A neﬂ timeseries of measﬀrements Y˜(t, i) is then calcﬀlated from
the trend estimators (ωˆ, . . .) and the resampled residﬀals N˜(t∗, i). e
trend model is then ੗ed to these resampled timeseries Y˜(t, i) to yield
a replication of the trend estimators θˆ∗b = (ωˆ∗b, . . .).
ese steps (the resampling of the residﬀals and the calcﬀlation of
the resﬀlting replications of the trend estimators) is repeated B times.
In this stﬀdy, B = 2000 ﬂas ﬀsed as this nﬀmber of replications has
shoﬂn to be large enoﬀgh yield reasonably consistent resﬀlts (Efron
and Tibshirani, 1993; Mﬀdelsee and Alkio, 2007; Mﬀdelsee, 2010). e
bootstrap standard error of the trend estimators is then calcﬀlated, fol-
loﬂing Mﬀdelsee (2010), by
sˆeθˆ∗ =
√√√√√ B∑
b=1
(
ˆθ∗b− ⟨θˆ∗b⟩)2
B− 1 . (E 4.9)
For determining the signi੗cance of the retrieﬁed trends, con੗dence
interﬁals for the trend estimators θˆ haﬁe been calcﬀlated. To take into
accoﬀnt possible biases and scale e੖ects, bootstrap bias-corrected and
accelerated (BCa) con੗dence interﬁals at the 95% are ﬀsed (Efron and
Tibshirani, 1993; Mﬀdelsee, 2010). ey are de੗ned as
CIθˆ,1−2α =
[
θˆ∗(α1); θˆ∗(α2)
]
, (E 4.10)
ﬂhere the notation θˆ∗(x) signi੗es the ﬁalﬀe of the θˆ∗ distribﬀtion at the
percentile x. e percentiles α1 and α2 are de੗ned, ﬀsing the standard
normal distribﬀtion fﬀnction
F(x) =
∫ x
−∞
f (x′)dx′,
(2013a).
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by
α1 = F
(
zˆ0 +
zˆ0 + z(α)
1− aˆ(zˆ0 + z(α)
)
and
α2 = F
(
zˆ0 +
zˆ0 + z(1− α)
1− aˆ(zˆ0 + z(1− α)
)
.
With zˆ0 = aˆ = 0, this de੗nition yields α1 = α and α2 = 1− α and
leads to the ﬀsﬀal con੗dence interﬁal. e correction for the median
estimation bias, zˆ0, is de੗ned by
zˆ0 = F
−1
(
#
(
θˆ∗b < θˆ
)
B
)
.
e acceleration aˆ measﬀres the rate of change of the standard error of
θˆ ﬂith respect to the trﬀe parameter ﬁalﬀe θ, and takes possible scale
e੖ects into accoﬀnt. It is de੗ned as
aˆ =
∑
n
j=1
(⟨
θˆ(j)
⟩
− θˆ(j)
)3
6
√
∑
n
j=1
(⟨
θˆ(j)
⟩
− θˆ(j)
)23 .
θˆ(j), the jackknife ﬁalﬀe of θˆ, is de੗ned as the estimator θˆ ﬂhich iscompﬀted from a sample of redﬀced size ﬂhere the jth ﬁalﬀe has been
remoﬁed . A trend estimator θˆ is then considered signi੗cant if and only
if the ﬁalﬀe 0 lies oﬀtside the BCa con੗dence interﬁal CIθˆ,1−2α. As aneﬃample, the distribﬀtion of the replications ωˆ for the NO2 measﬀre-ments oﬁer Istanbﬀl, Tehran, and Tokyo are shoﬂn in Fig. 4.26. It is
clearly ﬁisible that eﬁen in cases ﬂhen the di੖erent methods of trend
analysis do not yield signi੗cant resﬀlts, the trend estimator ωˆ almost
perfectly coincides ﬂith the mean of the bootstrap distribﬀtion, indicat-
ing that the chosen method to estimate the ﬀncertainties is ﬂell sﬀited
to the task.
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Figﬀre 4.26: Distribﬀtion of the B = 2000 replications of the estimator for the
linear trend component, ωˆ, for Istanbﬀl, Tehran, and Tokyo. e
‘trﬀe’ trend estimator ωˆ is marked in red. en mean of the repli-
cations is marked in orange, and the edges of the BCa con੗dence
interﬁal are marked in green.
4.7.3 Results and discussion*
As is apparent from Tabs. 4.6 and 4.7, the linear trend estimates ωˆ from
the mﬀlti-instrﬀment ੗t generally agree ﬁery ﬂell ﬂith those deriﬁed
from the leﬁelshi model.
Many regions do not shoﬂ large di੖erences betﬂeen the instrﬀments
(e.g. Neﬂ Delhi), ﬂhile in other regions, these di੖erences are strongly
pronoﬀnced, as in Tehran (see Fig. 4.27). Reasons for this inclﬀde dif-
fering spatial distribﬀtions of both the NO2 colﬀmns themselﬁes andother factors in੘ﬀencing the NO2 retrieﬁal, as e.g. aerosol load, sﬀrfacealtitﬀde, and sﬀrface spectral re੘ectance. All these qﬀantities in੘ﬀence
the retrieﬁed NO2 colﬀmns, as the di੖ering spatial resolﬀtions of thesatellite measﬀrements lead to instrﬀment-dependent spatial sampling,
ﬂhich in tﬀrn has a signi੗cant e੖ect on the obserﬁed NO2 amoﬀnts orleﬁels and their seasonality. A fﬀrther issﬀe is the di੖erent local times
of the satellite measﬀrements. As OMI measﬀres in the early aernoon,
diﬀrnal cycles of NO2 (ﬂhich can lead to large di੖erences betﬂeenmorning and noon, see, e. g., Hﬀijnen et al., 2010) and aerosols, as ﬂell
as the di੖erent angﬀlar sampling of spectral sﬀrface re੘ectance, can
lead to o੖sets betﬂeen the instrﬀments.
is can resﬀlt in ﬁarying groﬀnd amoﬀnts of retrieﬁed NO2 col-ﬀmns and ﬁarying seasonal cycles betﬂeen the foﬀr instrﬀments. For
*is sﬀbsection has been preﬁioﬀsly pﬀblished as part of Hilboll et al. (2013a).
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(a) Neﬂ Delhi (b) Neﬂ York
(c) Seoﬀl (d) Tehran
Figﬀre 4.27: Measﬀred monthly aﬁerage VCDtrop NO2 (dots) and ੗ed trendfﬀnction from the mﬀlti-instrﬀment trend model (lines) for the
foﬀr instrﬀments GOME (blﬀe), SCIAMACHY (red), OMI (green),
and GOME-2 (cyan) (from Hilboll et al., 2013a).
large groﬀnd scenes, the NO2 colﬀmns ﬂill be more inhomogeneoﬀsthan in small ones, leading to a stronger smearing of the high pollﬀ-
tion peaks of e.g. megacities. is is shoﬂn eﬃemplarily for the three
cities Neﬂ Delhi, Neﬂ York, and Tehran, ﬀsing topography (Hastings
et al., 1998), popﬀlation density (Center for International Earth Sci-
ence Information Netﬂork, Colﬀmbia Uniﬁersity et al., 2011), and NOﬃemission (Eﬀropean Commission, Joint Research Centre and Nether-
lands Enﬁironmental Assessment Agency, 2011) data (see Fig. 4.28). In
Neﬂ Delhi, ﬂhich lies in a topographically ੘at region ﬂith homoge-
neoﬀsly high popﬀlation density and NOx emissions, ﬁirtﬀally no dif-ference betﬂeen the foﬀr instrﬀments can be obserﬁed. Under these
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Figﬀre 4.28: Topography, popﬀlation density, and NOx emissions for thethree selected megacity regions Neﬂ Delhi (India), Neﬂ York
(United States), and Tehran (Iran). Topographic data is from the
GLOBE project (Hastings et al., 1998), popﬀlation density data
from the GRUMP dataset (Center for International Earth Science
Information Netﬂork, Colﬀmbia Uniﬁersity et al., 2011), andNOxemission ﬁalﬀes are from the EDGAR database (Eﬀropean Com-
mission, Joint Research Centre and Netherlands Enﬁironmental
Assessment Agency, 2011) (from Hilboll et al., 2013a).
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conditions, NO2 can spread ﬂithoﬀt barriers. e area aroﬀnd NeﬂYork City is also topographically ੘at, bﬀt theNOx emissions aremostlyconstrained to land, ﬂith the eﬃception of shipping roﬀtes and aircra
corridors, land being only 23 of the ﬂhole area. is leads to inhomo-geneities in the obserﬁed region, as emissions only happen in part of
the area, ﬂhile the rest only shoﬂs the e੖ect of transported NOx. is
NO2 gradient betﬂeen megacity and open ocean leads to the notice-able impact of the instrﬀments’ piﬃel size on retrieﬁed VCDtrop ﬁal-ﬀes. In the case of Tehran, emissions are mostly con੗ned to the city’s
boﬀndaries. Moreoﬁer, the emied NO2 cannot spread eﬁenly throﬀgh-oﬀt the area, becaﬀse Tehran is bordered by the Alborz moﬀntain range
toﬂards the North and East, leading to inhomogeneoﬀs NO2 pollﬀtionin the obserﬁed area and thﬀs to loﬂer NO2 colﬀmns in the case oflarge piﬃel sizes. erefore, the NO2 time series oﬁer Tehran shoﬂ aﬁery strong dependence on the instrﬀment’s spatial resolﬀtion.
e mﬀlti-instrﬀment trend model presented in this section has the
adﬁantage of being sﬀitable for the later inclﬀsion of measﬀrements
from fﬀtﬀre satellite instrﬀments. Under the assﬀmption that the groﬂth
rate of the linear trend component is constant among all instrﬀments,
the model is therefore an eﬃcellent tool to assess the temporal eﬁolﬀ-
tion of the measﬀred qﬀantity. In the trend calcﬀlation, each month has
the same ﬂeight, ﬂhile at the same time a maﬃimﬀm of the aﬁailable
measﬀrement data is inclﬀded in the ੗ing procedﬀre, and instrﬀmen-
tal di੖erences are accoﬀnted for to some eﬃtent.
4.7.4 Extensions to the multi-instrument trend model*
As a resﬀlt of the mﬀltitﬀde of factors contribﬀting to the magnitﬀde
and changes in tropospheric NO2 colﬀmn densities, it is ﬂell possiblethat change rates are not constant throﬀghoﬀt the seasons. An eﬃample
are changes in the relatiﬁe importance of emission soﬀrces ﬂith large
seasonality (heating) and others ﬂhich are rather constant (transporta-
tion). One ﬂay to accoﬀnt for this is to link temporal changes to the
*is sﬀbsection has been preﬁioﬀsly pﬀblished as part of Hilboll et al. (2013a).
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amplitﬀde of the seasonality component of Eq. 4.8. e e੖ect of sﬀch a
model eﬃtension reqﬀires the introdﬀction of a parameter ξ represent-
ing the rate of change of the seasonality component:
Yi(t, i) = µi + ωt + (1 + ξt)× ηi × S(t) + N(t, i) (E 4.11)
S(t) =
4
∑
j=1
(
β1,j sin
(
2pi jt
12
)
+ β2,j cos
(
2pi jt
12
))
e resﬀlting trend estimators are shoﬂn in Tables B.3 and B.6. e
trend estimator ωˆ is foﬀnd to be of smaller magnitﬀde than ﬂhen the
seasonality is kept at a ੗ﬃed amplitﬀde. e increasing (decreasing)
NO2 ﬁalﬀes are partly absorbed by a changing amplitﬀde of the sea-sonality signal, ﬂhich in tﬀrn leads to loﬂer linear trend estimators ωˆ
.
In ﬁirtﬀally all cases the signs of the linear and harmonic trend esti-
mators ωˆ and ξˆ coincide. e obserﬁed magnitﬀde of ξˆ hoﬂeﬁer ﬁaries
ﬂidely, depending on the region of interest.While formany regions the
tﬂo estimators are similar in (relatiﬁe) magnitﬀde (e.g. Beijing, Hong
Kong, Neﬂ York, Po Valley), oen the harmonic component ξˆ is sig-
ni੗cantly larger than ωˆ, as e.g., in Athens, Baghdad, Barcelona, and
Cairo. As sﬀmmer NO2 ﬁalﬀes oen shoﬂ sloﬂer rates of change thanﬂinter ﬁalﬀes, this is aﬁeraged oﬀt ﬂhen assessing the linear groﬂth
rates. e seasonal cycle hoﬂeﬁer is strengthened by this e੖ect, as the
di੖erence betﬂeen sﬀmmer and ﬂinter ﬁalﬀes becomes larger. Both
methods, treating the increase in the amplitﬀde of the seasonal cycle
separately from the general NO2 colﬀmn increase and inclﬀding bothinto one change rate, ﬂork ﬂell; the choice ﬂhich trend model to ﬀse
thﬀs depends on the research qﬀestion to be asked.
In a fﬀrther step, the trend model shoﬀld be eﬃtended to accoﬀnt for
the di੖erent noise leﬁels of the indiﬁidﬀal instrﬀments’ time series.is
is common in climate time series analysis (see Mﬀdelsee (2010) and
assﬀres that instrﬀments ﬂith more stable measﬀrements haﬁe more
ﬂeight in the ੗ing process. Usﬀally, this is achieﬁed by minimizing
the ﬁariability-ﬂeighted sqﬀared noise components N(t,i)
S(i)
ﬂhere S(i)
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denotes the standard deﬁiation of all measﬀrements of instrﬀment i. In
practice, this common correction leads to a slight redﬀction of the re-
trieﬁed linear trend estimates for many regions. As a resﬀlt of the rela-
tiﬁely high ﬁariability of SCIAMACHYmeasﬀrements (ﬂhen compared
to OMI and GOME-2, mostly caﬀsed by the signi੗cantly loﬂer spatial
and temporal coﬁerage), the instrﬀment has loﬂer relatiﬁe ﬂeight in
the trend calcﬀlation. Since most regions shoﬂ the strongest relatiﬁe
NO2 changes for SCIAMACHY obserﬁations (see e.g. Fig. 4.9), the in-strﬀment’s loﬂer relatiﬁe ﬂeight thﬀs leads to a slight redﬀction of the
calcﬀlated trend estimates. For the resﬀlts shoﬂn in Tabs. 4.6 and 4.7,
this correction ﬂas not applied so as to make the resﬀlts more com-
parable to those retrieﬁed from the resolﬀtion correction factor and
leﬁelshi methods.
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Tropospheric NO2 concentrations depend mainly on anthropogenicﬀse of fossil fﬀels, on meteorological conditions, and on the aﬁailabil-
ity of sﬀnlight for photochemical reactions. While this generally leads
to a clear seasonal cycle, the ੗rst tﬂo soﬀrces can ﬁary independently,
ﬂhich can lead to irregﬀlarities in the obserﬁed annﬀal cycle. In a stﬀdy
of megacity NO2 pollﬀtion, anthropogenic emissions obﬁioﬀsly playthe dominant role. For time series as short as the aﬁailable time span of
satellite measﬀrements of tropospheric NO2, linearly ੗ing the datamost commonly yields a reasonable pictﬀre of the ﬀnderlying inter-
annﬀal changes. Hoﬂeﬁer, as anthropogenic emissions are strongly
dependent on economic deﬁelopment and also on meteorological con-
ditions (e. g., heating emissions for a speci੗c region are almost fﬀlly
determined by ﬂinter temperatﬀres), the actﬀal NO2 concentrationsmight not be strictly folloﬂing a linear paern. Moreoﬁer, Voﬀlgarakis
et al. (2010) haﬁe pointed oﬀt that meteorological ﬁariability also plays
a major role for tropospheric NO2 year-to-year ﬁariability, possiblythroﬀgh one or more of the factors lightning actiﬁity, hﬀmidity, cloﬀd
optical depth, and transport processes. is fﬀrther redﬀces the proba-
bility of a strictly linear eﬁolﬀtion of tropospheric colﬀmns, especially
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as the aﬁailable time series become eﬁen longer. An additional point
is that economic groﬂth, ﬂhich at least in deﬁeloping economies can
be considered as a good approﬃimation of the changes in air pollﬀtant
emissions, is oen eﬃponential; e. g., China has seen an aﬁerage GDP in-
crease of 9.7% annﬀally from 1996–2012 (International Monetary Fﬀnd,
2012).
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Figﬀre 4.29: STL decomposition of NO2 time series oﬁer Athens, Beijing,Jakarta, and Los Angeles, as retrieﬁed from the OMI instrﬀment.
e actﬀal measﬀrements of VCDtrop NO2 are shoﬂn as blacklines. A seasonal trend decomposition has been performed, ﬀsing
the seasonality and smoothing parameters s = 13 and t = 51,
respectiﬁely (see Cleﬁeland et al., 1990). e trend, seasonality,
and residﬀal components is marked in red, broﬂn, and orange,
respectiﬁely.
Unfortﬀnately, there is no common, general standard methodology
for the analysis of non-linear changes in time series. e choice of
non-linear regression method strongly depends on the obserﬁed and
eﬃpected paerns in the ﬀnderlying data. It is thﬀs helpfﬀl to inﬁesti-
gate the data by the naked eye. In the case of tropospheric NO2 timeseries, this is complicated by an oen strong seasonal cycle, ﬂhich can
conceal non-linear changes. Non-parametric decomposition of the time
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series can be one method to oﬁercome this issﬀe. One sﬀch method
is the ‘Seasonal-Trend decomposition based on LOESS (STL)’ (Cleﬁe-
land et al., 1990), ﬂhich is a local regression method being applied to
smoothed sﬀbsets of the time series. Eﬃemplary, the decompositions is
shoﬂn for foﬀr megacities in Fig. 4.29. e clearly non-linear natﬀre of
the trend component shoﬂs the shortcomings of assﬀming a linearly
changing NO2 colﬀmn oﬁer the fﬀll stﬀdy period.Among the easiest non-linear regressionmodels are pieceﬂise linear
models, like a ‘ramp’ or ‘break-point’ (Mﬀdelsee, 2010; Reinsel et al.,
2005; Vyﬀshin et al., 2007). Spectral analysis proﬁides a more elaborate
analysis of non-linear changes (Moore et al., 2005; Mﬀdelsee, 2010, and
references therein); hoﬂeﬁer, spectral methods cannot be applied in the
conteﬃt of this stﬀdy, as the aﬁailable time series of tropospheric NO2colﬀmns is too short (Konoﬁaloﬁ et al., 2010). As an eﬃample for non-
linear regression analysis, Fig. 4.30 shoﬂs break-point regressions for
siﬃ megacity regions, deriﬁed from SCIAMACHY measﬀrements. e
measﬀred NO2 colﬀmns are ੗ed against the trend model de੗ned by
Ybreak(T) =
{
x1 + (t− t1) (y2 − y) / (t2 − t1) t ≤ t2
x2 + (t− t2) (y3 − y2) / (t3 − t2) t > t2(E 4.12)
Here, y1, y2, and y3 mean the NO2 colﬀmns at times t1, t2, and t3, re-spectiﬁely. t1 and t3 are the beginning and the end of the NO2 time se-ries, and t2 is the break-point. e time steps haﬁe been ﬂeighted ﬂith
the ﬁariability of the measﬀrements S(t), ﬂhich is de੗ned as S(t) =
σ
(
Y(t′)
∣∣∣m(t′)=m(t)), ﬂhere σ denotes the standard deﬁiation, and
m(t)means themonth of time step t.eﬂeighting someﬂhat redﬀces
the in੘ﬀence of the seasonal cycle on the regression resﬀlts. Consid-
ering the seasonality in the break-point regression has not yet been
established in the statistical literatﬀre. e parameters y1, y2, y3, and
t2 haﬁe been calcﬀlated by minimizing the ﬂeighted sﬀm of sqﬀared
Reinsel et al. (2002) haﬁe eﬃplicitly accoﬀnted for the seasonal cycle ﬀsing a similar
methodology asWeatherhead et al. (1998); hoﬂeﬁer, Reinsel et al. (2002) did not inclﬀde
the time t2 of the break-point in the model bﬀt instead de੗ned t2 a-priori.
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residﬀals ﬀsing the L-BFGS-B algorithm (Byrd et al., 1995, in the imple-
mentation from Zhﬀ et al., 1997, ﬀsed ﬁia Jones et al., 2001).
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Figﬀre 4.30: Break-point regression of NO2 time series oﬁer Athens, Baghdad,Los Angeles, Madrid, Moscoﬂ, and Shenzhen, deriﬁed from SCIA-
MACHY measﬀrements. e actﬀal measﬀrements of VCDtropNO2 are shoﬂn as black dots. e pieceﬂise linear ੗ts are shoﬂnin red lines, ﬂhereas the break-point is marked as red star.
Athens shoﬂs increasing NO2 colﬀmns ﬀntil the beginning of 2007,re੘ecting the considerable economic groﬂth seen inmost East-Mediter-
ranean cities. In more recent years, hoﬂeﬁer, the e੖ects of the eco-
nomic crisis shoﬂ clearly (see Vrekoﬀssis et al., 2013). e sitﬀation is
similar in the case of Madrid, ﬂhere a slight decrease in NO2 colﬀmnsﬀntil the beginning of 2008, oﬂed mostly to emission redﬀction mea-
sﬀres, strongly intensi੗es aer that, also caﬀsed by the economic crisis.
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In Baghdad, ﬂhere NO2 colﬀmns haﬁe more than doﬀbled in the past10 years, the rate of change has increased; the break-point has been de-
tected by the regression in Spring 2008. e cities Shenzhen and Hong
Kong (not shoﬂn), both located in the Pearl Riﬁer Delta of Soﬀth-East
China, shoﬂ a break-point in the ﬂinter 2006/2007, ﬂhen NO2 trendsbecome more negatiﬁe. is is in line ﬂith the air qﬀality measﬀres in-
trodﬀced by local aﬀthorities since the year 2000, as discﬀssed in Sect.
4.6.4. In Moscoﬂ, the regression ੗nds a breakpoint in late 2005, ﬂhen
the NO2 trend changes from positiﬁe to negatiﬁe. is is in line ﬂithSitnoﬁ (2010), ﬂho report a trend change in spring 2006. Los Angeles,
੗nally, shoﬂs a continﬀoﬀs decrease in NO2 colﬀmns, bﬀt the decreasesloﬂed doﬂn aer mid-2007. is can probably be aribﬀted to a less-
ening in੘ﬀence of air qﬀality legislation as the implemented emission
redﬀction technology becomes more and more eਖ਼cient (Rﬀssell et al.,
2012).
e only qﬀantitatiﬁe stﬀdy of non-linear changes in tropospheric
NO2 colﬀmns has been performed by Konoﬁaloﬁ et al. (2010) and Rﬀs-sell et al. (2012). Konoﬁaloﬁ et al. (2010) inﬁestigated GOME and SCIA-
MACHYmeasﬀrements of the 1996–2008 time period.ey based their
analysis on ﬀsing an arti੗cial neﬀral netﬂork for approﬃimating non-
linear changes, employing a probabilistic Bayesian approach for con-
straining the optimal ੗t and estimating the random ੘ﬀctﬀations in
the measﬀred data (Konoﬁaloﬁ et al., 2010). In spite of the compleﬃity
of their methodology, the algorithm ﬂas only able to detect signi੗-
cant non-linear trends in ੗ﬁe of the 12 inﬁestigated megacity regions,
namely in Baghdad, Madrid, Milan, Moscoﬂ, and Paris—eﬁen thoﬀgh
they ﬀsed gridded data at 1°×1° resolﬀtion and smoothed SCIAMACHY
measﬀrements to simﬀlate the spatial sampling of the GOME instrﬀ-
ment (Konoﬁaloﬁ et al., 2010). Rﬀssell et al. (2012), on the other hand,
condﬀcted pieceﬂise linear regression of NO2 colﬀmns deriﬁed fromOMI measﬀrements, considering the time periods 2005–2007, 2007–
2009, and 2009-2011 separately, approﬃimately captﬀring the aﬁailable
OMI measﬀrements before, dﬀring, and aer the economic recession
in the United States. ey generally ੗nd continﬀoﬀsly decreasing NO2ﬁalﬀes, ﬂith the strongest decrease occﬀrring dﬀring the recession.e
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resﬀlts by Rﬀssell et al. (2012) are consistent and according to eﬃpecta-
tions, bﬀt the ੗ﬃed break-points 2007 and 2009, as ﬂell as the ﬁery short
indiﬁidﬀal segments of 3 years each, hinder the detection of possible dif-
ferences in the onset of the strongerNO2 decrease dﬀe to the recession,and lead to statistically signi੗cant resﬀlts only in some cases (Rﬀssell
et al., 2012). Hoﬂeﬁer, ﬂhen adapting the breakpoint regression model
(Eq. 4.8) to alloﬂ for tﬂo breakpoints in the time series, the breakpoints
are foﬀnd in late 2007 and mid-2010 (not shoﬂn), and the qﬀalitatiﬁe
trends dﬀring the indiﬁidﬀal periods agree ﬂell ﬂith those reported by
Rﬀssell et al. (2012) (not shoﬂn).
Conclﬀding, one can establish that cﬀrrently, the aﬁailable time se-
ries of tropospheric NO2 measﬀrements is still too short to condﬀctmeaningfﬀl analyses of non-linear changes at high spatial resolﬀtion.
While for larger regions, innoﬁatiﬁe methods can in principle yield in-
teresting resﬀlts, preserﬁing the relatiﬁely high spatial resolﬀtion of
modern satellite spectrometers ﬂhen analysing data from mﬀltiple in-
strﬀments and signi੗cant non-linear trend analysis seems to be mﬀtﬀ-
ally eﬃclﬀsiﬁe.
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It can be potentially interesting to compare the temporal eﬁolﬀtions
of tropospheric NO2 colﬀmns to measﬀrements of other air pollﬀtants.Oﬁer ﬀrban and indﬀstrialized regions, fossil fﬀel bﬀrning caﬀsed by
anthropogenic actiﬁity is the main NO2 emission soﬀrce; this is alsotrﬀe for other atmospheric pollﬀtants to some eﬃtent. Hoﬂeﬁer, the in-
diﬁidﬀal emissions strongly depend on fﬀel type, and therefore di੖er-
ing temporal changes can possibly point toﬂards a changing fﬀel par-
titioning, making it possible to aribﬀte emissions to di੖erent soﬀrces.
is analysis is hoﬂeﬁer made more challenging becaﬀse most other
air pollﬀtants ﬂhich can be measﬀred from space haﬁe either signif-
icant emission soﬀrces not linked to anthropogenic actiﬁity, or long
tropospheric lifetimes, leading to high backgroﬀnd concentrations and
therefore loﬂ temporal ﬁariability, or both. Fﬀrthermore, the retrieﬁal
of tropospheric NO2 colﬀmns from satellite measﬀrement is compara-
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tiﬁely easy as compared to other components, so that not alﬂays the
retrieﬁed concentrations haﬁe a loﬂ enoﬀgh ﬀncertainty to yield mean-
ingfﬀl resﬀlts.
4.9.1 Correlations with aerosol optical depth
For a nﬀmber of reasons, the retrieﬁal of aerosol optical depth (AOD)
from space is ﬁery challenging; especially the analysis of temporal chan-
ges is made diਖ਼cﬀlt by the ﬁery ﬁariable nﬀmber of measﬀrements per
month (see, e. g., Yoon et al., 2013). Also, it is important to note that the
AOD trends are qﬀite inconsistent betﬂeen the aﬁailable instrﬀments
MISR, MODIS (on board the Aqﬀa and Terra satellites), and SeaWifs
(Alpert et al., 2012; Yoon et al., 2013). Here, MISR AOD measﬀrements
ﬂere ﬀsed becaﬀse they haﬁe the largest temporal oﬁerlap ﬂith SCIA-
MACHY measﬀrements, and becaﬀse MODIS data might be inaccﬀrate
oﬁer land (Leﬁy et al., 2010; Zhang and Reid, 2010).
An additional challenge for sﬀch a comparison of NO2 colﬀmns andAODs, especially in the Middle East and in China, comes from the high
importance of desert dﬀst aerosols for the retrieﬁed AOD ﬁalﬀes. ere,
it mﬀst be remembered that a considerable fraction of the obserﬁed
AODs might originate from desert dﬀst and be ﬀnrelated to anthro-
pogenic emissions.
Monthly mean aerosol optical depth (AOD) from the Mﬀlti-angle
Imaging SpectroRadiometer (MISR; Diner et al., 1998) ﬂere ﬀsed for
a qﬀick comparison to SCIAMACHY tropospheric NO2 colﬀmns. Inthis conteﬃt, the MISR Lﬁ3 AOD prodﬀct ﬂas ﬀsed. Both datasets ﬂere
compiled into annﬀal means and horizonzally gridded to 1°×1°.
Only feﬂ of the inﬁestigated megacity regions shoﬂ continﬀoﬀs be-
haﬁior in both NO2 and AOD ﬁalﬀes. Figﬀre 4.31 shoﬂs the temporalco-eﬁolﬀtion of tropospheric NO2 colﬀmns and aerosol optical depth,for the years 2003–2011, for ੗ﬁe eﬃemplary cities.
e MISR data prodﬀct is aﬁailable at https://eosweb.larc.nasa.gov/project/
misr/mil3mae_table
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Figﬀre 4.31: VCDtrop NO2 from SCIAMACHY ploed against aerosol opticaldepth from MISR, for the years 2003–2011. Each data point rep-
resents the annﬀal mean of the monthly means of the indiﬁidﬀal
measﬀrements, gridded to 1°×1°.
It is important to note that the ﬁisible di੖erences betﬂeen the NO2colﬀmns shoﬂn here and the trend estimates deriﬁed in Sections 4.6
and 4.7 are dﬀe to the coarse horizontal gridding of 1°×1°.
4.9.2 Formaldehyde (HCHO)
Formaldehyde (HCHO) is an air pollﬀtant ﬂith seﬁere impacts on hﬀ-
man health. It is mainly prodﬀced from natﬀral soﬀrces by the oﬃida-
tion of isoprene and monoterpenes, ﬂhich are emied into the tropo-
sphere by ﬁegetation in large qﬀantities. In regions dominated by an-
thropogenic pollﬀtion, signi੗cant qﬀantities of HCHO originate from
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the bﬀrning of fossil fﬀels and biomass; in the eﬃtreme, formaldehyde
concentrations in these seings (e. g., Meﬃico City and Los Angeles)
can reach signi੗cant and harmfﬀl leﬁels (Wirock, 2006, and refer-
ences therein). e ﬁery short lifetime of HCHO of aboﬀt 5 hoﬀrs
(Arlander et al., 1995) makes it possible to obserﬁe the tropospheric
HCHO bﬀrden close to its soﬀrces, enabling the estimation of emis-
sion rates.
is short tropospheric lifetime of formaldehyde implies the assﬀmp-
tion that any HCHO obserﬁed in anthropogenic regions is actﬀally
caﬀsed by the bﬀrning of fossil fﬀels. erefore, a comparison of NO2ﬂith HCHO colﬀmns oﬁer megacity regions can be hoped to lead to
interesting resﬀlts.
Figﬀre 4.32 compares annﬀal aﬁerageNO2 andHCHO colﬀmns fromthe GOME-2 instrﬀment for some selected megacities. As qﬀantitatiﬁe
consistency ﬂith other space-borne NO2 measﬀrements is not as im-portant here compared to trend calcﬀlations in chapter 4.7, I ﬀse the
improﬁed GOME-2 NO2 retrieﬁal, as described in Richter et al. (2011).e HCHO colﬀmns haﬁe been deriﬁed at the Belgian Institﬀte for
Space Aeronomy (BIRA-IASB; De Smedt et al., 2012).
Hong Kong and Singapore both shoﬂ strongly increasing formalde-
hyde dﬀring the obserﬁed period 2007–2012, ﬂhile the NO2 signals in
both cities are diﬁerging: decreasing and increasing for Hong Kong and
Singapore, respectiﬁely. In Baghdad and Madrid, hoﬂeﬁer, a strong in-
crease/decrease inNO2 colﬀmns is accompanied by a stagnatingHCHOsignal. Formaldehyde colﬀmns oﬁer Los Angeles, ੗nally, shoﬂ large
scaer. So obﬁioﬀsly, it is not easy to draﬂ any conclﬀsions aboﬀt possi-
ble co-eﬁolﬀtion paerns of NO2 and HCHO. One probable reason forthis is that formaldehyde can haﬁe strong natﬀral soﬀrces from the bio-
sphere, ﬂhich cannot be distingﬀished from a possible anthropogenic
signal in a straightforﬂard ﬂay.
4.9.3 Carbon dioxide (CO2)
Anaiﬁe comparison of troposphericNO2 colﬀmns to dry-colﬀmn-aﬁer-aged carbon dioﬃide measﬀrements does not yield meaningfﬀl resﬀlts.
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Figﬀre 4.32: VCDtrop NO2 from GOME-2 ploed against VCDtot HCHOfrom GOME-2, retrieﬁed at the Belgian Institﬀte for Space Aeron-
omy (BIRA-IASB), for the years 2007–2012. Each data point rep-
resents the aﬁerage of the monthly means of the indiﬁidﬀal mea-
sﬀrements, gridded to 1°×1°.
As an eﬃample, Fig. 4.33 shoﬂs a comparison of the sﬀmmer months
Jﬀne/Jﬀly/Aﬀgﬀst, betﬂeen VCDtrop NO2 and XCO2 (ﬀsing the BESDalgorithm; Reﬀter et al., 2011) from SCIAMACHY measﬀrements. e
sﬀmmermonths haﬁe been chosen becaﬀseXCO2 concentrations shoﬂa strong seasonal ﬁariation, ﬂhich is signi੗cantly larger than the an-
thropogenic signal ﬂhich can be eﬃpected to be seen in the measﬀre-
ments. Since the long atmospheric lifetime of CO2 leads to high atmo-spheric backgroﬀnd leﬁels, it is ﬁery challenging to retrieﬁe a possible
signal from megacities in the colﬀmn aﬁerages.
Fig. 4.33 re੘ects the continﬀoﬀs increase in atmospheric CO2 con-centrations; the indiﬁidﬀal time series do not shoﬂ signi੗cant signs of
deﬁiation from this general backgroﬀnd increase.
One ﬂay to handle this challenge ﬂoﬀld be to consider each indi-
ﬁidﬀal megacity as soﬀrce region and de੗ne a backgroﬀnd region for it,
approﬃimately of the same size, at the same latitﬀde, and opposite to the
predominant ﬂind direction. On the basis of monthly means, one coﬀld
compﬀte the time series of ∆XCO2 = XCO source2 − XCO background2 ,
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Figﬀre 4.33: VCDtrop NO2 from SCIAMACHY ploed against XCO2 fromSCIAMACHY, retrieﬁed ﬂith the BESD algorithm, for the years
2003–2011. Each data point represents the aﬁerage of themonthly
means of the indiﬁidﬀal measﬀrements for the sﬀmmer months
JJA, gridded to 1°×1°.
ﬂhich shoﬀld in principle contain the anthropogenic XCO2 signal forthe megacity. is coﬀld then be compared to the obserﬁed NO2 col-ﬀmns, is hoﬂeﬁer oﬀt of scope for this stﬀdy.
4.9.4 Carbon monoxide (CO)
Carbon monoﬃide (CO) can be measﬀred from satellite in the near and
thermal infrared spectral regions. e best long-term dataset cﬀrrently
aﬁailable comes from theMOPITT instrﬀment on board the Terra satel-
lite. While the combined near infrared / thermal infrared retrieﬁal has
the greatest sensitiﬁity to loﬂer tropospheric CO, this retrieﬁal shoﬂs
relatiﬁely large random errors and bias dri (Deeter et al., 2013). ere-
fore, here I compare CO total colﬀmns measﬀred in the thermal infra-
red range (dataset MOP03TM, ﬁersion 5), to tropospheric NO2 fromthe GOME-2 instrﬀment. As the retrieﬁal of CO colﬀmns is performed
see https://eosweb.larc.nasa.gov/project/mopitt/mop03tm_table
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Figﬀre 4.34: VCDtrop NO2 from SCIAMACHY ploed against VCDtot COfrom MOPITT, for the years 2003–2011. Each data point repre-
sents the aﬁerage of the sﬀmmer (JJA) monthly mean ﬁalﬀes for
one year, gridded to 1°×1°.
in the thermal infrared spectral region, it is most reliable oﬁer ﬂarm
sﬀrfaces. Figﬀre 4.34 shoﬂs the comparison of the seasonal sﬀmmer
(JJA) aﬁerages for the years 2003–2011. Voﬀlgarakis et al. (2010) re-
port that “emissions ﬁariability makes the largest contribﬀtions [to the
inter-annﬀal ﬁariability] for CO, both in the tropics and in the eﬃtra-
tropics”. erefore, in principle, it shoﬀld be possible to analyze the
co-eﬁolﬀtion ﬂith NO2. On the other hand, the tropospheric lifetimeof the CO molecﬀle is approﬃ. 2 months (Seinfeld and Pandis, 2006, p.
205), so that transported CO can be eﬃpected to signi੗cantly in੘ﬀence
the CO colﬀmns measﬀred at any location. Fﬀrthermore, the detection
of possible linkages betﬂeen the NO2 and CO bﬀrden is especially dif-੗cﬀlt becaﬀse satellite obserﬁations haﬁe shoﬂn that the atmospheric
CO bﬀrden seems to decline by approﬃ. 1% per year since more than
a decade (Yﬀrganoﬁ et al., 2010; Worden et al., 2013). is change is
partly aribﬀted to decreasing emissions from biomass bﬀrning, bﬀt
not yet fﬀlly ﬀnderstood. erefore, it is challenging to detect any pos-
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sible co-eﬁolﬀtion e੖ect on top of the general doﬂnﬂard trend in CO
colﬀmns.
As eﬃpected, all megacity time series shoﬂn in Fig. 4.34 shoﬂ con-
tinﬀoﬀsly declining CO colﬀmns oﬁer the fﬀll 2003–2011 period, inde-
pendently of the obserﬁed NO2 trend. e sitﬀation is similar to thecomparison of NO2 and CO2, so in principle a similar strategy as pro-posed in Sect. 4.9.3 (comparing soﬀrce and backgroﬀnd regions to eﬃ-
tract a possible anthropogenic signal) coﬀld lead to interesting resﬀlts.
4.9.5 Ozone (O3)
e retrieﬁal of tropospheric ozone (O3) from satellite measﬀrementsis challenging, mainly becaﬀse its main absorption bands lie in the ﬀl-
traﬁiolet spectrﬀm, ﬂhich means that Rayleigh scaering in the loﬂer
atmosphere considerably interferes ﬂith the eﬃtraction of an absorp-
tion signal from the Earthshine scpectrﬀm. erefore, the sensitiﬁity
to loﬂer-troposheric ozone is ﬀsﬀally loﬂ in satellite retrieﬁals, and
the estimation of the stratospheric O3 content is ﬁery important. Here,I compare VCDtrop O3 from the OMI and MLS instrﬀments (Ziemkeet al., 2006) to VCDtrop NO2 from OMI (see Sect. 4.7). As ozone pollﬀ-tion is eﬃceptionally important in sﬀmmer months, Figﬀre 4.35 shoﬂs
seasonal aﬁerages (JJA).
It is clearly ﬁisible that the scaer in the seasonal ozone aﬁerages
is qﬀite large in most cases. Only Cairo and Mﬀmbai shoﬂ compara-
tiﬁely clear ﬀpﬂard trends for the 2005–2012 time period. While the
data for Cairo sﬀggest that indeed it is possible to see the eﬃpected pos-
itiﬁe correlation of O3 and NO2 colﬀmns, the data for Mﬀmbai shoﬀldnot be trﬀsted too mﬀch dﬀe to the monsoon season in੘ﬀencing meteo-
rology and the nﬀmber of aﬁailable measﬀrements in an ﬀnpredictable
ﬂay. Los Angeles has slightly increasing trop. ozone colﬀmns, ﬂhile
the aﬁailable data do not shoﬂ any clear trends in the other cities.
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Figﬀre 4.35: VCDtrop NO2 from OMI ploed against VCDtrop O3 fromOMI/MLS, for the sﬀmmer months (JJA) of the years 2005–
2012. Each data point represents the aﬁerage of the sﬀmmer
(JJA) monthly mean ﬁalﬀes for one year, gridded to 1.25°×1°
longitﬀde×latitﬀde.
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is present stﬀdy inﬁestigates the temporal eﬁolﬀtion of tropospheric
NO2 colﬀmns retrieﬁed from satellite obserﬁations dﬀring the 1996–2011 time period. For the ੗rst time, instrﬀmental di੖erences in groﬀnd
piﬃel size betﬂeen the ﬀsed satellite sensors has been eﬃplicitly ac-
coﬀnted for. To assess the robﬀstness of this approach and the relia-
bility of the linear changes or trends deriﬁed, tﬂo additional comple-
mentary strategies for the deriﬁation of instrﬀmental and mﬀltiple in-
strﬀmental trends in tropospheric NO2 ﬂere introdﬀced.Firstly, SCIAMACHY spectra ﬂere spatially aﬁeraged to be compara-
ble in groﬀnd piﬃel size to GOME measﬀrements. en, regﬀlar DOAS
੗ts ﬂere performed on these spectra, and a resolﬀtion correction fac-
tor from the doﬂn-scaled and the regﬀlar SCIAMACHYmeasﬀrements
*Parts of this section haﬁe been preﬁioﬀsly pﬀblished as part of Hilboll
et al. (2013a).
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ﬂas calcﬀlated. ese correction factors ﬂere shoﬂn to represent the
spatial distribﬀtion of the NO2 signal measﬀred at a giﬁen point on theEarth, as they ﬁery ﬂell repeat the paerns obserﬁed inNO2 emissions.e GOME measﬀrements ﬂere then mﬀltiplied ﬂith these correction
factors. While this can lead to an oﬁer-correction in some cases, gen-
erally, the corrected NO2 time series from GOME measﬀrements oﬁerindiﬁidﬀal city regions are shoﬂn to be broﬀght into ﬁery good agree-
ment ﬂith SCIAMACHY ﬁalﬀes dﬀring the time period of parallel mea-
sﬀrements, facilitating trend analyses on a spatial resolﬀtion appropri-
ate for SCIAMACHY obserﬁations.
Secondly, a trend model similar to that deﬁeloped by Mierﬀch et al.
(2008) for the stﬀdy ofH2O trendsﬂas applied to the combinedGOME/S-CIAMACHY time series, eﬃplicitly accoﬀnting for a spatially ﬁarying
additiﬁe o੖set betﬂeen the tﬂo instrﬀments. e spatial paern of
these o੖sets ﬂas shoﬂn to be ﬁery similar to that of the resolﬀtion
correction.
Annﬀal change rates of tropospheric NO2 colﬀmns ﬂere calcﬀlatedfor a nﬀmber of large ﬀrban agglomerations (see Tab. 4.7). Compared to
preﬁioﬀs stﬀdies, the resﬀlts shoﬂ considerably loﬂer ﬀncertainties of
the retrieﬁed trend estimates, most probably dﬀe to the longer stﬀdy pe-
riod 1996-2011. e trend model ﬂas then eﬁolﬁed to be able to inclﬀde
measﬀrements from GOME-2 and OMI, and to accoﬀnt for a trend in
the amplitﬀde of the seasonal cycle.
e resﬀlts shoﬂ for the period of obserﬁation that NO2 colﬀmnsoﬁer the indﬀstrialized coﬀntries (U.S., Eﬀrope, Japan, Aﬀstralia) haﬁe
been steadily decreasing, ﬂith signi੗cant trends of ﬀp to −6% yr−1.
On the other hand, Chinese and Indian megacities, as ﬂell as many ﬀr-
ban centers in the Middle East, shoﬂ ﬁery strong ﬀpﬂard trends of ﬀp
to +20% yr−1. Trends calcﬀlated ﬂith data from all foﬀr instrﬀments
agree ﬂell ﬂith those deriﬁed from GOME and SCIAMACHY measﬀre-
ments alone, highlighting the consistency of the satellite obserﬁations
in spite of di੖erences in sampling, spatial resolﬀtion, and oﬁerpass time.
On the other hand, trends deriﬁed from the GOME and SCIAMACHY
time series independently shoﬂ systematic di੖erences. ese are at-
tribﬀted to changes in emission trends betﬂeen the tﬂo time periods,
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e.g. the accelerated deﬁelopment in China or the recent emission redﬀc-
tions in the U.S. dﬀe to improﬁed technology and economic crises.
ese strong and signi੗cant changes in tropospheric NO2 colﬀmnsoﬁer megacities shoﬂ the ongoing need for fﬀrther instrﬀments, ﬂhich
are able to continﬀe appropriate measﬀrements. When assessing the
temporal eﬁolﬀtion, it is imperatiﬁe that instrﬀmental di੖erences are
being considered. is is especially trﬀe for the ﬀpcoming Sentinel-5
Precﬀrsor mission, as the proposed TROPOMI instrﬀment ﬂill haﬁe a
ﬁery high spatial resolﬀtion of 7 × 7 km2 (Veeind et al., 2012; see
Sect. 2.10.5). With the increasing length of the NO2 time series aﬁail-able for analysis, the potential to ﬀnderstand the relationship betﬂeen
NO2 emissions and their atmospheric abﬀndances becomes beer thaneﬁer. Hoﬂeﬁer, as the aﬁailable time series become longer, the the as-
sﬀmption of ﬀniform linear changes oﬁer the ﬂhole period gets more
ﬀnrealistic. erefore, non-linear trend analysis shoﬀld be improﬁed
in fﬀtﬀre stﬀdies. Likeﬂise, possible co-eﬁolﬀtion e੖ects of NO2 andother air pollﬀtants shoﬀld be stﬀdied in more detail. Hoﬂeﬁer, as each
trace gas has di੖erent emission, eﬁolﬀtion, and retrieﬁal characteristics,
these stﬀdies necessitate carefﬀl setﬀp and reqﬀire deep knoﬂledge of
all inﬁolﬁed species.

5CONCLUS IONS AND OUTLOOK
is present thesis dealt ﬂith the improﬁement and the interpretation
of space-bornemeasﬀrements of tropospheric nitrogen dioﬃide colﬀmns
ﬀsing the DOAS techniqﬀe. As one of the key anthropogenic air pollﬀ-
tants, NO2 is an important species to be monitored, and this thesisﬂas focﬀsed on combining all aﬁailable satellite measﬀrements of tro-
pospheric NO2 into one consistent dataset.
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Satellites proﬁide a great opportﬀnity to apply consistent measﬀrement
conditions aroﬀnd the globe. Hoﬂeﬁer, measﬀrements performed in
nadir geometry haﬁe to be corrected for the in੘ﬀence of stratospheric
NO2, ﬂhich dominates the total colﬀmn in cases ﬂithoﬀt signi੗canttropospheric pollﬀtion.
Using the ﬀniqﬀe limb-mode measﬀrements of stratospheric NO2proﬁided by the SCIAMACHY instrﬀment, the stratospheric correction
of the total colﬀmn measﬀrements performed in nadir geometry coﬀld
be signi੗cantly improﬁed compared to the commonly ﬀsed reference
sector method. is improﬁement ﬂas made possible by the chosen in-
terpolation scheme for matching limb and nadir measﬀrements; one
stratospheric NO2 colﬀmn is calcﬀlated for each piﬃel measﬀred innadir geometry, ﬀsing all limb measﬀrements from the same orbit and
the measﬀrement geometry.
e stratospheric NO2 ੗elds measﬀred by SCIAMACHY ﬂere ﬁali-dated against resﬀlts from the Oslo CTM2 and Bremen 3d CTM chem-
istry transport models. Aer accoﬀnting for a systematic bias betﬂeen
the tﬂo datasets, measﬀred andmodeledNO2 ੗elds aremostly in eﬃcel-lent agreement.is o੖set ﬂas shoﬂn depend on both latitﬀde and sea-
son.e stratospheric correction scheme has been fﬀrther improﬁed by
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calcﬀlating accﬀrate stratospheric air mass factors from the measﬀred
NO2 pro੗les and by accoﬀnting for the temperatﬀre dependence of the
NO2 absorption cross-section. Together, these tﬂo e੖ects can caﬀse anerror of more than 10% in the climatological mean stratospheric NO2੗elds ﬂhen not accoﬀnted for.
Altogether, the qﬀality of the resﬀlting troposphericNO2 ੗elds coﬀldbe considerably improﬁed. e reference sector method oen lead to
both ﬀnphysical negatiﬁe tropospheric NO2 colﬀmns oﬁer remote re-gions and signi੗cantly redﬀced NO2 oﬁer ﬀrban centers, especiallyin North America. Using SCIAMACHY limb measﬀrements for strato-
spheric correction yields signi੗cantly beer troposphericNO2. It coﬀldbe shoﬂn that the thﬀs retrieﬁed tropospheric colﬀmns are almost neﬁer
signi੗cantly loﬂer than zero, and that artifacts, ﬂhich the reference
sector method introdﬀced into the data oﬁer many regions, coﬀld be
remoﬁed. As a resﬀlt, the stratospheric correction scheme deﬁeloped
in this thesis leads to the argﬀably most accﬀrate representation of tro-
pospheric NO2 slant colﬀmns measﬀred from satellite to date.
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When simﬀltaneoﬀsly analyzing measﬀrements of tropospheric NO2colﬀmns by the GOME, SCIAMACHY, OMI, and GOME-2 satellite sen-
sors, the di੖erences betﬂeen the indiﬁidﬀal instrﬀments pose consid-
erable challenges in arriﬁing at a consistent dataset. Especially the dif-
fering groﬀnd piﬃel size leads to inconsistent spatial sampling betﬂeen
the instrﬀments, resﬀlting in considerable di੖erences in the retrieﬁed
NO2 colﬀmns, particﬀlarly oﬁer small, localized soﬀrces sﬀch as megac-ities.e in੘ﬀence of the instrﬀment spatial resolﬀtion on the retrieﬁed
NO2 colﬀmns ﬂas shoﬂn to strongly depend on the geographic condi-tions of the inﬁestigated region. In places ﬂhere the pollﬀtion cannot
spread ﬀnhindered and is con੗ned to a small region sﬀch as, e. g., in
moﬀntain regions, the actﬀal NO2 ੗elds shoﬂ strong spatial gradients,leading to a strong dependence of the retrieﬁed signal on the instrﬀ-
ment’s groﬀnd piﬃel size.
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In this thesis, the climatological ੗ne-scale strﬀctﬀre of tropospheric
NO2 colﬀmns ﬂas retrieﬁed from SCIAMACHY measﬀrements andsﬀbseqﬀently sﬀperimposed on the coarsermeasﬀrements by theGOME
instrﬀment. is ﬂas achieﬁed ﬀsing spatially aﬁeraged SCIAMACHY
spectra and the compﬀtation of a ‘resolﬀtion correction factor’. e
‘resolﬀtion-corrected’ GOME measﬀrements ﬂere compared to origi-
nal SCIAMACHY measﬀrements dﬀring the 11 month oﬁerlap period
in 2002/2003. While in some cases, especially oﬁer cities located in arid,
desert-like areas, the deﬁeloped resolﬀtion correction yields too high
NO2 colﬀmns, the method generally proﬁes to ﬂork ﬁery ﬂell on con-tinental, regional, and megacity scales. is for the ੗rst time alloﬂs to
inﬁestigate the temporal changes of small, localized tropospheric NO2signals oﬁer the 1996–2012 time period ﬀsing GOME and SCIAMACHY
measﬀrements.
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is thesis analyzed temporal changes of tropospheric NO2 colﬀmnsoﬁer megacities ﬀsing space-borne measﬀrements from the 1996–2011
period. ree methods to accoﬀnt for the di੖erences betﬂeen the in-
diﬁidﬀal instrﬀments haﬁe been applied, based on (a) the resolﬀtion
correction factor deﬁeloped in this thesis, and (b) the eﬃplicit inclﬀsion
of instrﬀmental di੖erences, called ‘leﬁelshis’, into a trend model ac-
coﬀnting for the seasonally ﬁaryingNO2 amoﬀnts measﬀred by GOMEand SCIAMACHY, and (c) by GOME, SCIAMACHY, OMI, and GOME-
2. e spatial paerns of the resolﬀtion correction factor and the leﬁ-
elshis ﬂere shoﬂn to agree ﬁery ﬂell.
For the period of obserﬁation, tropospheric NO2 colﬀmns oﬁer theindﬀstrialized coﬀntries (U.S., Eﬀrope, Japan, Aﬀstralia) ﬂere shoﬂn to
be strongly decreasing, ﬂith statistically signi੗cant trends of ﬀp to -6
% yr−1. On the other hand, most megacities in the deﬁeloping ﬂorld,
especially in China, India, and the Middle East, ﬂere shoﬂn to eﬃhibit
strongly increasing, statistically signi੗cant trends of ﬀp to +20 % yr−1.
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e trends deriﬁed from GOME and SCIAMACHY alone ﬂere shoﬂn
to agree ﬁery ﬂell ﬂith those deriﬁed from all foﬀr instrﬀments, high-
lighting the consistency of the satellite obserﬁations in spite of di੖er-
ences in sampling, spatial resolﬀtion, and oﬁerpass time. On the other
hand, the trends deriﬁed fromGOME and SCIAMACHYmeasﬀrements
alone shoﬂ signi੗cant di੖erences in seﬁeral regions, pointing toﬂards
changes in NO2 emissions dﬀring the coﬀrse of the fﬀll obserﬁationperiod, and shoﬂing the need for non-linear trend analysis. In sﬀm-
mary, this thesis for the ੗rst time analyzed the temporal change of tro-
pospheric NO2 abﬀndances by consistently combining measﬀrementsfrom di੖erent satellite platforms. e proposed method alloﬂs for the
inclﬀsion of an arbitrary nﬀmber of fﬀtﬀre sensors into the analysis
and leads to a high-qﬀality dataset of tropospheric NO2 time seriesoﬁer megacities.
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Starting from the ﬂork presented in this thesis, nﬀmeroﬀs stﬀdies shoﬂ
potential for interesting resﬀlts.
Investigation of non-linear changes in tropospheric NO2
As the aﬁailable time series of tropospheric NO2 becomes longer, theassﬀmption of linear changes oﬁer the ﬂhole aﬁailable period becomes
stronger.erefore, non-linear changes shoﬀld be inﬁestigated. By com-
bining themﬀlti-instrﬀment trendmodel presented in Sect. 4.7 ﬂith the
breakpoint regression techniqﬀe (see Sect. 4.8), it shoﬀld in principle be
possible to determine both (a) change rates and (b) potential changes of
these change rates by the same trend model, ﬂhile still accoﬀnting for
the instrﬀmental di੖erences and the seasonality of the obserﬁed NO2colﬀmns.
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Co-evolution with other air pollutants
In Section 4.9, the possibility of inﬁestigating the temporal co-eﬁolﬀtion
of tropospheric NO2 ﬂith other air pollﬀtants ﬂas introdﬀced. Sﬀch ananalysis needs carefﬀl consideration of many factors, and a thoroﬀgh
treatment ﬂas oﬀt of scope for this thesis. For the co-eﬁolﬀtion ﬂith
CO2, for eﬃample, one shoﬀld compare tropospheric NO2 colﬀmns to
CO2 colﬀmn anomalies, by considering the di੖erence of CO2 oﬁer asoﬀrce region and CO2 oﬁer an ﬀpﬂind backgroﬀnd region. Using thistechniqﬀe, it shoﬀld in principle be possible to detect changes in the
relatiﬁe contribﬀtion of di੖erent emission soﬀrces, proﬁiding a means
to ﬁalidate emission inﬁentories.
Temporal changes in the driving factors for troposphericNO2 abundances
Zhoﬀ et al. (2012) ﬀsed a general additiﬁe model (GAM) to inﬁestigate
the relatiﬁe in੘ﬀence of ﬁarioﬀs factors (e. g., meteorological condi-
tions, seasonal, and ﬂeekly cycles) on tropospheric NO2 colﬀmns.isframeﬂork coﬀld be considerably eﬃpanded in ﬁarioﬀs ﬂays. As an eﬃ-
ample, one coﬀld introdﬀce an instrﬀment-dependent factor into this
GAM to accoﬀnt for the di੖erences betﬂeen the di੖erent datasets. Fol-
loﬂing this approach, it ﬂoﬀld become possible to qﬀantify the biases
betﬂeen the di੖erent instrﬀments on a regional basis, ﬂhich ﬂoﬀld
open ﬀp possibilities for eﬁen beer ﬀnderstanding of the chemical
processes determining the troposphericNO2 load. A fﬀrther possibilityﬂoﬀld be to rﬀn the GAMon seasonal sﬀbsets of the fﬀll time series (i. e.,
only on those measﬀrements from a speci੗c season or eﬁen month) to
deriﬁe the seasonal ﬁariability of the relatiﬁe importance of the ﬁarioﬀs
factors.
Correlations with socio-economic data
While it is hard to get reliable economic data at high temporal reso-
lﬀtion (i. e., annﬀal or eﬁen monthly) for indiﬁidﬀal megacity regions,
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this might be possible for certain cities, especially in the deﬁeloped
ﬂorld and in India. Correlation analysis of these economic data (e. g.,
gross regional prodﬀct, indﬀstrial prodﬀction, energy consﬀmption, to
name a feﬂ) ﬂith measﬀrements of tropospheric NO2 (or eﬁen alsoﬂith other air pollﬀtants, see aboﬁe) coﬀld yield ﬁalﬀable insight in the
processes ﬀnderlying the emissions of air pollﬀtants and their relatiﬁe
importance for megacity air qﬀality.
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As shoﬂn by this thesis, satellite measﬀrements are an inﬁalﬀable tool
to obserﬁe the tropospheric NO2 bﬀrden oﬁer megacities. e nﬀmer-oﬀs approﬃimations and a-priori assﬀmptions made in the retrieﬁal still
proﬁide manifold possibilities to improﬁe the already high qﬀality of
the datasets. Especially, ongoing e੖ort has to be inﬁested into deriﬁ-
ing a high-qﬀality stratospheric correction scheme ﬂhich does not rely
on any relatiﬁe o੖sets, as fﬀtﬀre geostationary missions (e. g., the Eﬀ-
ropean Sentinel-4 mission) do not proﬁide measﬀrements oﬁer clean
backgroﬀnd regions at a global scale. In this respect, the concept of
limb/nadir matching as implemented by the SCIAMACHY instrﬀment
and carried oﬀt ﬂithin this thesis ﬂas the optimﬀm, as it proﬁided inde-
pendent measﬀrements of the stratosphere ﬂith the same instrﬀment.
e methods presented in this thesis open ﬀp the path for mean-
ingfﬀl interpretation of the aﬁailable long-term, high-qﬀality, mﬀlti-
instrﬀment dataset. e possibility to inclﬀde measﬀrements from fﬀ-
tﬀre missions (GOME-2 / Metop-B, TROPOMI) into the analysis in a
consistent manner assﬀres that the analysis of cﬀrrent and fﬀtﬀre data
can pro੗t from and eﬃtend the heritage laid oﬀt by GOME and SCIA-
MACHY.
APPEND IX :
ADDITIONAL MATERIAL
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Eﬃpanding on Figﬀres 3.12 and 3.13, the climatological comparison be-
tﬂeen SCIAMACHY limb measﬀrements and Oslo CTM2 and Bremen
3d CTM simﬀlations for the years 2003–2007 and 2003–2010, respec-
tiﬁely, for all months, is shoﬂn in Figs. A.1 and A.2. To be able to
compare to SCIAMACHY nadir measﬀrements, the climatological dif-
ferences betﬂeen VCD nadir′ strat and the stratospheric colﬀmns from SCIA-MACHY limb and Oslo CTM2 are shoﬂn in Figs. A.3 and A.4, respec-
tiﬁely. e large positiﬁe ﬁalﬀes in these tﬂo Figﬀres can be associated
ﬂith tropospheric pollﬀtion.
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Eﬃpanding on Fig. 3.25, global maps of daily SCDtrop NO2 for the ad-ditional days already shoﬂn by Beirle et al. (2010) are presented in Fig.
A.5.
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Eﬃpanding on Figs. 3.7 and 3.15–3.18, the zonal ﬁariation of strato-
spheric NO2 for all global 5° latitﬀde bands for Jan and Aﬀg 2006 isshoﬂn in Figs. A.6 and A.7, respectiﬁely. As in themainmanﬀscript, the
plots shoﬂ the actﬀal stratospheic NO2 load, i.e. limb measﬀrementsand model simﬀlations are adjﬀsted to the leﬁel of the nadir measﬀre-
ments oﬁer the Paci੗c Ocean, and all three datasets are sﬀbseqﬀently
corrected for a tropospheric in੘ﬀence on the nadir measﬀrements in
that meridional band. Details can be foﬀnd in Sect. 3.4.4.
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Figﬀre A.1: Climatological di੖erences ∆VCDstrat NO2 betﬂeen SCIAMA-CHY limb measﬀrements and Oslo CTM2 simﬀlations, for the
years 2003-2007, o੖set to ﬁanish oﬁer the Paci੗c Ocean (from
Hilboll et al., 2013c).
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Figﬀre A.2: Climatological di੖erences ∆VCDstrat NO2 betﬂeen SCIAMA-CHY limb measﬀrements and Bremen 3d CTM simﬀlations, for
the years 2003-2010, o੖set to ﬁanish oﬁer the Paci੗c Ocean.
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Figﬀre A.3: Climatological di੖erences∆VCDstrat NO2 betﬂeen stratospheric
NO2 colﬀmns from SCIAMACHY nadir and limb measﬀrements,for the years 2003–2007 (from Hilboll et al., 2013c).
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Figﬀre A.4: Climatological di੖erences∆VCDstrat betﬂeen stratosphericNO2colﬀmns from SCIAMACHY nadir measﬀrements and Oslo CTM2
simﬀlations, for the years 2003–2007 (from Hilboll et al., 2013c).
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SCDtrop NO2 [1015 molec cm−2]
20 Jul 2005
02 Apr 2005
Figﬀre A.5: SCDtrop NO2 ﬀsing SCIAMACHY limb measﬀrements as strato-spheric correction, for the three days 02 Apr 2005 (top), 20 Jﬀl 2005
(center), and 24 Oct 2005 (boom). ese are the days ﬂhich are
shoﬂn in Beirle et al. (2010) (from Hilboll et al., 2013c).
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VCDstrat zonal variability: January 2006
Figﬀre A.6: Zonal ﬁariation of stratosphericNO2 colﬀmns from SCIAMACHYnadir (black), SCIAMACHY limb (red), Oslo CTM2 (blﬀe), and Bre-
men 3d CTM (green) for Janﬀary 2006 (aer Hilboll et al., 2013c).
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VCDstrat zonal variability: August 2006
Figﬀre A.7: Zonal ﬁariation of stratosphericNO2 colﬀmns from SCIAMACHYnadir (black), SCIAMACHY limb (red), Oslo CTM2 (blﬀe), and Bre-
men 3d CTM (green) for Aﬀgﬀst 2006 (aer Hilboll et al., 2013c).
BTROPOSPHER IC NO2 TRENDS
is chapter contains resﬀlts of trend calcﬀlations for the leﬁelshi
method applied to resolﬀtion-correctd GOME and regﬀlar SCIAMA-
CHY measﬀrements (Tables B.1 and B.4), the leﬁelshi method for the
redﬀced time period 1996–2006, to alloﬂ beer comparison to the re-
sﬀlts of ﬁan der A et al. (2008) (Tables B.2 and B.5), and of the mﬀlti-
instrﬀment ੗t ﬂith linearly changing seasonality component (Eq. 4.11,
Tables B.3 and B.6).
Table B.1: Annﬀal groﬂth rate ∆VCDtrop NO2 from the leﬁelshi model (Eq.4.3) applied to original and resolﬀtion-correctedGOMEdata, for the
time period 1996–2011, for the regions shoﬂn in Fig. 4.5. e rela-
tiﬁe trends haﬁe been compﬀted relatiﬁe to the 1996 annﬀal mean.
Valﬀes for original GOME data are reprodﬀced from Table 4.6 and
giﬁen here for beer comparison.
Region Leﬁelshi-model (orig. GOME data) Leﬁelshi-model (rescorr. GOME data)
[ 1014 molec cm−2 yr−1] [% yr−1] [ 1014 molec cm−2 yr−1] [% yr−1]
Continental U.S. -0.82± 0.14 -1.72± 0.30 -0.81± 0.15 -1.62± 0.30
Central-Eastern U.S. -2.94± 0.38 -2.96± 0.38 -2.94± 0.39 -2.92± 0.39
Western Eﬀrope -2.94± 0.63 -2.61± 0.56 -2.96± 0.65 -2.56± 0.56
Japan -0.49± 0.13 -1.24± 0.33 -0.49± 0.14 -1.17± 0.33
Middle East +0.779± 0.082 +4.00± 0.42 +0.785± 0.081 +4.01± 0.42
East Central China +10.1± 1.1 +20.5± 2.2 +10.1± 1.1 +20.3± 2.2
North Central India +1.30± 0.27 +4.05± 0.84 1.08± 0.27 +4.6± 1.1
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Table B.2: Annﬀal groﬂth rate ∆VCDtrop NO2 from the leﬁelshi model (Eq.4.3) applied to original and resolﬀtion-correctedGOMEdata, for the
time period 1996–2006, for the regions shoﬂn in Fig. 4.5. e rela-
tiﬁe trends haﬁe been compﬀted relatiﬁe to the 1996 annﬀal mean.
Region Leﬁelshi-model (orig. GOME data) Leﬁelshi-model (rescorr. GOME data)
[ 1014 molec cm−2 yr−1] [% yr−1] [ 1014 molec cm−2 yr−1] [% yr−1]
Continental U.S. +0.01± 0.17 +0.02± 0.38 +0.03± 0.18 +0.07± 0.39
Central-Eastern U.S. -1.54± 0.47 -1.63± 0.50 -1.54± 0.48 -1.61± 0.50
Western Eﬀrope -3.6± 1.1 -3.11± 0.98 -3.6± 1.2 -3.08± 0.99
Japan -0.17± 0.23 -0.45± 0.59 -0.16± 0.24 -0.40± 0.58
Middle East +0.59± 0.11 +2.94± 0.54 +0.62± 0.11 +3.05± 0.53
East Central China +5.85± 0.85 +9.2± 1.3 +5.86± 0.85 +9.2± 1.3
North Central India +1.18± 0.43 +3.7± 1.3 +0.64± 0.36 +2.6± 1.4
Table B.3: Annﬀal groﬂth rate ∆VCDtrop NO2 from the leﬁelshi model (Eq.4.3) and the mﬀlti-instrﬀment ੗t (Eq. 4.8) for the regions shoﬂn in
Fig. 4.5.e relatiﬁe trends haﬁe been compﬀted relatiﬁe to the 1996
annﬀal mean. Valﬀes for constant seasonality are reprodﬀced from
Table 4.6 and giﬁen here for beer comparison.
Region Mﬀlti-instrﬀment ੗t (const. seasonality) Mﬀlti-instrﬀment ੗t (ﬁar. seasonality)
ωˆ ωˆ ξˆ
[ 1014 molec cm−2 yr−1] [% yr−1] [ 1014 molec cm−2 yr−1] [% yr−1] [% yr−1]
Continental U.S. -0.78± 0.20 -1.66± 0.42 -0.77± 0.19 -1.64± 0.40 -2.27± 0.97
Central-Eastern U.S. -2.65± 0.47 -2.69± 0.48 -2.62± 0.44 -2.37± 0.44 -3.29± 0.66
Western Eﬀrope -2.63± 0.85 -2.35± 0.76 -2.61± 0.84 -2.34± 0.75 -2.8± 1.2
Japan -0.49± 0.17 -1.24± 0.42 -0.49± 0.17 -1.23± 0.42 -1.3± 1.1
Middle East +0.727± 0.093 +3.70± 0.47 +0.725± 0.087 +3.69± 0.44 +7± 65
East Central China +8.7± 1.2 +16.3± 2.2 +8.6± 1.1 +16.1± 2.0 +23± 14
North Central India +1.05± 0.32 +3.23± 0.98 +1.01± 0.31 +3.08± 0.95 +9.0± 7.0
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Table B.4: Annﬀal groﬂth rate ∆VCDtrop NO2 from the leﬁelshi model(Eq. 4.3) applied to original and resolﬀtion-corrected GOME data,
for the time period 1996–2011, for a list of megacities. e rela-
tiﬁe trends haﬁe been compﬀted relatiﬁe to the 1996 annﬀal mean.
Non-signi੗cant trends (see Eq. 4.6) are shoﬂn in italics. e rela-
tiﬁe trends haﬁe been compﬀted relatiﬁe to the 1996 annﬀal mean.
Valﬀes for original GOME data are reprodﬀced from Table 4.7 and
giﬁen here for beer comparison.
Region Leﬁelshi-model (orig. GOME data) Leﬁelshi-model (rescorr. GOME data)
[ 1014 molec cm−2 yr−1] [% yr−1] [ 1014 molec cm−2 yr−1] [% yr−1]
Algiers +0.74± 0.14 +3.64±0.69 +0.83±0.17 +2.62±0.53
Athens -2.33± 0.70 -4.1±1.2 -2.10±0.87 -1.72±0.71
Baghdad +3.54± 0.33 +20.7±1.9 +3.91±0.34 +10.1±0.87
Beijing +8.8± 2.5 +6.7±1.9 +9.4±2.7 +4.8±1.4
Bﬀenos Aires +1.14± 0.48 +3.9±1.6 +0.85±0.73 +1.11±0.94
Cairo +1.91± 0.25 +7.21±0.93 +2.12±0.27 +4.35±0.55
Chicago -6.7± 1.8 -4.1±1.1 -7.0±2.0 -2.46±0.68
Dhaka +3.66± 0.52 +27.2±3.9 +3.94±0.50 +12.7±1.6
Dimashq +3.44± 0.54 +10.2±1.6 +3.90±0.60 +6.03±0.92
Gﬀangzhoﬀ +1.2± 2.0 1.3±2.0 +3.0±2.6 +1.6±1.4
Hong Kong -2.6± 1.8 -2.3±1.6 -0.8±2.2 -0.4±1.2
Istanbﬀl -0.5± 1.1 -0.7±1.5 -0.5±1.3 -0.4±1.0
Jakarta -1.45± 0.42 -3.9±1.1 -1.57±0.55 -2.58±0.91
Jeddah +1.30± 0.29 +4.07±0.92 +1.64±0.38 +2.31±0.53
Karachi +0.94± 0.22 +6.8±1.6 +1.07±0.29 +3.8±1.0
Kolkata +0.75± 0.22 +2.98±0.89 +0.76±0.23 +2.03±0.61
Lagos +0.41± 0.10 +3.41±0.83 +0.40±0.11 +2.63±0.73
Lima +0.99± 0.40 +7.1±2.9 +1.22±0.48 +3.0±1.2
London -4.4± 1.3 -2.40±0.71 -4.5±1.4 -2.24±0.68
Los Angeles -13.7± 1.7 -6.00±0.72 -14.1±1.9 -3.14±0.43
Manila -1.13± 0.18 -5.32±0.85 -1.43±0.31 -3.56±0.76
Meﬃico City -0.65± 0.83 -1.2±1.5 -0.30±0.98 -0.22±0.72
Moscoﬂ -0.2± 1.5 -0.3±1.9 +0.3±1.7 +0.2±1.2
Mﬀmbai +0.82± 0.17 4.31±0.91 +0.91±0.20 +2.46±0.53
Neﬂ Delhi +3.07± 0.53 +9.3±1.6 +3.07±0.56 +5.5±1.0
Neﬂ York -5.3± 1.7 -2.45±0.80 -5.2±2.3 -1.45±0.64
Osaka -1.94± 0.98 -1.74±0.88 -2.1±1.1 -1.23±0.61
Paris -4.6± 2.0 -3.0±1.3 -5.8±2.6 -2.3±1.0
Riyadh +2.01± 0.39 +6.7±1.3 +2.51±0.49 +3.49±0.68
São Paolo +0.52± 0.46 -1.3±1.2 +0.53±0.58 +0.62±0.69
Seoﬀl +0.6±1.7 0.4±1.1 +0.6±2.1 +0.21±0.72
Shanghai +11.9± 3.1 +12.8±3.3 +12.8±3.2 +9.5±2.4
Shenzhen -2.4± 1.6 -1.9±1.3 -1.8±1.7 -1.2±1.1
Tehran +2.08± 0.68 +5.7±1.9 +2.49±0.74 +2.84±0.84
Tokyo -5.2± 1.1 -3.61±0.79 -5.5±1.4 -2.21±0.54
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Table B.5: Annﬀal groﬂth rate ∆VCDtrop NO2 from the leﬁelshi model (Eq.4.3) applied to original and resolﬀtion-corrected GOME data, for
the time period 1996–2006, for a list of megacities. e relatiﬁe
trends haﬁe been compﬀted relatiﬁe to the 1996 annﬀal mean. Non-
signi੗cant trends (see Eq. 4.6) are shoﬂn in italics. e relatiﬁe
trends haﬁe been compﬀted relatiﬁe to the 1996 annﬀal mean.
Region Leﬁelshi-model (orig. GOME data) Leﬁelshi-model (rescorr. GOME data)
[ 1014 molec cm−2 yr−1] [% yr−1] [ 1014 molec cm−2 yr−1] [% yr−1]
Algiers +0.64± +0.17 +3.1± 0.81 +0.87± 0.23 +2.75± 0.74
Athens +1.16± 0.83 +2.6± 1.9 +2.0± 1.2 +1.9± 1.1
Baghdad +1.81± 0.35 +7.9± 1.5 +2.82± 0.45 +6.7± 1.1
Beijing +8.8± 3.6 +6.7± 2.8 +10.2± 4.0 +5.3± 2.1
Bﬀenos Aires +0.06± 0.73 +0.2± 2.2 -0.7± 1.3 -0.8± 1.5
Cairo +1.46± 0.41 +5.2± 1.5 +2.00± 0.46 +4.08± 0.93
Chicago -3.8± 3.0 -2.5± 2.0 -5.0± 3.4 -1.8± 1.2
Dhaka +1.39± 0.48 +6.5± 2.2 +2.00± 0.55 +5.3± 1.5
Dimashq +2.93± 0.63 +8.3± 1.8 +4.12± 0.78 +6.4± 1.2
Gﬀangzhoﬀ +7.8± 2.7 +10.6± 3.6 +13.6± 3.8 +9.2± 2.6
Hong Kong +7.0± 2.2 +8.7± 2.7 +12.4± 3.0 +8.5± 2.0
Istanbﬀl +1.6± 1.6 +2.5± 2.5 +1.5± 2.1 +1.3± 1.7
Jakarta -0.23± 0.63 -0.7± 1.9 -0.61± 0.93 -1.1± 1.6
Jeddah +0.83± 0.38 +2.5± 1.1 +1.71± 0.58 +2.42± 0.81
Karachi +0.21± 0.29 +1.3± 1.7 +0.56± 0.47 +1.9± 1.6
Kolkata +0.35± 0.34 +1.3± 1.3 +0.39± 0.37 +1.00± 0.94
Lagos +0.03± 0.15 +0.2± 1.1 -0.03± 0.18 -0.2± 1.1
Lima +0.63± 0.55 +4.2± 3.7 +1.27± 0.74 +3.1± 1.8
London -2.9± 2.1 -1.6± 1.2 -3.2± 2.3 -1.6± 1.2
Los Angeles -3.9± 2.4 -2.0± 1.2 -4.7± 3.1 -1.13± 0.76
Manila -0.99± 0.30 -4.8± 1.5 -1.74± 0.57 -4.2± 1.4
Meﬃico City +0.8± 1.2 +1.6± 2.4 +1.7± 1.6 +1.3± 1.2
Moscoﬂ +2.1± 2.2 +3.1± 3.2 +3.8± 2.5 +3.4± 2.2
Mﬀmbai +0.48± 0.23 +2.4± 1.1 +0.69± 0.30 +1.84± 0.81
Neﬂ Delhi +2.67± 0.76 +7.9± 2.2 +2.80± 0.87 +5.0± 1.6
Neﬂ York +2.0± 2.2 +1.0± 1.1 +2.3± 3.5 +0.7± 1.1
Osaka +0.13± 1.3 +0.1± 1.2 -0.2± 1.5 -0.13± 0.90
Paris -4.3± 3.4 -2.8± 2.2 -7.7± 4.6 -3.0± 1.8
Riyadh +1.29± 0.45 4.0± 1.4 +2.60± 0.75 +3.6± 1.0
São Paolo +0.08± 0.65 +0.2± 1.6 +0.16± 0.93 +0.2± 1.1
Seoﬀl -1.3± 2.6 -0.8± 1.6 -1.4± 3.5 -0.5± 1.2
Shanghai +10.0± 3.9 +9.9± 3.8 +12.1± 4.0 +8.8± 2.9
Shenzhen +3.2± 2.0 +3.0± 1.9 +4.9± 2.2 +3.6± 1.7
Tehran +1.94± 0.82 +5.2± 2.2 +3.05± 0.95 +3.6± 1.1
Tokyo -0.9± 1.7 -0.7± 1.3 -1.9± 2.3 -0.78± 0.96
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Table B.6: Annﬀal groﬂth rate ∆VCDtrop NO2 from the leﬁelshi model (Eq.4.3) and the mﬀlti-instrﬀment ੗t (Eq. 4.8) for a list of megacities.
e relatiﬁe trends haﬁe been compﬀted relatiﬁe to the 1996 an-
nﬀal mean. Non-signi੗cant trends (see Eq. 4.6) are shoﬂn in italics.
Valﬀes for constant seasonality are reprodﬀced from Table 4.7 and
giﬁen here for beer comparison.
Region Mﬀlti-instrﬀment ੗t (const. seasonality) Mﬀlti-instrﬀment ੗t (ﬁar. seasonality)
ωˆ ωˆ ξˆ
[ 1014 molec cm−2 yr−1] [% yr−1] [ 1014 molec cm−2 yr−1] [% yr−1] [% yr−1]
Algiers +0.60± 0.18 +2.89± 0.88 +0.60± 0.18 +2.89± 0.87 -1.7± 4.2
Athens -2.09± 0.83 -3.7± 1.5 -2.08± 0.82 -3.7± 1.5 -2.8± 1.6
Baghdad +3.24± 0.37 +18.0± 2.1 +3.23± 0.38 +17.8± 2.1 +17± 75
Beijing +9.5± 2.9 +7.3± 2.2 +9.4± 2.7 +7.2± 2.1 +7.4± 6.3
Bﬀenos Aires +0.55± 0.51 +1.7± 1.6 +0.55± 0.51 +1.7± 1.6 -1.2± 6.7
Cairo +1.73± 0.28 +6.4± 1.0 +1.72± 0.28 +6.4± 1.0 +10± 94
Chicago -6.2± 2.2 -3.9± 1.4 -6.3± 2.2 -3.9± 1.4 +1± 23
Dhaka +3.41± 0.54 +24.0± 3.8 +3.35± 0.53 +23.0± 3.6 +22± 61
Dimashq +2.62± 0.53 +7.2± 1.4 +2.60± 0.51 +7.1± 1.4 +13± 78
Gﬀangzhoﬀ +0.2± 2.6 +0.2± 2.6 +0.3± 2.6 +0.3± 2.6 -1± 12
Hong Kong -1.1± 2.3 -1.0± 2.1 -1.0± 2.2 -1.0± 2.0 -2.1± 1.9
Istanbﬀl -0.4± 1.1 -0.5± 1.5 -0.4± 1.1 -0.5± 1.5 +1± 16
Jakarta -1.19± 0.41 -3.3± 1.1 -1.20± 0.41 -3.3± 1.1 +1± 16
Jeddah +1.4 2± 0.36 +4.5± 1.2 +1.41± 0.35 +4.5± 1.1 +30± 350
Karachi +0.85± 0.25 +6.0± 1.8 +0.84± 0.25 +5.9± 1.8 +6± 24
Kolkata +0.80± 0.26 +3.2± 1.0 +0.80± 0.25 +3.2± 0.99 +2.9± 2.2
Lagos +0.33± 0.12 +2.68± 0.95 +0.33± 0.12 +2.67± 0.96 +0.4± 2.6
Lima +1.06± 0.36 +7.9± 2.7 +1.06± 0.36 +7.9± 2.7 +1± 190
London -3.0± 1.6 -1.66± 0.91 -3.0± 1.6 -1.68± 0.89 +7.1± 7.7
Los Angeles -13.2± 2.6 -5.8± 1.2 -13.1± 2.6 -5.8± 1.1 -3.0± 1.3
Manila -1.03± 0.20 -4.93± 0.95 -1.04± 0.21 -5.0± 1.0 -4.0± 9.8
Meﬃico City +0.51± 0.82 +1.0± 1.6 +0.51± 0.82 +1.0± 1.6 +0.1± 7.4
Moscoﬂ -1.4± 1.6 -1.6± 1.9 -1.4± 1.6 -1.7± 1.9 -2± 16
Mﬀmbai +0.70± 0.21 +3.6± 1.1 +0.68± 0.21 +3.5± 1.0 +2.1± 1.7
Neﬂ Delhi +2.57± 0.60 +7.4± 1.7 +2.47± 0.55 +6.9± 1.6 +24± 62
Neﬂ York -5.7± 2.3 -2.6± 1.0 -5.7± 2.3 -2.6± 1.0 +1.1± 5.1
Osaka -2.54± 0.98 -2.23± 0.86 -2.52± 0.98 -2.21± 0.86 -1.7± 2.3
Paris -5.2± 2.5 -3.3± 1.6 -5.1± 2.4 -3.3± 1.6 -2.0± 3.6
Riyadh +2.05± 0.38 +6.9± 1.3 +2.06± 0.39 +7.0± 1.3 -3.3± 1.9
São Paolo +0.37± 0.52 +0.9± 1.3 +0.36± 0.51 +0.9± 1.3 -3.45± 0.92
Seoﬀl +1.0± 1.8 +0.7± 1.2 +1.0± 1.8 +0.7± 1.2 +2.3± 3.4
Shanghai +9.4± 3.0 +9.2± 2.9 +9.3± 2.9 +9.1± 2.8 +12± 57
Shenzhen -2.2± 1.7 -1.8± 1.3 -2.2± 1.7 -1.7± 1.3 -2.6± 2.2
Tehran +2.68± 0.93 +7.8± 2.7 +2.66± 0.92 +7.7± 2.7 +1.6± 6.3
Tokyo -5.4± 1.4 -3.77± 0.97 -5.3± 1.3 -3.72± 0.93 -2.97± 0.97
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